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T
he Warhammer 40,000 universe is
rich with fantastic aliens, ancient
cultures, wondrous technology,

and dark secrets. It is also gripped in
epic warfare. The future is dark and full
of terror, but there are those heroes
who struggle mightily to make the
galaxy a better place. You are one such
hero, a warrior from an alien race called
the Tau. Your way of life is being threat-
ened by the tyrants of the human
Imperium, and you must fight back. But
the humans will not go gently.

Start a Game

Warhammer 40,000: Fire Warrior is an
action game set in a rich sci-fi universe.
It offers a compelling single-player game
as well as exciting multiplayer action.

When you first load Warhammer
40,000: Fire Warrior, an opening cine-
matic reveals the mighty Imperium and
its discovery of the advanced Tau race.
Then the main menu appears. From here,
you can choose single-player game, mul-
tiplayer game, options, or extras.

Starting a Single-

Player Game

When you select a single-player game
you first choose the difficulty level:
easy, normal, or hard. Initially, hard is
grayed out and unavailable. You must
defeat the game on normal difficulty to
unlock hard mode.

Once you select a difficulty, you see
three choices: new game, continue
game, and level select. New game and
continue game are self-explanatory.
Level select lets you replay any level you
have completed. You can do this for fun
or to improve your grade in each level.

Starting a

Multiplayer Game

In the multiplayer game, you must
choose whether you want to play a
game over the Internet or play a split-
screen game. You then choose a game
type—deathmatch, team deathmatch,
or capture the flag—and the map.

Options

You select options to customize your
Fire Warrior Warhammer 40,000 experi-
ence. You can change audio and video
options, configure your controls, create
different profiles so multiple users can
save their own configurations, and turn
on subtitles in the movies and games.

Extras

The extras menu is where you come to
see what you've unlocked in the game.
The following menu choices are in the
extras screen: movie theater, image
bank, and cheats.

Movie Theater

Once you have progressed far enough
to trigger a new movie, it becomes
available for viewing in the movie the-
ater. Any time you wish to watch a cine-
matic again without playing through
the game, come here and select the
movie you want to view.

Image Bank

Every time you complete a level, you get
graded. You gain a grade of A, B, C, or
no rank. When you get an A for a level in
normal mode, you open up one of the 21
images in the image bank. There is a
normal image bank and a hard image
bank. By getting As in all levels in both
difficulty modes, you can view special
art, including early concept sketches of
characters and weapons in Warhammer
40,000: Fire Warrior.

Introduction and

Gameplay

If you select new game after already
starting a game, your previous game's
progress will be wiped out. Make sure you
want to start a new game.

NOTE
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Cheat Codes

The extras menu includes five cheats.
Beating the game in hard difficulty
mode unlocks them.

Left-Hand Weapon
You can select a permanent weapon for
your left hand. In the single-player cam-
paign, this weapon is usually a specific
Tau weapon. But you can select any of
the game's weapons to be your perma-
nent sidearm.

Emperor's Shield
When you toggle this cheat on, your
shield never depletes.

Emperor's Seal
With this cheat on, you are much harder
to hurt. You suffer only a fraction of the
damage from even the strongest
weapons. A single Missile, which will
kill you without cheats, will only do half
damage. Weaker weapons, like a Chaos
Raptor's claw attacks, will never dam-
age you.

Emperor's Munitions
This cheat gives have infinite ammuni-
tion. Although your ammo counter
might not reflect it, you will never run
out of ammunition.

Emperor's Wrath
When on, this cheat gives you unlimited
grenades. You can throw grenades as
often as you want and they will never
be deducted from your grenade count.

Controlling

Your

Character

Before you can get truly comfortable
with the action, you have to familiarize
yourself with the controls.

The images on your screen include
icons established by your visor and
your onboard Tau computer. They 
show you the status of your health,
shields, weapons, ammunition, and
other systems.

Health

This is your life bar. When it reaches
zero, you die. It turns red and flashes
when your health dips below 50 per-
cent. At that point, you are in danger of
dying and should acquire a medikit as
soon as possible. Medikits are the only
way of restoring your health.

Shield

Your Tau battlesuit is equipped with a
personal force field that shields you
from most damage. Certain attacks can
bypass your shield, but normally, your
shield must be brought down before
your health is affected. Once your shield
is damaged, it regenerates, although it
takes a few seconds for it to reach maxi-
mum strength again. Pause for several
seconds in between battles to give your
shield a chance to regenerate.

Aiming Circle

The two circles in the middle of your
screen are your aiming circle. Your guns
fire at the aiming circle, so to hit an
enemy, line your circle up over your tar-
get. Certain weapons are more accurate
than others and will usually hit the cen-
ter of your aiming circle. Inaccurate
weapons will hit the general area in
and around your circle. If you have
auto-aim on from the options menu
under controls, the inner circle narrows
and turns red if your aiming circle lands
squarely on a target, indicating that you
have a good shot at it.

Weapons

This area of your display shows the
weapon you have equipped. The
smaller weapon icon underneath it
indicates your second weapon.
Although there are more than 15
weapons, you can only carry two at a
time. You often have to make choices
about which two weapons will help
you fulfill your mission objective best.
When you switch weapons, your sec-
ond weapon moves to your equipped
slot, and your other weapon moves
down to the smaller stowed slot.
Switch weapons by pressing p.

Ammunition

Ammunition is displayed for your cur-
rently equipped weapon only. The first
number refers to the number of rounds
in your weapon clip, while the second
number indicates your remaining ammo
count. When your clip runs out of
ammunition, you automatically reload
your weapon, drawing from your
remaining ammo count and restoring
your clip to maximum size. You can also
reload manually by pressing o.

Grenades

You can also carry up to eight grenades.
Your grenade count is shown under-
neath your two weapons. To throw
them, press i. 

Introduction and Gameplay

You have a sword for those rare occa-
sions when you have no ammunition for
any of your weapons and you need to
fight an enemy. You draw your sword by
pressing left on the D-pad. To sheathe
your sword and draw a firearm, press p.

NOTE

This guide uses the PS2 default controller
layout. If you have modified your controls
or are playing the PC version, use the
applicable controls.

NOTE
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Lowlight Vision

Your visor is equipped with a lowlight
vision system. In dark areas, turning
this on shows all living creatures as
black images on a green background.
You turn on lowlight vision by pressing
t. When you do so, a status bar
appears on the right side of your screen,
showing how much battery power is left
in your lowlight system. Lowlight vision
only lasts for a few seconds before it
burns out and has to recharge.

Primary and

Secondary Fire

Certain weapons have more than one
firing mode. To fire a weapon, press R.
If a weapon has a secondary fire mode,
you use it by pressing r. Certain
weapons with a zoomed-in sniper mode,
such as the sniper rifle and rail rifle,
enter that mode when you press r.

Campaign

Details

Warhammer 40,000: Fire Warrior has a
gripping campaign with an exciting
story and challenging missions. It is
split into 20 missions, not including the
optional training mission.

Mission Briefings

Before every mission, while the level is
loading, you get a brief communication
from your field commander at the bot-
tom of your screen. It usually tells you a
little something about your mission.

When loading is complete, a mission
briefing screen tells you what your cur-
rent mission is and lists any known mis-
sion objectives.

Objective Arrow

and Distance

Meter

Sometimes when you are given a mis-
sion objective, you are also pointed in
that direction for easy navigation to
your goal. In those cases, a green arrow
appears on your screen, pointing in the
direction of the mission objective. If you
are lined up with the objective, you also
see a green number indicating how far
away in feet you are from your target.
Use the objective arrow and distance
meter to guide you to your next goal.

Secret Objective

Every mission also has a secret objec-
tive not displayed on your mission
briefing or when you press S. You
only realize you had a secret objective
when you complete it and a message
pops up saying you have fulfilled your
secret task. Each level walkthrough in
chapter 2 lists its secret objective and
how to achieve it.

When in sniper mode, you zoom in by
pressing i and zoom out by pressing u.

NOTE

If at any time you want to be reminded of
your mission objectives, hit s to display
them in the middle of the screen.

TIPTIP

A red waypoint marker indicates bomb place-
ment and green represents where to go.

NOTE
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Checkpoints

The levels can be huge. Your progress is
measured by checkpoints. When you
die during a mission, you restart at the
latest checkpoint passed instead of at
the beginning of the level. A pop-up
message tells you that you have
reached a checkpoint when it occurs in
the mission. If you restart a level or quit
to the main menu and return, you will
not start at your last checkpoint but at
the beginning of the level again.

Doors and Keys

Picking Up Items

Lots of weapons, medikits, and
grenades lie around the levels. You pick
up medikits and grenades by walking
over them. If you step over a weapon
you already have in your equipped or
stowed slot, you add that weapon as
ammunition. But if you step over a
weapon you do not have, you can pick it
up by pressing p. In the single-player
campaign, one of your weapons is 
permanent and cannot be dropped. It 
is always a Tau weapon, but it changes
by level. But your nonpermanent
weapon will be dropped if you pick up a
different weapon.

Your Fellow Tau

Warriors

On some levels, you see other Tau Fire
Warriors. They are allies controlled by
the computer and will fight and move
on their own. They are not as skilled or
tough as you, but they can sometimes
help attack enemies or draw fire away
from you.

Boss Fights

Some levels end with a boss fight. You
must battle a powerful and often
unique creature or vehicle before you
can complete the mission. These bat-
tles are extremely difficult and will tax
even the greatest of players. In most
cases, there is a checkpoint just before
confronting the boss so that if you die,
you don't have to replay the majority of
the mission just to get back to the boss.

Mission

Debriefing

At the end of each mission you view a
mission debriefing screen. Your
progress is detailed and your grade is
assigned. Depending on how well you
did, you could receive a grade of A, B,
C, or no rank. The mission debriefing
shows how long you took to complete
the number, how many kills you made,
how many shots you fired and how
many hit, your accuracy as a percent-
age, and whether you completed the
secret objective or not.

Introduction and Gameplay

Many doors and gates are locked.
Some of them can be opened simply by
pressing a button or flipping a switch
next to them. Move close to the switch
or button and press u to activate it.
Only rarely will a button for a door not
be located by that door.

Other times, you must find a key to
open a door. Doors that can only be
unlocked by a key are barred off with
colored energy. The key to open that
door is that color. Keys are most often
found on enemy units guarding the door.

You can hurt your fellow Tau, so don't go
throwing grenades near them. But there
is no penalty if you do indiscriminately
blow up your friends.

NOTE

You won’t receive a grade if you’re playing
easy mode.

NOTE
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Grades

You can always replay a level at the
level select screen under single-player
after you select the difficulty. Your
grade depends on the time you took,
your kills, your accuracy, and your
secret task. When you select a level,
you see your current grade and result in
category. To the left a blue number
describes what you need to get to
achieve the next highest grade. Getting
higher grades can unlock special fea-
tures in the extras menu. You are not
graded in easy mode.

General Tips

Surviving the blazing firefights of
Warhammer 40,000: Fire Warrior is no
small task. You need nerves of steel, a
sharp eye, and fast reflexes. You also
need a brain, preferably one that can
think tactically under pressure. Keep
the following tips in mind when engag-
ing the enemy. They might just save
your life.

Improve Your

Accuracy

Being an accurate shot is the surest way
to survive a firefight and come out on top.
But sometimes, having a steady hand just
isn't enough. Some weapons are inher-
ently shakier than others, and you must
resort to some techniques to get the best
shot off during intense action.

Crouching Improves

Accuracy

When crouching, your aim improves
whatever weapon you are using. Crouch
behind protective terrain for increased
accuracy and better defense. Crouching
behind obstacles not only gives you
extra protection but also improves your
chances of hitting your target.

Lead Your Target

Leading your target is the best way to
take down moving enemies. Don't shoot
where the enemy is. Shoot where he is
going. Aim a few feet in front of where
an enemy is moving and then squeeze
the trigger a split second before he
reaches the spot so you score a direct
hit as he walks past your aim spot.

Where You Shoot

Matters

No matter whether your opponent is mov-
ing or stationary, where you hit him mat-
ters a great deal. If you are just learning
how to play, aim for the torso because it
is obviously the biggest target on your
enemy. But as your aim improves, your
scope should gravitate toward the head.
A single, clean head shot will kill many
weaker enemies, and even the toughest
foes can only suffer a few head wounds
before falling. But these same enemies
can survive a lot of gunshots to the torso
before they fall dead. So if at all possible,
aim for the head.

Grenades Can

Save the Day

While your sidearm is your weapon of
choice, don't forget to use your
grenades if necessary. You can carry
only eight grenades at a time, so you
can't have too many on you, but even
one can turn the tide of battle. Tough
enemies, like the Imperial Guard
Sergeant or Storm Trooper Sergeant,
can be killed with one direct hit by a
grenade. And because the grenade
explodes and produces a sizable blast
radius, it can take out several enemies
if they are clustered together.
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Grenades that hit a target explode on
contact, but if they don't hit a target,
they bounce around and detonate after
a short delay. Obviously, even when
chucking a grenade with a large blast
radius, it pays to throw it with accuracy.

Although lobbing a grenade by hand
works, when you acquire the Tau Pulse
Carbine, equip it every time you want to
throw grenade because you will launch
the grenade with the Carbine instead of
your hand when you press i. When you
use your Carbine to shoot a grenade, it
has greater range, accuracy, and impact.

Use the Terrain

A smart Fire Warrior surveys his envi-
ronment when entering hostile territory
and uses the terrain to his advantage.

Use heavy objects and large debris
as cover. Instead of reloading your
weapon in the open, do so while hiding
behind obstacles so you aren't vulnera-
ble. Duck behind crates during fire-
fights, using the cover to deflect enemy
fire. Then, when your enemy is reload-
ing, pop up and finish him off.

Look for combustible barrels on the
maps. Wait until an enemy walks by and
then unload on the barrel. It will
explode and take out any nearby hos-
tiles in the surrounding blast.

Use Your Eyes

Aside from looking for terrain advan-
tages, always keep your eyes moving
so you can spot enemy snipers. The
enemy won't always be on a flat plain
right in front of you. Some might be
camping above you on beams or behind
you on hills.

Always remember that the game of
Warhammer 40,000: Fire Warrior simu-
lates a true 3D environment, so your
enemy could be anywhere around you,
including above, behind, or on the sides
of you. A favorite hiding space of ene-
mies is on catwalks and beams above
ground level, so keep your eyes peeled
for hostile targets.

Smart Reloading

Watch your ammo count constantly.
Don't let your ammo dip below 50 per-
cent if you can help it. Anytime there is
a lull in combat and you have anything
less than a full clip in your gun, stop
and reload. The worst time to have to
reload is in the middle of a gunfight.
This usually happens if you stumble
into a battle at less than full ammo.
Always try to have a full clip whenever
you think you might be engaging hos-
tiles. And after the battle, always
reload your weapon, even if you still
have some ammo left in the clip.

If you do run out of ammo in the mid-
dle of a fight, switch weapons.
Switching to your other weapon is
much faster than reloading your current
firearm. That way you won't have a
huge pause during which you're
defenseless. When the battle is over,
reload both your weapons and switch
back to your favorite one.

Circle-Strafing

The best players know that a stationary
target is a dead target. Move around
and you make yourself much harder to
hit. So when fighting, move side to
side. Make sure you maintain control of
right analog stick to keep your target in
your crossfire while moving.

Once you've gotten the hang of mov-
ing while shooting, try to learn to circle-
strafe. This complex maneuver involves
running in a circle around your target
while targeting your foe at all times. So
while you're running circles around
him, you're also strafing him. This
deadly move is extremely hard to
counter, unless your enemy is also
good at circle-strafing.

Side-Strafing

Side-strafing follows the same principle
as circle-strafing, but instead of running
rings around an opponent, you step
side to side in front of them to avoid
their attacks while shooting back. Side-
strafing is much easier to accomplish
than circle-strafing, as you do not have
to move your view. Instead, you just
move left and right, without having to
move the right stick, firing your weapon
whenever you line up with your target
while side-stepping.

Recover That Shield

If you are under heavy fire and you see
your shield getting burned to nothing,
duck for cover and wait while your shield
recovers. It always regenerates, unlike
health, so don't rush into battle when
your shield is low or nonexistent. Just
wait until it goes back to full strength
and then charge back into battle.

Introduction and Gameplay
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Proper Medikit

Management

Medikits are literally life-savers. Make
sure you know the difference between
the regular green medikits and the 
better red medikits. Learn to recognize
them quickly. In general, save the red
medikits and use the green ones first.
Red medikits restore 75 percent of your
health, and green medikits restore 25
percent.

Especially in boss fights, proper
medikit management can save your life.
If you know that you will be fighting a
boss near some medikits, try to posi-
tion yourself next to a medikit so you
don't have to walk around the boss or
travel too far to get it. 

A Weapon for

Every Occasion

Don't be afraid to experiment with
weapons. No weapon is perfect. And no
weapon is ideal for every occasion. Use
what works best for the given situation
and don't force yourself to use a
weapon just because it's what you have
in hand at the moment. Energy weapons
like the Meltagun and Plasma Gun are
better against Imperial Tech-Priests
than projectile weapons like Bolters. So
switch to energy weapons when you see
one. But slow plasma weapons aren't
good against swift-moving Chaos
Raptors, so switch to a fast rapid-fire
weapon like the Burst Cannon.

It is usually a good idea to carry two
types of weapons with you at a time.
Don't have two weapons that do the
same thing. Instead of having two
rapid-fire weapons like the Autogun
and Pulse Carbine, carry a rapid-fire
weapon and a slower, more powerful
single-shot weapon like the Shotgun,
so you have good close-range attacks
against tough, single enemies and a
good medium-range fast weapon for
taking out groups of enemies.
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I
n the 41st millennium, warring galac-
tic factions vie for control of the uni-
verse. Two such factions are the

human Imperium and the alien Tau. You
are one of the Tau, a young Fire Warrior
named Kais, a proud member of the Fire
Caste. The ruthless Imperium has
grown bolder in its attacks on your
colonies, even kidnapping one of your
beloved Ethereals, the spiritual leaders
of your people. It is your duty to rescue
Ethereal Ko'vash from the clutches of
the tyrannical Imperial army. Your mis-
sion is fraught with danger, and your
enemies are legion, but nothing will
stop you, for you are a Fire Warrior.

To experience the epic single-player
campaign, select the single-player
game option at the main menu and then
choose your difficulty setting. As dis-
cussed earlier, your enemies will be
weaker or tougher depending on the
difficulty level you choose, commensu-
rately adjusting your challenge.

Once you select the difficulty level,
jump into the game. Complete walk-
throughs for all 21 levels follow. First is
the basic training mission, and levels
1–20 are the campaign missions.

When you've readied yourself,
assume the role of the Fire Warrior, but
remember; not only does the safety of
Tau society stand threatened, but so
too does the very fabric of reality itself.
There are far greater dangers awaiting
you than just the Imperium….

Welcome to the

41st Millennium

After you've completed a level, you can
return to the level select screen to
replay a level. You are graded after the
completion of each mission, and if you
wish to improve that grade, you can
replay the level. Higher grades will even-
tually unlock hidden extras.

NOTE

Basic Training
Mission Objectives
Follow the instructions to the end
of the orientation course.
Once you have finished the brief-
ings, exit  the training area.

Weapons Available
• Tau Pulse Rifle
• Tau Pulse Carbine

Enemies Encountered
None

Secret Objective
Push all the buttons in the final
briefing room.

The first level is a prelude that has
nothing to do with the single-player
campaign. Undertaking it is completely
optional. When you start a new game,
you are asked whether you wish to take
basic training or not. If you elect not to
take the tutorial, you launch into level
1. If you select yes, you go on to basic
training.

You begin this mission in the lobby of
a training station. Pictures of your
future companions adorn the place, so
look around. You don't know who they
are yet, but portraits of Ethereal
Ko'vash and Commander Lusha hang on
the walls.
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Pulse Rifle
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Basic Training

Your training officer is a disembodied
female Tau voice. She greets you and
begins teaching you the basics of
gameplay and controls.

In this first area, your training officer
teaches you how to look around with
the right analog stick and move around
with the left analog stick. 

In the second area you learn how to
open a door controlled by a switch.
Press the small switch box to the door's
right to open it. These doors appear
often in the later levels.

The third area covers finding keys for
unlocking doors. Blue Lasers bar the
door in front of you; grab the blue key
behind you to unlock it.

The fourth lesson teaches you how to
duck using l and jump with L. There
are boxes and beams to crawl under
and climb over.

The next areas of the tutorial mission
teach you how to run, jump, and duck
via an obstacle course. If you fail the
obstacle course, your training officer
tells you to run it again, but you don't
have to. Just keep going. Following this
area, you walk up a flight of stairs,
where you learn about medikits.

Combat training commences in the
next area, as you pick up two weapons,
the Pulse Rifle and Pulse Carbine. You
then proceed with target practice. You
also learn that you can only carry two
weapons at a time. Finally, you are
taught that some weapons have a pri-
mary fire mode, accessed with R, and
a secondary fire mode, triggered by r.

Next, you learn to use grenades. You
can hold a maximum of eight. You toss
them with i. If they strike an enemy
target, they explode immediately.
However, if your grenade hits an inani-
mate object like a wall instead, it will
bounce and come to rest, exploding
after a few seconds.

After finishing your grenade training,
proceed through to the next area. At the
end of the long corridor, you find a
device that needs to be detonated. This
area teaches you how to plant explo-
sive devices. 

The target for your explosive device
appears as a ghostly outline of an
explosive charge framed by an upper
and lower bracket. A distance meter
shows you how far away the target is,
and an arrow points  you in the direc-
tion of the target, if you are facing away
from it. 

Proceed to the end of the hallway,
plant the explosive by pressing u, then
back away. The charge will then detonate,
and you can move onto the next area.

At the end of the tutorial, you come
to a briefing room where you can access
many holographic files on the
Imperium, Tau society, Fire Warriors,
Imperial weaponry, the Imperials'
Adeptus Astartes warriors, recent histo-
ry between the Tau and Imperium, the
Imperial army, Fire Warrior drones, Fire
Warrior armor, Fire Warrior weaponry,
the Orca-class dropship, and the
Devilfish troop carrier.

With basic training under your belt,
you are ready for your first action as a
Fire Warrior. Prepare for your trial by
fire, soldier.

If you tire of the tutorial, press s to
exit the training mission. Everything cov-
ered in basic training is also covered in the
first chapter of this book.

TIPTIP

Grenade tossing is vital to your survival in
the early missions, so practice here. Also
equip the Pulse Carbine and practice shoot-
ing grenades with that weapon. Your expe-
rience here will come in handy when you
acquire the Pulse Carbine later.

TIPTIP

You can fulfill your first secret objec-
tive here. Press and listen to every
button in this briefing room to com-
plete your secret task.

Secret Objective!

You only have to press all the buttons to
complete the level. You don't have to 
listen to the briefings.

NOTE
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Rifle

= Lasgun

= Laspistol
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The Drop

Mission Objectives
Neutralize the Imperial Courier.
Find the gate controls.
Search for the door control.
Take cover in the bunker.
Reach the extraction point.

Weapons Available
• Tau Pulse Rifle
• Imperial Laspistol
• Imperial Lasgun

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Guardsmen
• Imperial Guard Sergeants
• Sentry Guns

Secret Objective
Kill the Courier.

Your first mission is a trial by fire.
You're landing in the middle of a war
zone to rescue Ko'vash, a Tau Ethereal.
As your dropship lands, it comes under
fire from enemy guns.

During the attack, one of your fellow
Tau warriors dies aboard the ship. This
is an indication of things to come. The
enemy is aggressive and dangers
abound. Fellow soldiers will fall, but do
not let their sacrifices be in vain.
Remember to pick up their ammo.
Ammunition for your default weapon is
tough to come by in this mission, so
search everywhere.

When you disembark, you're in a war
zone. Several fallen Tau and their unat-
tended guns lie around the drop site.
Pick up the ammo.

Start walking down the only open
trench. One of your fellow Tau warriors
runs back and gets gunned down from
behind. Around the corner, three enemy
soldiers await.

While you're exploring and fighting,
enemy ships zoom overhead, bombard-
ing the ground. One bomb has blasted
the path behind you, cutting you off
from the way you came. There is no
turning back now. You must proceed to
your mission objective: reaching the
new extraction point.

At this point, you can pick up your
first enemy weapon. You can add a
Laspistol or Lasgun to your inventory by
taking it off a fallen Imperial Guard. The
Laspistol is powerful but harder to use
due to its small clip and shorter range.
Ditch the pistol and pick up a Lasgun. It
has a faster rate of fire and holds more
ammo. Also, a lot of Lasgun ammo is
lying around, but there's virtually none
for the pistol.

At short to medium range, the
Lasgun will serve you better than the
Pulse Rifle because of its faster rate of
fire and larger clip. But against faraway
targets, the Tau Pulse Rifle has a more
accurate long-range secondary shot.
So, at long range you'll kill enemies
faster with the Tau rifle.

Enter the doorway into the room, and
you'll find two Tau warriors fighting two
enemy soldiers. Go left to find addition-
al ammo. This room also holds two
medikits.

When you head into the next area, you
appear behind two enemy soldiers.
Because they're already concentrating on
another Tau, squeeze off a few surprise
shots before they turn to attack you. 

You'll find more ammo and medikits
here, but the real prize is two grenades.
Pick them up. Proceed down the new
trench.

Use the combustible barrels in the trench
to your advantage. As the enemy soldiers
walk by a barrel, shoot it to cause an
explosion.

TIPTIP

Both the Imperial Lasgun and Laspistol
have advantages over your standard-issue
Tau Pulse Rifle, since the Laspistol does
greater damage and the Lasgun has a big-
ger clip. You will find far more ammo on
this level for the Lasgun than you will
for either your default Tau Pulse Rifle or
the more powerful Laspistol.

NOTE

You find your first grenades at this point,
but resist the urge to use them right away.
Save them for the much tougher Imperial
Guard Sergeants later in the level.

TIPTIP

You receive both Tau and intercepted
Imperial radio transmissions.

NOTE
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Take the second left. Down the first
left the path will collapse under bom-
bardment. Beware of the soldier stand-
ing on the beam above your head. If
you aren't looking around, he could do
a lot of damage to you before you are
aware of where he is.

Underneath this soldier is another
Imperial Guard, who runs up to confront
you. Shoot the barrels next to him to
quickly dispatch him.

Down the trench, you come to a T
intersection. A bunker on the first left is
available to you. An Imperial Courier
runs out of here and makes a dash for
the next bunker. Kill him before he gets
there. This is one of the mission's
objectives. Since you know he is com-
ing, simply turn left and gun him down
as he pops out of the bunker. You'll kill
him right around the same time you
identify him as a mission objective.

Go back to where the Courier came
from to find some goodies. Inside the
bunker are two soldiers. Deal with
them. Their hideout harbors two medik-
its, a pair of grenades, and Lasgun
ammo. Beware of the enemy Sentry
Gun on the ceiling, though. You can
destroy it, but probably not before it
destroys you. Avoid this powerful
weapon. Luckily, you won't trigger it
unless you run outside the bunker and
head right instead of the way you came.
Once you've gotten what you want from
this area, proceed back to the T junction
and head left, down to the end of the
trench and into the next bunker.

In this next bunker you face your first
Imperial Guard Sergeant. Don't let him
get close to you. Toss a grenade into
the bunker while backpedaling; a direct
hit should kill the officer.This is your first fight against an enemy

that is on higher ground than you. From
this point on, scan the tops of the level
occasionally for enemies camping on beams
waiting to shoot at you. There are more
later on. If you find yourself losing
shields and health from an unknown enemy
source, look up. Odds are, there is an
Imperial soldier above you.

TIPTIP

Killing this Imperial Courier is not
essential for completing the mission,
but he is your secret objective, so gun
him down. Doing so fulfills your
secret task and makes the next
bunker fight a little easier.

Secret Objective! The Sentry Gun at this bunker is tougher
than the Guardsmen you are used to. It is
heavily armored, so don't waste ammo and
grenades trying to destroy it. Instead,
duck into the bunker and quickly rush
back out once you get what you want.

C AUTIONC AUTION

The Imperial Guard Sergeant is a very
tough foe who takes more hits to put
down than a normal soldier does. He fires
a Laspistol, which packs a bigger punch
than the Lasguns normal Guardsmen use,
and if you get close, he'll slice you up with
his Chainsword. Use grenades to kill him,
and don't sit still or his Laspistol will
tear up your shield.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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If you need health, walk to the right
of the bunker. At the end of the trench
is another medikit and some ammo.
Run back here if the fight is going
against you. The Guard Sergeant won't
follow you if you run out quickly
enough. After your breather, dash back
in and toss a grenade to finish the job.

Once you kill the enemies inside and
enter the bunker, you can't leave the
way you came in. The door behind you
closes. If you need health, look for a kit
behind the barrels inside the bunker. At
the bunker's exit, another medikit lies
to your right behind the two barrels.

Another enemy camps overhead on
top of the beams far off down the
trench. He is the only one that might
give you trouble, but you can pick him
off from the bunker exit. Use the accu-
rate Tau Pulse Rifle secondary shot to
kill him.

Proceed down the trench, where two
more Imperial Guardsmen wait for you.
At the end of the trench lies another
medikit. You'll also find the door into a
larger Imperial bunker.

The Imperial on the high beam must
be dead before the door at the end of
the trench will open. If you killed him,
the door opens and another Imperial
Guardsmen steps out to attack you.

When the door opens, a glimpse into
this massive bunker shows that it's more
impressive than the previous structures
you entered. In the ground floor lobby a
ramp ascends to a second level.

Go up the ramp and exit onto another
trench. Before walking farther, look up.
On a beam way above you stand two
Imperial Guardsmen. Shoot them with
your Tau Pulse Rifle. Use the doorway for
cover. If your shield is wiped out, run
into the bunker, let it regenerate, and
come out again. And don't forget the
medikits in the bunker if you need
health. After killing the Guardsmen, con-
tinue down this trench; a Tau warrior
waits for you on a plateau. At the end of
the trench is a medikit and some Pulse
Rifle ammo, as well as a ladder.

Climb the ladder to the plateau. The
Tau warrior is fighting two Imperial
Guardsmen. Look around for ammo if
you need it; there is a Pulse Rifle to the
right of the ladder. On this plateau a
medikit is hidden behind some barrels
to your right. Farther right, there's a
small gate. It opens when you kill the
first two Imperials, and several more
flood out.

As you walk into the area they came
from, you find that the passage out of
this area is locked by another gate.
Search out the gate control room to your
left. Press the controls to the door's right
to open it. When you enter this room you
are temporarily trapped. The gate con-
trols are on the right at the far wall. The
stationary gun here works well for mow-
ing down the three Imperial Guardsmen
that appear when you open the gate.
Once these Guardsmen are neutralized, a
Tau comes and opens the door for you.

In a small room outside the gate con-
trol room are two more grenades, some
medikits, and ammo. 

Once you pass through the large gate,
you're rushed by half a dozen Imperial
Guardsmen, with some hiding on the
boxes and beams above you. There are
some metal structures you can hide
behind for cover, but some volatile barrels
sit next to them. Destroy these barrels
before you take cover, or the enemy will
blow them up and you'll be hurt.

Three Imperial Guardsmen patrol the upper
level, all shooting at you from above.
You're at a terrain disadvantage, so rush
up as soon as you can, or take cover along
the walls to either side of the ramp so the
enemies have to come down to fight you.

C AUTIONC AUTION

You can stock up nicely at this bunker.
Inside the lobby, you'll find a medikit on
the right and grenades on the left. Up the
ramp, one health kit lies to the left and
another is to the right on top of a crate.
Two grenades sit to the left of the second
health pack.

NOTE

When you enter the new area unlocked by
the opening gate, watch out for an
Imperial Guard on the hill to your right. It
is easy to miss him.

C AUTIONC AUTION

The stationary gun is an awesome weapon.
It has a great rate of fire and will obliter-
ate the Imperial Guardsmen in seconds.
Press u to take control of it. Three
Imperial Guardsmen come out of the gate
when you open it, and they walk right into
the line of fire of the stationary gun. If
you get on it as soon as you open the gate,
you can kill all three Guardsmen quickly.

TIPTIP

Remember the Imperial Courier? He was
racing to this bunker. If you killed him,
only the Guard Sergeant will be waiting
for you. If you failed to kill the Courier,
there will be two additional Imperial
Guardsmen with the Guard Sergeant. 

NOTE
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At the end of the area, you're
stopped by an enormous door. The 
button to open the door isn't near here.
It's along the path to the right, which is
currently being heavily bombed. Run
down the path and keep moving to min-
imize damage.

At the end of this torturous path is a
small room. It's guarded by another
Sentry Gun; try to ignore it and rush
into the room. Stay in the doorway so
the gun can't target you, and shoot at
the one Guard inside. He stands directly

behind the door. The Sentry Gun can
swivel around and shoot you while you
are in the room, so destroying it is a pri-
ority. Toss a grenade at it if you can, or
keep firing at it with your Lasgun or
Pulse Rifle, ducking into the doorway
whenever your shield goes down.
Repeat until the gun is destroyed. It
shouldn't take too long.

The button to open the big door is in
here. Press it, then race back to the
door; beware the three Guardsmen
waiting there now. Pass through the
door and drop into another trench.

Continue down the trench to find 
several enemies blocking your way.
Throw grenades to clear out bunches 
of enemies at a time.

The first left is a dead end, but it
holds some ammo and a medikit. The
second left is where you want to go;
straight ahead is a another dead end,
albeit one with some ammo, grenades,
and another medikit.

Back at the T junction (the second
left), the area you must pass through is
being heavily bombed; be cautious.
You'll take a hit, but if your shield is at
full strength, it won't deal you perma-
nent damage. Remember this area for
later because you could lure some
unsuspecting enemies back here to be
destroyed by the aerial bombardment.

Take your second left to continue
through the level. Three soldiers wait
down here, but they are easy to deal
with. At the end of the trench is a
locked gate on your left and a door
straight ahead.

As soon as you get close to the door, it
opens and out charges an Imperial
Guard Sergeant with a handful of sol-
diers. Throw a few grenades to kill the
Guard Sergeant and catch a few soldiers
in the blast as well. If you don't have
grenades, the officer will be extremely
difficult to kill, since he has lots of
health and can kill you with his Laspistol
and a few swipes of his Chainsword. This
is a hard part of the level. Remember
that you can lure some enemies back the
way you came to the bombing at the T
junction, although a few well-aimed
grenades will also do the trick.

Go inside the room to a control box
that will open the gate you passed.
Press the box and come back out to
proceed past the opened gate.

Run down until you're prompted by
your commander via radio to take cover
in the bunker up ahead. This is your
final mission objective.

With enemies rushing in on you, it's time to
use the terrain to your advantage. Just
inside the new area, two large metal struc-
tures that look like square donuts stand
side by side. They're all over this level, and
they provide good cover. Duck behind these
while you fight back against the Imperial
Guardsmen. Get rid of the barrels next to
them before you do that, though.
Crouching here gives you protection and
allows better accuracy.

TIPTIP

Backpedal a bit to the left once you drop
into the trench to find a small room with
some more health and ammo.

TIPTIP

At the end of this trench is a closed door.
As soon as you come close to it, it opens.
Make sure you have some grenades avail-
able before you press on.

C AUTIONC AUTION

At the end of the trench, you can go right
or left. Left is a dead end with some ammo
and a medikit. Take advantage of them if
you are low on health and ammunition.

NOTE
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The Push

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key

= Orange Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Rifle

= Lasgun

= Autogun

= Red Medikit
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Mission Objectives
Find the blue key.
Find the orange key.
Find the magenta key.
Destroy the Valkyrie.
Reach the extraction point.
Secure the extraction point.
Get on the dropship.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Tau Pulse Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Guardsmen
• Imperial  Guard Sergeants

Secret Objective
Activate the stationary gun in the
level and kill all four Imperial
Guardsmen that come to attack you.

After taking a breather in the bunker it
is time to continue your mission to
reach the extraction point.

When you go outdoors, the way right
is blocked by a fierce bombardment, so
detour left.

Head down the trench. It winds left,
then right. Fight one Guard, then at a
bulge up ahead fight three more.

Follow the trench. One Guard patrols
here. Kill him and move on. The trench
empties into a small valley with two
columns of stacked boxes and a sta-
tionary Autocannon in the center. There
are four Imperial Guardsmen here, as
well as medikits and some Pulse Rifles.

Head out of this area and down the
trench to a locked gate. Two Guardsmen
await; kill them. A Tau demolitionist
comes to plant an explosive to destroy
the door. Step back until the door is
gone, then step through.

Down the trench, two Guardsmen are
waiting. The trench then opens into an
area with three metal donuts set up as
a barrier. Three Imperial Guardsmen
patrol here; one is behind the metal
barricade. Once you kill them, approach
the door behind them.

Approach the door, which is locked
by lines of blue energy. Find the blue
key to unlock it. Head right; a few steps
past the first metal block you run into
an Imperial Guard Sergeant.

Watch out for bombardments while walk-
ing through these trenches. A hit won't
kill you, but it will hurt you.

TIPTIP

Once you hop on the gun, four
Imperial Guardsmen come at you.
Two come from the ground level, and
two come from opposite ends on top
of the beams above. Kill all four to
complete the secret task.

Secret Objective!
This is your first locked door. These
doors can only be unlocked with keys that
match the color of the door. Keys are usu-
ally on important enemies, such as Guard
Sergeants, standing nearby.

NOTE
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An Imperial soldier hides behind a
metal donut; once you attack him an
Imperial Guard Sergeant from farther
down the path rushes up to attack you.
He blasts away your shields and cuts
you up a few times with his Chainsword.
Backpedal as fast as you can and lob a
grenade at him, firing your weapon as
you run backwards. That should kill him,
and he drops the blue key.

Down this right path of the trench, an
Imperial Guard awaits, but so do more
ammo and medikits.

Go back to the door; it opens. But wait-
ing at the ramp below in the bunker are
two Imperial Guardsmen and another
Guard Sergeant. Toss a grenade in and
start shooting.

Come out of the bunker into an area
with lots of sandbags and metal
donuts. Several Imperial Guardsmen
hide behind them waiting to attack you.
One is directly in front of you when you
open the door. Another is to your left,
and two are on the right. They are off at
the other end of the area behind some
low cover.

After killing the enemies, go to the
body of the Guard on the left. Near his
corpse is your first new weapon, the
Autogun. Pick it up; it is better than any
of the weapons you have been using up
to this point.

Head straight, past this area. Two
Imperial Guardsmen hide behind the
wall on the right, and as you pass them,
they fire at you.

On your left is another trench, with
two more Guardsmen firing at you. The
trench veers right, and a third Guard
crouches there waiting for you. Walk
down the trench after killing these
Guardsmen. As you pass a huge metal
door on your right, it opens—if you’ve
cleared the area of enemies. At the end
of the trench, a Guard shoots at you
from behind a metal donut. You'll find a
medikit here.

Once the door opens fully, two
Imperial Guardsmen and an Imperial
Guard Sergeant attack you. Waste them
with your grenades and the Autogun.
Once they are dead, step through the
doorway. Immediately on your right a
Guard crouches behind some sandbags.

Grenades are available at the end of this
trench. Pick them up, as they'll prove useful
against the Guard Sergeants on this level.

TIPTIP

The Autogun is a better all-around
weapon than the Tau Pulse Rifle,
Imperial Laspistol, or Imperial Lasgun.
It has a bigger clip that holds 60
rounds, it fires just as fast as the other
weapons, and its bullets are deadlier.
It also has a secondary fire mode that
is a more accurate, single-burst shot.
So it combines the speed of the
Lasgun, the accuracy of the Pulse
Rifle, the power of the Laspistol, and a
larger clip. Ammo is scarce, so pick it
up whenever you can.

New Weapon

Kill the two Guardsmen on your right
quickly. If you battle them too long, the
two Guardsmen in the left trench will
come out to aid them.

TIPTIP
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You are now in a large room with com-
puters and an elevator at the far end.
The switch to call the elevator is to the
left of it. An Imperial Guard is guarding
this switch; once you eliminate him, call
the elevator. Hop in and go up.

You come to another room that looks
like the one below. One Guard waits on
the right, looking at the elevator, and
he shoots as soon as you get close.
The other Guard is on the other side of
the room.

After wiping them out, step left and
look back. Walk down the vent there. It
leads onto a bridge across a vast open
area. Lusha tells you that you are at the
extraction point. To your right a small
area contains a stash of medikits,
grenades, and a Pulse Rifle. But to your
left is an Imperial Guard who shoots as
soon as he sees you.

You can walk across the bridge, but
the end of it is blocked by a gate.

Turn left and watch the Orca dropship
trying to land on a platform. But as you
watch, the Imperials stage an ambush,
forcing the ship to withdraw. The gate
in front of you opens and an Imperial
Guard opens fire.

Kill him and walk onto the landing. The
open doorway in front of you is closed off
by a force field of lightning. If you touch
it, you'll get hurt. Shut it off by pressing
the switch on the right. Then go inside
and kill the Guard Sergeant. He is deeper
in the room, but as soon as he sees you,
he rushes at you with his Chainsword.
Lob a grenade and fire your Autogun.
When he dies, he drops an orange key.
There are medikits in this room.

Once you have the orange key, go to
the locked door on the right, which is
warded by orange Lasers. The orange key
unlocks it so you can walk through. This
room holds two Imperial Guardsmen.
One is hiding to the left behind a stack of
boxes. The other is in the far right corner,
firing from behind a pillar.

Once they're taken care of, head down
the stairs at the far left corner of the
room. Downstairs is a room with some
medikits and a doorway at the far right.

Head down this way until you see a
Guard waiting there. Kill him. At the
opposite end of this room another
Guard lurks behind some sandbags.

Autogun ammo is extremely scarce on this
level, but you'll find some on a box to your
right. Refer to the map for the exact location.

TIPTIP
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A third Guard in this room is to your
right, along with another Autogun and
grenades. At the far right, a door opens
to the next room. An Imperial Guard
stands directly behind it.

Go into this room and turn right. At
the end of the room another staircase
leads down.

At the base of the stairs you're in a
room with an Imperial Guard ahead of
you and an open door immediately to
your left.

After you kill the Guard, an Imperial
Guard Sergeant rushes at you, coming
from a room on the left. Annihilate him
with grenades and your Autogun. He
drops a magenta key. 

Go into the room he came from.
Inside is an Imperial Guard immediately
to your right once you enter the room,
and another Guard waits at the far right
of the room. Both are using low boxes
for cover.

After killing them, go through the
magenta door. You have the key. The
door opens onto the bottom of the
landing area. Imperial Guardsmen and
one Guard Sergeant patrol this spot.

This area is vast, so you won't be able
to see everybody right away. There is a
Guard in front of you several yards
away. Sneak up behind and kill him.
Next is a Guard to your right. Walk that
way and take him out. Continue counter-
clockwise. Remember the large locked
door in front of you for later. 

As you turn left and walk parallel to
the door, you see a Guard Sergeant to
your left. Use your grenades and
Autogun on him. Keep walking counter-
clockwise until you see another Guard up
ahead. After you blast him, the Imperial
gunship hovers over the area. Lusha tells
you to destroy it. The dropship cannot
land as long as that thing is there.

The gunship settles down over the
huge pipeworks in the corner of the
landing zone. It has a deadly comple-
ment of guns and missiles.

Shoot the barrels behind this Guard to
blow them up and take him out with the
resulting explosion.

TIPTIP

You must kill four enemies in the landing
zone before the end boss shows up. One
of them is a Guard Sergeant in the middle
of the area. 

NOTE

This area is full of medikits and guns. You
can get full ammo for your Autogun here.

NOTE

Rush up to the large pipes and aim upward.
The gunship will stay in place, but because
you are almost directly under it between
the wings, it can't hit you with its missiles.
And the cover from the pipes means you'll
only suffer minimal damage from its guns.
At worst, you'll endure some splash dam-
age from missiles that explode behind you.

TIPTIP
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Once the gunship is destroyed, Lusha
tells you to get to the extraction point.
Go back to the door that was locked
before. Go through it and up the ramp
to the platform where the dropship is
waiting. Congratulations, you have just
survived your first trial by fire.

Name: Valkyrie
Unit Type: Gunship
Armament: Missile Launchers,
Autocannons
Weak Spots: Engines

The end boss of this level is the hov-
ering gunship. It is armed with twin
Missile Launchers and twin
Autocannons. The Autocannons will
slowly whittle away your shield and
health if you let them, but a double
shot from the missiles is deadly
because they bypass your shield.
Even if you dodge, you could suffer
splash damage. Don't engage from
medium range, which is the ideal
range for the Valkyrie's missiles.

The best way to deal with the
Valkyrie is to get right under it and
attack. You will be too close to be hit
by the missiles and Autocannons. The
vulnerable spots on the Valkyrie are
the two engines.

Hitting the other parts of the gun-
ship, including the cockpit, won't
damage it. Aim at one engine, and
when it blows up, shoot at the other
one. When both are destroyed, the
Valkyrie explodes.

BOSS WATCH!
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Watch Towers

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key
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= Medikit

= Pulse Rifle

= Lasgun

= Red Medikit
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Mission Objectives
Gain access to the prison 

complex.
Demolish rubble to gain access

to caves.
Blow your way into the subway

system.
Access the basement of the

prison complex.
Destroy all the Imperial artillery.
Activate ramps leading to the

prison's lower level.
Find the key to the courtyard gate.

Weapons Available
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Sniper Rifle
• Tau Pulse Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Guardsmen
• Imperial Guard Sergeants
• Imperial Snipers

Secret Objective
Kill the six Snipers on level IV.

Your Orca dropship is about to land
close to the prison complex where
Ko'vash is being held. Once the drop-
ship touches down, you and two other
Tau warriors run out. You come to a
trench, and you can go left or right. To
the left is a barrier, so for now, go right.
A small cove immediately to your right
harbors an Imperial Guard.

From a high watchtower to your right,
three Imperial Guardsmen shoot at you
with their Lasguns. Rush to the end of
the trench.

Up ahead is a balcony, where an
Imperial Guard stands armed with a
Lasgun. Once the four hostiles around
are eliminated, one of the Tau sets an
explosive charge on the barrier, clear-
ing the way.

Walk down the trench. You come
across three Imperial Guardsmen and a
cave on your right blocked by debris.

You encounter six Imperial
Guardsmen along the way down the
long corridor, including one on the right
on the hill. As long as the other two are
leading, you should be fine, helping out
when needed. Pick off the one on the
hill yourself, though.

Then the trench empties into a big
open area. Watch where your Tau com-
panions are aiming. They'll point you to
two Imperial Guardsmen to your left,
one on top of some boxes and one
crouched on the floor. A third Imperial
shoots from above and to the right. 

Let your two Tau companions take the lead in
the trench. They're good enough to kill the
Imperial Guardsmen in your way and will
soak up damage that would otherwise hit
you. Make sure you can see their backs. Don't
let them run off while you wait for them,
because the game doesn't trigger the action
unless you are actually watching the two
Tau. Use night vision to see where the ene-
mies are up on the ruins above the trench.

TIPTIP

Using night vision is a good way of seeing
where enemies are up in the ruins above
the trench.

TIPTIP
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Watch Towers

Your two Tau friends die during the
melee, so now you are on your own.
Continue to explore this open area. As
you walk deeper left, a fourth Imperial
Guard opens fire from the right-hand
hill. Lusha tells you via your radio that
you cannot gain access to the prison
complex from where you are, so he tells
you to go back to the cave. A new
objective arrow and distance meter
appear on your screen. Follow the arrow
to the cave.

When you go back down the trench,
two Imperial Guardsmen ambush you,
and a third one lurks on the hill to your
left. On the way to the cave, two more
Imperial Guardsmen block your way.

When you reach the cave, Lusha tells
you to plant an explosive on the rubble
so you can open a path in.

Once the rubble is cleared, step
through. Lusha tells you there is a sub-
way pipe at the bottom of the cave that
you can destroy to get into the com-
plex. An arrow points the way. The cav-
ern seems to snake around and lead in
different directions, but in fact, all tun-
nels lead to the bottom cavern.

Plant the explosive charge where the
arrow indicates and step back. A hole is
ripped in the pipe and you can go in.
Once inside, go right and shoot the
Sniper. Pick up his Sniper Rifle.

Now go back left. Watch out for the
cameras on the ceiling. Your Tau com-
puter tells you that they are surveil-
lance equipment. Try not to get detect-
ed. Watch the red light beaming from
the cameras. Walk underneath them,
making sure the red lights don't point
at you.

This is the first time you are asked to
place an explosive charge. You'll be doing
this quite often. The game always tells
you where the charge is with an arrow
and distance meter on your screen. If you
are close enough to see this objective, it
appears as a red, translucent outline or
an explosive. When you get to within two
feet of the charge, press and hold u.

NOTE

A meter appears on your screen, and when
it reaches full, the charge is set. Run back
and wait a few seconds. The charge
explodes, and the way is clear. On other
levels, you sometimes have to plant a
charge to destroy an objective. In this case,
you need to do it to get to the next area.
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Past the two cameras, you come to
the subway station. Hop onto the plat-
form and take the first door on your
left. Walk through the hallways into a
room. You'll see two Imperial
Guardsmen here and two stationary
guns. Eliminate the Guardsmen and
press the switch on the room's far end
to open the window in front of the guns.

Hop on a gun. The guns overlook the
subway station. At the top of the sta-
tion, the door opens, and half a dozen
soldiers come out, including one Guard
Sergeant. Mow them down. They are all
trying to get to the door leading into
this room, so kill them before they
reach you.

When you have wiped out all the
Imperials, leave the room and go back
where you came from. Head to the door
that the Imperials came through.

You come into a large tunnel and are
rushed by three soldiers. One of them
uses a pistol, so be careful. He can take
down your shield quickly.

Go through the tunnel door into a
holding cell. The five Imperial
Guardsmen and a Guard Sergeant put
up a tough fight. The Guard Sergeant is
in the middle of the room behind a
desk, so he won't rush you, but the
other five close to attack.

Toss a grenade to clear out as many
of them as you can. Keep moving to
avoid getting hit, returning fire with a
rapid-fire weapon. The Lasgun is a good
choice because of its large clip size.

After you kill the five Guardsmen, fin-
ish off the Guard Sergeant. Then turn
left and head upstairs. You face
Guardsmen in the stairwell.

When you reach the next floor, which
is level III, Lusha tells you that more
Tau soldiers are trying to get in the
complex, but they are being stalled out-
side the prison complex by the Imperial
guns. Since you are the only Tau in the
base, he tells you to plant explosive
charges on all the Imperial artillery so
the Tau can come in.

Three Guardsmen protect each artillery
station. Once they're down, plant the
explosive and move on to the next one.

If you are detected by the cameras, half a
dozen Guardsmen will stream out at the
end of the subway and two stationary
guns will blast at you from the right. You
won't survive. So don't get caught.

NOTE

If you are wounded, remember that you can
go back to the subway station, where there
are several medikits.

TIPTIP

There are four artillery pieces on this
level, arranged in a circle. The objective
arrow and distance meter will lead you to
each one, although they are all very close.

NOTE

Take cover behind the boxes. Throughout
the circular corridors, duck behind crates
while fighting the Guardsmen.

TIPTIP
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On your way to the fourth piece of
artillery, you pass a set of stairs on your
right. Once you destroy the Last piece,
come back here and go up. Don't take the
tunnel down. Objective arrows again
point the way, leading you up the tunnels.

When you get to the top of the tunnel,
which is level IV, there's a Sniper with
his back turned to you. Rush up, kill him,
and take his Sniper Rifle. Then quickly
duck behind the wall for cover. Three
Snipers shoot at you from the opening.

Enter the Sniper zoom mode with the
secondary fire button and pick off the
three Snipers across the courtyard. If
you are standing directly in the open-
ing, one is in front of you across the
way, another is 45 degrees to your
right, and the other is 45 degrees to
your left. Use the wall for cover and
snipe at them until you kill all three.

The remaining two Snipers are to the
left and right of you, so walk along this
level to kill them. This whole floor is a
circle, so if you run out of Sniper ammo
or can't locate the Snipers on the oppo-
site side from where you are, just follow
the circle to them.

Now follow the arrow on your screen
to your current objective, which is to
activate the ramp leading to the
prison's lower level. The door to the
room is Guarded by two Imperial
Guardsmen. Inside the room is an
Imperial Guard Sergeant.

Once you activate the ramp, an alarm
goes off. When you leave the room, there
are Guardsmen on your left and your
right.

Lusha tells you that the way to the
lower level is clear, but that you need a
key to open the door to the courtyard.
To get this key, go back the way you
came. On the way down, an Imperial
Guard appears. Kill him and continue to
level III.

An arrow painted on the wall indi-
cates you can continue going down.
Follow this arrow. Go downstairs and
prepare for action.

When the stairs stop, you're on level
I. One Guard and one Guard Sergeant
are to your right. The Guard Sergeant
drops a blue key when he dies. Pick it
up. Lusha tells you that this key opens
the main courtyard doors, which you
need to pass to get to the lower prison
complex.

Now, a new objective arrow points
you to the courtyard doors. Go left
where you went right. Hurry, before
more Guardsmen come from the right.
Pass through a short set of tunnels
leading to a room.

Don't stand in the openings on this level
for more than a moment. Snipers will kill
you if you stand still.

C AUTIONC AUTION

Snipers are simply Imperial Guardsmen
who use Sniper Rifles instead of Lasguns.
They can be killed the same way you kill
other Guardsmen. One Sniper shot will
snuff them instantly. Otherwise, you'll
need to hit them several times with a
Lasgun or Pulse Rifle to bring them down.

NOTE

Killing all six Snipers on this level is your
secret task. Three are on your side of the
level when you enter from the tunnels, and
the other three are on the opposite side.

Secret Objective!

Like the previous floors, this is a circular
level, and many Guardsmen patrol the
floor. So get what you need and leave
quickly before more Guardsmen chance

C AUTIONC AUTION
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Keep going straight and follow the
arrow on your screen. On your left is a
blue door. Open it with the key. When
you step through, you're in the holding
cell where you fought the five
Guardsmen and Guard Sergeant. Go up
to the middle door and it will open.

Once you enter the courtyard, the
Imperials close the ramps and the door
behind you. Now you are stuck. From
the top of the courtyard, Imperial
Snipers shoot at you and Guardsmen
lob grenades down on you. You just
have to survive for a few seconds. The
Tau tell you to hold out while they take
out the Guardsmen attacking you.

All you can do at this point is run
around and wait for the Tau to tell you
when they have killed all the Guardsmen.
Keep moving so the Snipers can't hit you.

Soon, the Tau radio their success, but
say they can only hold off the Imperials
for a short while.

A ramp opens, pointed to by the
arrow. Follow it and quickly run through
the door. The level ends. Next up is the
lower level of the prison—and freedom
for Ko'vash.Stay away from any explosive debris while

in the courtyard. If a Sniper hits it, you
could die in the resulting explosion.

TIPTIP
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The Cells

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key

= Magenta Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Rifle

=Shotgun

= Red Medikit

EM
PTY
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Mission Objectives
Gain access to the deeper levels.
Find the magenta key.
Find the blue key.

Weapons Available
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Shotgun
• Sniper Rifle
• Tau Pulse Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Guardsmen
• Imperial Guard Sergeants
• Imperial Snipers

Secret Objective
Free all the Tau prisoners.

This level begins exactly where the last
one left off. You are trying to make your
way deeper into the prison complex.
There is a door in front of you.

Two Imperial Guardsmen wait inside
the room beyond the door. As soon as
you enter, one of the Guardsmen
sounds the alarm. Kill the Guard in
front of you and hurry to the left to 
turn off the alarm. Then take care of the
second Guard.

Thanks to the alarm, four more
Guardsmen arrive via Section B. After
they're eliminated, turn to doors I and II.

Shoot the red button to the right of
door I, and a grateful Tau warrior comes
out. He tells you that more Tau are
imprisoned below. Now, go through the
door under Section B.

Run down the tunnel. Before you
reach the door ahead, an Imperial
Guard comes out to attack you. After
killing him, go inside. There are two
Guardsmen in here, and the one direct-
ly in front of you on the other side of
the room just turned on the alarm.

Rush up to him, shooting him in the
back, and then turn off the alarm.

Four more soldiers from Section C
come running in. Grab the grenades
near the door and use them against the
Guardsmen to even the odds. After
killing them, free the Tau prisoners in
here. There are three, in rooms IV, V,
and VI. Then head down Section C.

A pair of grenades sits on top of a box by
the medikit. Against four Guardsmen, you'll
have a tough time surviving this fight. So
pick up the grenades and toss them at the
Guardsmen to get rid of several quickly.

TIPTIP

If you kill the Guard before he presses the
alarm, reinforcements won't be called.

TIPTIP
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Down the tunnel, you come to a T
junction. On the right, a Guard shoots
at you. Kill him and go that way. There
are some grenades and a medikit. Stock
up, then return to the T junction. Now
follow the sign to Section C.

Three Imperial Guardsmen attack you
along the way. In Section C, two
Guardsmen await. But there is no alarm
in here. After killing the Guardsmen,
turn toward Section D.

Although no alarm was sounded,
three Guardsmen come walking in.
After killing them, free the prisoners.
There are two, in doors VII and VIII.

Now head under the door that says
Section D and Purgatorium. Straight
down the tunnel, there's a hallway on
your left and a locked door in front of you.
You need the magenta key to open it.

Head down the left hallway toward
the Purgatorium. At the door, you hear
several Imperials talking about tortur-
ing the Tau prisoners. You can listen to
them or barge in on their conversation.

The room holds two Imperial
Guardsmen and one Imperial Guard
Sergeant. When he dies, the Guard
Sergeant drops the magenta key. Now
return to the magenta door.

The key opens a small room with a
medikit and some Pulse Rifles. Find an
air vent on the right wall. The door in
front of you is locked, so shoot the air
vent and crawl in.

The vent empties into a large room,
where four to five Imperial Guardsmen
open fire on you. There is one straight
ahead in an unmarked hole, two in hole
XI, and one or two in hole X.

After killing them, look down.
Descend the ladder below you to the
ground floor, where there is a Pulse
Rifle and grenades. Free the prisoners
behind doors X, XI, and XII. These are
the last ones.

If you wait for them to finish, the door
automatically opens. To interrupt them,
flip the switch on the left wall.

TIPTIP

Use your Tau Pulse Rifle and its more accu-
rate secondary shot if you have it. It is
much more accurate than the Lasgun.

TIPTIP
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Now head to the Arbitorum. At the
end of the tunnel, the door is jammed.
The Imperials see you and decide to
blow up the door to get to you.

Four Guardsmen come out. Hurl your
grenades at them. Then head into the
room, which holds four more
Guardsmen. The Arbitorum is huge.

You need a key to enter the blue door
to your left. A door to your right does
not open. Another door on your right,
this one leading to Section E, dead-
ends. So for now, the only way to go is
straight.

Go up the small set of stairs. At the
top is a small turret, and hiding behind
it is a Guard. Kill him. Next to his body
is a Shotgun. Pick it up, as it will prove
to be a very useful weapon.
Unfortunately, there isn't much ammu-
nition for it on this level.

Two Guardsmen come out the door
ahead to shoot at you. One shot each
from the Shotgun will kill them. Go
through the door. It leads to a tunnel to
another door. Open the door and get
ready to greet a swarm of soldiers.

There are five Imperial Guardsmen
here. After you waste them all, a sixth
one comes after you from behind. Take
advantage of the Pulse Rifles and
medikits here. There is also Shotgun
ammo. The door at the opposite end of
the room is locked, but there is another
door on the right. Go through it.

You are back in the Arbitorum, com-
ing through the door that was locked
before. There is a Guard Sergeant here
now, along with one Imperial Guard
and one Sniper. Use the Shotgun to kill
them quickly. The Guard Sergeant drops
the blue key. Unlock the blue door.

The blue door leads to a hallway 
and a room. Four Imperial Guardsmen
wait here. After you kill them, walk
onto the circular platform to descend
to the next level.

Your secret task on this level is to
free all the Tau prisoners. They are
being held in cells in Sections A, B, C,
and D. You free them by shooting the
red buttons next to their cells. Once
you free all 10 of them, you earn their
gratitude and your task is complete.

Secret Objective!

The Shotgun is an awesome weapon
that can deliver a powerful punch. At
point-blank range, it kills a Guard in
one shot. Its secondary fire mode,
which is a double shot, will kill an
Imperial Guard Sergeant. For more on
how to use this weapon, refer to
chapter 3, Weapons and Items.

NEW WEAPON

Thanks to the medikits in the previous
room, you should be at full health. So you
can afford to take a few hits. Rush up to
the Guard Sergeant and squeeze a double
shot at his head or torso to kill him. Then
rush up to the Sniper and shoot him once.
Make sure you take these shots at point-
blank range for maximum effect. If you are
quick, you won't die, and will only lose
shield and a little life.

TIPTIP
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Deep Level

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Rifle

= Lasgun

= Sniper Rifle

= Imperial Bolter

= Bread
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Mission Objectives
Find Ko'vash.
Escape with Ethereal Ko'vash.
Make it to the extraction point.

Weapons Available
• Bolter
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Shotgun
• Sniper Rifle
• Tau Pulse Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Guardsmen
• Imperial Guard Sergeants
• Imperial Snipers
• Imperial Space Marines

Secret Objective
Pick up the bread on this level.

Last level, you took the lift down to a
deeper level of the prison complex.
Now the elevator has arrived at the bot-
tom floor.

When the door opens, a long corridor
stretches in front of you. At the far end
is a door, but some boxes sit to your
left, and up ahead some soldiers stand
next to flammable crates and barrels.

The first set of barrels conceals two
Imperial Guardsmen, and farther down is
an Imperial Guard Sergeant with two
more Guardsmen.

Hop down from the elevator. Move
behind the big metal box to your left to
grab some grenades and a Sniper Rifle.
The first Guardsmen are standing next
to barrels. Use the flammable barrels to
your advantage.

If the Guard Sergeant doesn't die
from the explosion, throw a grenade at
him. Use your grenades or Pulse Rifle
to kill any Guardsmen that survived the
explosions.

Head through the door into a huge
room. The enemies inside retreat into
the next room, and a platform to your
left raises to your level.

Five soldiers appear, and one carries
a Sniper Rifle. In front of you a Sniper
Rifle leans against a crate.

Take out all five soldiers with your
Sniper Rifle—going for the Imperial
Sniper first—then switch back to your
primary weapon. 

Shoot the barrels next to one of the
Guardsmen at the far back with the Sniper
Rifle. At least one of the Imperials will die
in the explosion. The rest of the soldiers
rush you now. Wait for the captain to get
close to the debris in front of you, then
shoot it to set off an explosion.

TIPTIP

Before you grab the Sniper Rifle and take
cover behind that crate, shoot all the explo-
sive debris around you or will get hurt
from the splash damage when enemies fire
in your general direction and blow them up.

TIPTIP
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When they're dead, the door in front
of you opens; two Guardsmen and one
Guard Sergeant attack you. Go in the
door to find another corridor reminis-
cent of the first. As you make for the
door, two Guardsmen come out. Blow
them away.

Go through the door into the next
room, which holds two more Guardsmen.
When they're toast, turn left and go
through the door to get a Pulse Rifle,
grenades, and a medikit. Go back out and
head down the stairs to your right. The
other two doors in this room are locked.

As you head downstairs, two Imperial
Guardsmen come up the steps from the
right to attack you. The room below con-
tains some barrels. You can head straight
or go right. Both paths take you to the
same place, but the straight path is easier.

Straight ahead, you enter a room with
boxes and barrels. Blow up the barrels to
reveal an air vent behind them. Shoot the
grate in front of the vent and crawl in.

After a while, you come to another
vent, but barrels block it. Destroy them
to open that vent and crawl in.

Crawl through the new vent to a new
corridor. Shoot the grate in front of you.
A Guard patrols the corridor. Shoot him
with your Sniper Rifle. Then hop down
and head right.

Go through the door. You are in a new
section, Guarded by one Imperial Guard
Sergeant and two Guardsmen. Use your
grenades, if you have any left, to kill the
Guard Sergeant quickly. Finish this bat-
tle fast.

A sign says Confessionorium. Go
through the door under it and through
the tunnel. A Guard crouches on your
right. Kill him. The door behind him is
locked, and so is the door in front of
you. You must go left.

At the end of the tunnel is another
door. It opens into yet more tunnels.
Two Imperial Guardsmen patrol here.
Shoot them quickly and step through.

Once inside, you can go left or right.
There are two Guardsmen to the left and
two Guardsmen to the right. And there
are still more Guardsmen deeper inside
the tunnels.

To shoot the barrels, you need to be close
to them. But if you're close, you will get
hurt in the explosion. Instead, throw a
grenade at them from a distance so you
destroy them without hurting yourself.

TIPTIP

Avoid a prolonged battle as much as pos-
sible because you cannot afford to get
hurt. There are no medikits in this room,
and none for a while. If you get hurt,
you'll have no way to heal yourself.

NOTE

Once you fight a Guard, the others hear
and come to help him. So although you
start out fighting two Guardsmen, you
might end up facing four or even six. So
try to kill them as quickly as possible.

NOTE

You can also enter the vent by the Pulse
Rifle by shooting the barrels blocking it
from a safe distance.

NOTE
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The right-hand path leads to a locked
door, where you must go left. The left-
hand tunnel takes you to a door that
will open, but there is nothing behind it
of note. Head right.

Both ways thus lead to the same
place. If you are coming from the right,
you will be looking right. If you are
coming from the left, you will be look-
ing left.

In that direction three Imperial
Guardsmen and a Guard Sergeant guard
a door. Toss your grenades and try to
catch as many of them as you can in the
blasts.

Now go through the door. You pass
over some train tracks. Do not fall over.
Then you come to a four-way intersection.

The doors in front and to the left are
locked, so you must head right. The room
inside looks like a small monitor room.

There are two medikits in here, the
first you've seen for some time. In the
middle of the room sits a chair. And on
top of that chair is a new weapon, the
mighty Imperial Bolter, the weapon of
choice for Space Marines. Pick this
weapon up, as you will definitely need
it for the next battle.

To your left is an open vent near the
ground. Crawl through to the prison
chamber where Ko'vash is being held
and tortured.

From the vent, take out the two
Guardsmen with your Tau Pulse Rifle.
Once you drop into the room you must
fight a Space Marine, who comes out
from the door to your left.

Use the Imperial Bolter to do some
damage to him. If you run out of ammo,
switch to your Pulse Rifle and circle-
strafe. If you have any grenades left over,
now would be a good time to use them.

If you go through the door on the left,
don't jump onto the tracks. You will die
instantly.

C AUTIONC AUTION

The Imperial Bolter is a great weapon
that does a lot of damage. One shot
can kill a Guard. It also has a double-
shot secondary mode, much like the
Shotgun. This secondary shot is less
accurate but could hit a target with
two bolts. For more on how to use
this weapon, refer to chapter 3.

NEW WEAPON!
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After killing the Marine, pick up his
Bolter ammo. Go right to a door. Inside
is a switch that will release Ko'vash.
When you come out, Ko'vash is free
from the torturous energy prison.

He thanks you. Ko'vash then starts to
flee, heading through the door the
Space Marine came from. Follow him,
and do not let him die. Lusha tells you
via comm link that they are landing the
Orca at an extraction point near the
prison. You must escort Ko'vash to the
extraction point. Stay close to him and
take out any enemies that attack.

As you head out of the room and onto
the safe tracks, various Imperial
Guardsmen attack you. Take them out
quickly with the Bolter.

Once you reach the caves, you're
almost home free. Several more
Guardsmen chase you, but you don't
need to kill all of them—just the ones
directly in front of Ko'vash.

When you clear the caves, you have
met your objective. You'll see the Orca
ahead, and several Tau warriors disem-
bark to cover you and Ko'vash. Sit back
and watch them decimate the Imperial
Guardsmen chasing you.

Then hop on the Orca dropship as it
departs the extraction point and flies
back to your ship. Now rest easy. You've
just rescued the Ethereal and are on to
the next level.

Name: Adeptus Astartes
Unit Type: Imperial Space Marine
Armament: Imperial Bolter
Weak Spots: Head
The Space Marine is like a mini boss
on this level. You must kill him to free
Ko'vash. He is your toughest oppo-
nent yet. Not only is he encased in
durable armor, and thus able to with-
stand more punishment than even an
Imperial sergeant, but he also uses a
powerful Imperial Bolter. Just a couple
of shots will destroy you.

Keep moving to avoid direct hits
from his Bolter. The one thing in your
favor is the slow firing rate of his
weapon. For whatever reason, he does
not use the double shot on his Bolter,
so you have plenty of time between
his primary Bolter shots to shoot him.

Your own Imperial Bolter and
grenades do well against him. Four
Bolter shots will kill him, as will two
Sniper shots to the head. Use the dou-
ble shot to pound him with rapid-fire
blasts, since this secondary shot is
actually faster than the primary one.

BOSS WATCH!

An objective arrow points you in the right
direction, but you can also follow Ko'vash.
He knows the way.

TIPTIP

Grab a Lasgun as you exit because the
bolter has little ammo and you may run
out on your way back to the dropship. Your
enemies in the caves don't drop weapons.

TIPTIP

The bread is in a little offshoot of 
the caves off to the right at the end of
the level.

Secret Objective!
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Unwelcome Guests

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Orange Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Red Medikit

= Autogun
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Unwelcome Guests

Mission Objectives
Find a different access to the

turbo elevator.
Find and infiltrate the enemy

boarding barge.
Set a charge to destroy the

boarding barge.
Take the elevator to the ship's

generator.
Engage the enemy boarding 

parties.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Tau Pulse Carbine
• Tau Pulse Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Storm Troopers
• Imperial Storm Trooper

Sergeants

Secret Objective
Prevent the Tau in the kitchen

storage room from being killed.

As soon as this level begins, Lusha has
bad news. The Imperials are not letting
you go that easily. They are attempting
to board your ship and have already
latched on with boarding barges. All
Fire Warriors must report to stations to
repel the invaders.

Follow Lusha and Ko'vash to the
command room. You have been promot-
ed to Shas'ui and deserve a better
weapon. Lusha tells you to take the
Pulse Carbine in this room. Pick it up. It
is a vastly superior weapon to your
Pulse Rifle. 

Now leave the room. Lusha opens the
door, and Imperial Storm Troopers
attack. Three Tau warriors are holding
them off, but they need your help.

Storm Troopers are attacking. Rush
up and take them down with your
Pulse Carbine. Grab the grenades in
this area.

Go left down the corridor. When the
door opens, you'll see some Tau run-
ning from left to right. They're fleeing
Storm Troopers. Wait for an explosion.
After it goes off to your right, run out
and turn left. Two more Storm Troopers
come out of the opposite door.

The Pulse Carbine is a definite upgrade over
the Pulse Rifle. You'll never go back to that
weapon after this one. The Carbine fires a
double pulse shot as its primary firing
mode, so it deals more damage than a regu-
lar rifle, but it maintains the same rapid rate
of fire and the accurate secondary shot. It
can also fire your grenades, so it's like a
grenade launcher as well, giving you better
range and accuracy with your explosives.

NEW WEAPON

The Imperials didn't send flunkies to board
your ship. They sent elite soldiers called
Storm Troopers. These enemies are tougher
than Regular Guardsmen, and they wield
better weapons. Some use Lasguns and
Laspistols, and many use the Autogun,
which is roughly equivalent to your Pulse
Carbine. They're not as easy to kill as the
Imperials you've faced previously.

NEW ENEMY

Don't throw grenades indiscriminately. You
might hit one of your own warriors. Use
your Carbine for pinpoint grenade firing
and don't shoot one if the Storm Trooper
is near a Tau. Any warriors that survive
will follow you through the level to help
you fight enemies.

TIPTIP

Storm Trooper Sergeants are stronger
and deadlier than Storm Troopers, as you
would expect. They use Laspistols and
have Chainswords, and they can take lots
of punishment. Don't let them get close,
and kill them with a grenade shot. One
direct hit will kill them.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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You face two Storm Troopers and one
Storm Trooper Sergeant. Gun them
down. Proceed through the door on
your left. Be prepared. The Storm
Trooper inside uses an Autogun.

Go through this room into the next
one. Then take the door on the left. The
door on the right takes you to a dead-
end room.

In the left room is another Autogun-
wielding Storm Trooper. Kill him and
head inside. At the far end of the room,
look for a grate. Destroy it to make a
hole. Crawl through it. Head left and up
the ladder. At the top, you come out
onto a hallway.

Walk left. It's a long hallway, and in
the middle of it, two Storm Troopers
attack you. Once you get past them, at
the far end of the hallway the door is
locked, but there is another hole. Go
through it.

You drop onto the turbo elevator,
which goes up. When it reaches the top,
walk out. You're in a long room. A red
medikit lies on the table in front of you,
and farther ahead, on the right wall, is
an orange door.

Head down the room. Two Storm
Troopers and a Storm Trooper Sergeant
battle Tau warriors. A wall of boxes at
the far end divides the room in two.
This is where the Imperials are, along
with a mounted Sentry Gun.

Run up to the Sergeant and toss him a
grenade. Beware of the Storm Troopers;
one of them carries an Autogun. Pick up
the orange key off the dead Sergeant
and return to the orange door.

The orange door opens into an
impressive navigation room with a
huge, holographic, 3D star chart. Kill
the Storm Trooper here. Go around the
hologram.

You exit into the other side of the
room. Kill the two Storm Troopers and
go through the door on the far left.

Once through the door, you're immedi-
ately attacked by two Storm Troopers.
Their Sergeant is a ways behind them but
could run up if the battle lasts awhile.

Take the Autogun off the Trooper's body.
As long as you have both the Pulse Carbine
and Autogun, you should do well on this
level. Restock your Autogun ammo by
killing more red Troopers.

TIPTIP
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Notice that you've come to a deck
where the Imperials have cut a hole
into the roof. You are told to secure the
area. Two soldiers will rappel down.
After the enemies are dead Lusha will
send in the Technician. Three more will
rappel into the room.

Hurry left along the walkway. A ramp
leads down to the lower level on your
right, and as you pass it a red Trooper
attacks you. After the battle, continue
left on the walkway, which veers right. If
the Storm Trooper Sergeant did not
already confront you, he will be here.
Farther down the walkway another
Storm Trooper hides behind some boxes.

The door behind him, at the far end
of the walkway, is locked, so for now,
head down to the lower level.

Lusha tells you to secure the area so
he can send a Technician to open the
way to the next area. You have to kill
every Storm Trooper that drops down,
and do it fast. About five or six come
down from the ropes before the
Technician arrives. These Storm Troopers
are all armed with Autoguns. If they kill
the Technician, Lusha will send another,
but that means fighting more Troopers.

After the Technician opens the door,
go through it. There is a door in front of
you and a hallway to the right. Go
through the door into a room with a
Storm Trooper. Kill him and go inside the
room in front of you to pick up the Pulse
Carbines and grenades. Go in the next
opening as well for more Carbine ammo.
Then head out the door on your right.
Take the door to your immediate left.

This is an elevator that takes you up
to the next level, where Tau warriors are
being swarmed by almost half a dozen
Imperials. Once you clear the area, go
through the door on your left into the
kitchen.

Once you go inside, the door closes
and locks behind you to prevent incur-
sions. Head right and engage one
Storm Trooper. Two more come in from
a door to your left. In a large pantry
straight ahead, a Tau cowers.

Go back out the door. You face anoth-
er Storm Trooper. Kill him and go
through the door behind him.

You find another room with a Tau
warrior battling three Storm Troopers.
Help him out and pass through the door
on your right. You come to a room with
some grenades and medikits. Watch the
door on the far left wall. A Storm
Trooper comes through it. Kill him and
go through the door.

Go back to the door from which you
entered this room. The Technician comes
through here, so by camping here, you can
clear his path and make sure no Storm
Troopers can get to him.

TIPTIP

You must vanquish four Storm Troopers
and one Storm Trooper Sergeant. Use your
Carbine-hurled grenades to clear the area
quickly.

TIPTIP
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You're now in a corridor. Go right and
make another right. The door opens
and a Storm Trooper is waiting. Take
him out. The boarding barge can be
seen behind him.

Head into the Imperial barge. Lusha
tells you to plant an explosive on it. An
objective arrow appears on your screen to
point you to the place to set the charge.

When you first enter the barge, a
Storm Trooper and Storm Trooper
Sergeant attack you. After killing them,
descend to the lower level.

Two more Storm Troopers attack you
from the bottom of the steps. Follow
the arrow and look at the massive
engine in front of you. On the right side
a ladder leads up.

At the top, you are on a bridge level
of some sort. Waste the two Storm
Troopers in front of you. Then hurry
down the ladder to your left. 

Once you reach the bottom, go
around the right side of the machine.
The objective arrow points you there. A
Storm Trooper lurks behind some boxes
on your right side.

Once at the objective, plant the
explosive. And then get out of there.

Race back the way you came. Climb
up the ladder, then down the second
ladder. Run up the stairs and jump
through the hole connecting your two
ships. Make sure you run all the way in.

Lusha then tells you that the power
generator is under siege. He gives you
coordinates to a turbo elevator to that
level. Head out the door. You come to a
small room with a Storm Trooper.

Kill him and proceed to the end of
the room, where the elevator is waiting.
Your work is far from done.

Don't dawdle here; unlimited Storm
Troopers stream out from the left and
right sides once the main barge has
docked. You should have enough time to
plant the bomb and leave before it docks.

TIPTIP

Climb down the ladder—don't drop down.
If you do, you'll suffer a nasty fall and
lose lots of health.

C AUTIONC AUTION

So you don't get caught flat-footed
against this Storm Trooper, walk sideways
down this section so you can shoot the
Trooper as soon as he sees you.

TIPTIP

You only have 45 seconds to flee the
barge before it explodes. Ignore all ene-
mies and just run.

NOTE

If you stop just inside the door to your
ship, the explosion will still catch you. Go
as far into your ship as you can.

C AUTIONC AUTION

You won't know until you complete the
level whether you accomplished your
secret task. A member of the Tau Air
Caste—the tall and lithe aliens—cowers
inside one of the rooms in the kitchen
area. As long as you rush in and kill the
Storm Troopers and don't draw them to
him, he should survive. If he does, when
you complete the level you'll be rewarded
with a secret task complete.

Secret Objective!
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key

= Magenta Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Pulse Rifle

= Autogun

= Meltagun
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Mission Objectives
Find the elevator to the 

generator level.
Restore the elevator power.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Meltagun
• Plasma Pistol
• Shotgun
• Tau Pulse Carbine
• Tau Pulse Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Storm Troopers
• Imperial Storm Trooper

Sergeants
• Imperial Tech-Priests
• Sentry Guns

Secret Objective
Prevent the storm trooper from

killing the Air Caste Tau in the
medical bay.

Although you have destroyed the Last
boarding barge, Imperials still roam
your ship. Some have made their way to
the ship's generator to wreak havoc.
You must protect it.

You begin inside the elevator you
entered on the previous level. Once the
elevator stops, the door to your left
opens and you see a defenseless Tau
running for his life as four Storm
Troopers infiltrate the area.

Take out the Storm Troopers and
secure the area. Once you defeat the
four Troopers, a door across from where
you entered opens and a Storm Trooper
Sergeant armed only with an Autogun
attacks you.

Once you finish him off he drops a
blue key. The room he came from offers
a medikit and some grenades.

Head back out to the main area. To the
right (left from the elevator) is a larger
door. Inside you can pick up ammo for
your Pulse Carbine and Autogun, as well
as two medikits and a pair of grenades.

Once you've gotten what you need,
look for the blue door. From this room,
it is to your right. Unlock it with the
blue key.

Two Storm Troopers ambush you 
right behind the door of this two-level
room. Another on the second level
shoots at you.

Don't bother with the one on the
upper level yet; kill the one in front of
you, because he is holding a Shotgun!
Get rid of him quickly before he can do
major damage to you.

One of the Storm Troopers uses a Shotgun.
It can do tremendous damage at short dis-
tances, so stay at medium range from him.
That way, he can't inflict maximum damage.

TIPTIP

Take the Shotgun off of the Storm
Trooper. Ammo is plentiful, and the dou-
ble shot from the gun will kill any enemy
on this level except for the Tech-Priest. It
comes in handy if you are suddenly face to
face with a Trooper. Squeeze the second-
ary trigger and he'll die instantly. It's
almost as good as a grenade, and there's
no splash damage. Having the Carbine
gives you a rapid-fire weapon, so you
won't miss the Autogun.

NOTE
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Once you kill them, the door to the left
on the same wall opens, revealing two
more Storm Troopers—but these use
Autoguns. They are fighting two Tau war-
riors, but the Tau will die. Pick up the
Pulse Carbines they drop after the battle.

Go through the door and follow the
corridor as it slopes up. It leads to the
upper level. You must kill three more
Storm Troopers first, as they are guard-
ing the hall. One of them carries a
Shotgun, so be careful not to engage
him too closely.

The corridor ends at a T junction on
the upper level. Another Storm Trooper
with a Shotgun lurks up here, so be
careful. After killing him, go right for
some health, then return to the T junc-
tion and continue left.

Down the new corridor, you come to a
door. It opens and you find yourself on
the upper level of the two-level area
you were just at.

Three Storm Troopers are locked in
combat with two of your Tau brethren.
The Storm Troopers are directly in front
of you, and the Tau are on your right.

An explosion on the right kills the
two Tau, but they leave Pulse Carbines
behind. After you kill the three Storm
Troopers, a Storm Trooper Sergeant
runs into the area from the hallway to
your right.

Go down the hallway the Sergeant
came from. Then turn left with the hall-
way. Look for a small bay on your left. You
can pick up a Carbine and grenades here.

Continue farther down the hall. You
see one of your Tau brethren fall as
three Storm Troopers rush you. Keep
your Shotgun blazing as you confront
them to mow them down quickly.

This level can be deadly. Look carefully at
the Storm Troopers' weapons because
some have Shotguns. The Autogun and
Lasgun both have bright muzzle flashes,
but the Shotgun does not. You will know it
by its loud sound. When battling these
Troopers, engage them at medium range
with your Pulse Carbine or Autogun. At
close range, the Shotgun does more dam-
age, so you don't want to be that close. If
possible, pump a grenade at them. One will
kill them.

TIPTIP

Two of the Storm Troopers use Shotguns,
so run up and take them down with an
instant kill method, such as a double shot
from the Shotgun or a grenade.

TIPTIP

Although the Sergeant takes more hits to
kill than a normal Trooper, this one only
uses an Autogun, so you should not have
too much trouble with him.

NOTE
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As you continue down this hallway,
you find a branching hallway on your
left and a locked door farther ahead. At
the end of the hall, by the door, you
spot the turbo elevator slightly to your
right. It has been shut down by the
Imperials, so you can't go that way as
Lusha had intended.

First, you must restore power to the
elevator. So go down that hallway on
the left you just passed. You soon come
upon two doors on your left.

Go into the first door to meet your
first Imperial Tech-Priest. These ene-
mies are very tough, as they have a
shield and wield Plasma Pistols. One
shot from the Plasma Pistol wipes out a
full shield.

Rush past him to the far end of the
room behind the glass screen. On a
table lies a new weapon: the Meltagun

Pick up the Meltagun and hold down
the trigger. Two seconds of close-range
fire from the Meltagun should make
short work of the Tech-Priest.

Go back out the door and into the next
room, where you find one Storm Trooper
and two helpless Tau of the Air Caste.

Kill the Storm Trooper, but make sure
the Tau don't die. If you keep the Tau
alive by quickly killing the Storm Trooper,
you will complete your secret task.

Back out the door; farther down the
corridor you come across a four-way
intersection where a firefight is occur-
ring. To your left two Storm Troopers
and a Storm Trooper Sergeant take on a
Tau behind some rubble to your right.

You face two Imperial Tech-Priests on this
level. Although they look like bookish
priests, they are quite deadly. Their
Plasma Pistols have a slow rate of fire but
can take down your shield with one hit.
They also have shield. Shotguns are not
very effective against them, and neither
are Carbines or Autoguns, which take
nearly a full clip each to kill one. The
Meltagun is the only weapon on this level
that can kill them quickly. Without it,
dodge the first plasma blast and use your
rapid-fire weapon to attack while the
Plasma Pistol recharges.

NEW ENEMY

Making sure the Tau in here doesn't die is
your secret objective. Rush in and take
down the Storm Trooper with a quick kill—
but don't use grenades, as they could
catch the Tau in the blast. If the Tau are
alive when the Trooper dies, your secret
task is accomplished.

Secret Objective!
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After dispatching the enemies, go
straight. The left and right ways are
dead ends. The corridor descends and
curves left.

Two Storm Troopers come up to fight
you. After you kill the Troopers and 
get to the end of the corridor, go
through a door.

Amazingly, you are back at the two-
story room from the beginning of the
level. You are immediately greeted by a
Storm Trooper Sergeant. Kill him; he
drops the magenta key.

There is one more Storm Trooper.
When he's down, turn sharply left to
see the magenta door you can open
with the key.

At the far left are two more doors,
behind which you can find Pulse
Carbine ammo, grenades, and some
medikits. Go through the magenta door.

Behind the door is a Storm Trooper
and a Sentry Gun. Destroy both. Down
the hallway are two more Storm
Troopers. When you reach the end of
the hallway, you are standing in front of
the elevator power room.

But a Shotgun Storm Trooper blocks
your way. Backpedal and kill him quick-
ly. A Tech-Priest in the room comes out
to fight you.

Enter the room and flip the switch to
activate the power to the turbo elevator.
Once you do that, the Imperials call in
reinforcements. Go back the way you
came toward the turbo elevator.

The Tech-Priest can be tough because of his
Plasma Pistol. But it has a very slow rate
of fire, so if you dodge the first blast, you
have several seconds to hit him for free. It
takes a full Pulse Carbine clip to kill him.

TIPTIP

Remember that there are medikits, Pulse
Carbines, and grenades behind the twin doors.
Duck in if you need health or a breather.

TIPTIP

Make your way back to the turbo ele-
vator; once you're inside, the level ends.

When you reach the two-story room,
you find two Storm Troopers, one
armed with a Shotgun, and a Storm
Trooper Sergeant. They are fighting two
Tau warriors.
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Magenta Key

= Orange Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Pulse Rifle

= Autogun

= Shotgun
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Mission Objectives
Find the magenta tri-key.
Find the blue tri-key.
Find the orange tri-key.
Deactivate the force barrier pro-

tecting the Sergeant.
Demolish the force field protect-

ing the power generator.
Kill all Tech-Priests.
Locate access to the bridge level.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Plasma Pistol
• Shotgun
• Tau Pulse Carbine
• Tau Pulse Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Storm Troopers
• Imperial Storm Trooper

Sergeants
• Imperial Tech-Priests
• Sentry Guns
• Servo Skulls

Secret Objective
Kill the Three Imperial Tech-

Priests scanning areas of 
the ship.

You are on your way to the ship's power
generator, but when the level begins,
trouble starts. Suddenly, the elevator
stops, and Lusha asks if you are
injured. He tells you that power to the
elevator must have failed. You must
find another way to the generator
before power fails across the ship.

Step out of the door in front of you.
Doors abound, and a hallway branches
left and right.

Pulse Carbines lie on the floor. Go in
either door in front of you; they both
open into the same room.

A Storm Trooper waits behind each
door; as you fight him, the other Trooper
runs over to help. Notice an opening in
the wall. Through it is a room.

Go through the opening; some
debris lies in front of you. To your left,
Storm Troopers jump down from a hole
in the ceiling.

Your best bet is to take cover behind
the debris to the right. Turn around and
take out the Trooper who was shooting
you from behind.

Use grenades against the Storm
Troopers who dropped down from the
hole and are coming at you from the
hallway. Three come from the hole. If
you are lucky, one grenade can take
them all out.

Now, walk toward the hole in the ceil-
ing. Turn right and look for a Sentry
Gun guarding a door. Destroy it and go
through the door.

Don't forget to grab the grenades on 
the table.

NOTE

Watch out! A Storm Trooper runs up
behind you from the opening. Find cover so
you don't get shot in the back.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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In this hallway you face two Storm
Troopers, one in front of you and one on
the left. Blow them away. The doors in
front of you and to the right are locked,
so head left.

Go through the door at the end of the
hallway into a room with a large door
on your right. It is a tri-key door, locked
by three bars of energy. You must find
three keys to open it: blue, magenta,
and orange. There is another large door
on your left and a door in front of you
as well.

You find out from Lusha that you
need three keys, and your computer
tells you that each key lies behind one
of the three accessible doors: the one
in front of you, the one to the left, and
the one you came through.

Head back the way you came to get
the first key. Walk down the corridor; at
the end, the door that was locked now
unlocks.

When it opens, you see a dying
Storm Trooper. Walk over his dead body
and continue into the next hallway.
You'll see lots of dead Imperials. There
is a door on your left, but first, go down
to the end of the hallway to pick up
some Pulse Carbines and grenades.

Now go through the door on the left.
This big room appears to be a command
center, and two Air Caste Tau run
toward you from the left. Suddenly, an
explosion rocks that side of the room,
and the Tau die.

Two Storm Troopers on the ground
level come out shooting at you. Up
ahead, on the upper level, two Storm
Troopers open fire. Run past all the com-
puters and up the ladder to kill them.

Find a vent on the left side of the wall
in front of you. Go inside and crawl to
another corridor.

When you get out, two flying skull-
like drones attack you from the right.
They shoot Pulse Blasts at you, but are
quite weak. A few shots will kill them.

Head down the corridor. Another Servo
Skull awaits. Destroy it and continue.

As you walk down the corridor, three
vents on your left all access the next
room, but don't go in just yet. At the end
of the corridor take on a Tech-Priest.

Pick up the medikits and Pulse Carbines on
the floor of this room for health and ammo.

TIPTIP

You can get the keys in any order you
want. None is any more or less difficult
to acquire than the others. Once you go
through one of the doors, an objective
arrow appears on your screen to lead you
to the key in that area.

NOTE

These Servo Skulls explode and catch on
fire when they die. When you kill them,
back away or you'll be hurt badly by the
flames. They are weak and take but a few
shots to kill. They are small, though, and
thus somewhat difficult to hit.

NEW ENEMY!
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Kill him and take his Plasma Pistol.
Remember that Shotguns and grenades
are wasted on Tech-Priests. Use your
rapid-fire gun and dodge his initial
plasma attack.

Now crawl through the closest vent.
Once inside you'll see a room with
three Storm Troopers and one Storm
Trooper Sergeant.

The Sergeant drops an orange key.
Pick it up and return to the tri-key door
room. You can't climb back up to the
vent, so find a new way back. Walk
along the left wall and go down the
hallway. The hallway slopes down and
then turns left.

Continue, killing the Storm Trooper
along the way. Go through the door at
the end of the hallway, turn right, and
at the end of this new hallway you are
back in the tri-key room.

Now go through the large door on the
left. Once you open it, three Storm
Troopers ahead of you blast away.

Lob grenades to clear them out. Walk
down the hallway, past a small bulge
with twin doors on the left and right.
Ahead is a door.

Walk through the door ahead, into the
next hallway, which has another set of
twin doors on your right. From the far-
thest one, out steps a Storm Trooper.
Then another comes, and one more
appears from the other door to the right.

Both doors lead to a glass room. Go
through the door in front of you onto a
balcony overlooking an impressive
engine room.

Take out the Tech-Priest and the
Storm Trooper on the balcony. Another
Storm Trooper sneaks up behind you.
Kill him and go back into the hallway.

Follow the objective arrow. Go
through the doors in front of you into a
control room. Beyond the control room
is a reactor core.

Use hit-and-run tactics with your Plasma
Pistol. Shoot once, then run back through
the vent, wait for your pistol to recharge,
and crawl back in for another shot. One
shot will kill a Storm Trooper, and two
shots will kill a Sergeant, so this weapon
is very powerful, as long as you are pro-
tected while waiting for it to recharge.

TIPTIP

Go through the closest twin door on your
right. Inside, a small armory offers Pulse
Carbines and grenades. Watch out, though,
because two Servo Skulls guard the loot.

TIPTIP
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Inside the core are two Imperial
Servitors and a Storm Trooper
Sergeant. You don't have to fight them.

Press the button in front of you to
flood the core with deadly gas. The door
out of the core room closes, and the
Imperials inside die. When they've
expired, press the button to stop the gas
and open the door. Then go inside and
pick up the Sergeant's magenta key.

Now backtrack to the tri-key room.
On your way, you encounter five Storm
Troopers. Kill them all. Go through the
final door in the tri-key room.

Two Storm Troopers attack. Blast
away, then head down the corridor
through the next door and into another
hallway.

Head left and shoot the three Storm
Troopers waiting for you.

Go through the door in front of you. It
empties into a walkway overlooking the
engine room. Eliminate the two Storm
Troopers there. The walkway spirals
down, and ahead it ends at a door. But
a walkway branches to the right. For
now, a force field blocks it. On the other
side of the force field, you see a Storm
Trooper Sergeant. He has the blue key.

Go through the door at the end. Once
you get in, you face two Storm
Troopers, one with a Shotgun. Take him
out first.

Press the button on the pedestal
console to your right to deactivate the
force field. Then head back out. Go
down the path that was blocked by the
force field before.

Kill the Sergeant, who is now guard-
ed by two more Storm Troopers. Pick up
the key, but continue down this walk-
way until it ends in another door.
Destroy the Tech-Priest inside.

This is the first time you see Imperial
Servitors, but you don't fight them,
unless you charge into the reactor core
room recklessly. They use Shotguns exclu-
sively but are very weak.

NOTE

Although you are supposed to go left, you
can head straight, to the debris in front of
you, and grab some medikits and Pulse
Carbines if needed.

TIPTIP

There is a gap in the walkway where the
force field used to be. Jump it, or you will
fall to your death.

C AUTIONC AUTION

Once you kill this Imperial Tech-Priest,
your secret task is complete. There are
three Tech-Priests to kill on this level.

Secret Objective!
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Now go back to the tri-key room.
Open the door into the ship's power
generator room.

The room is shaped like a donut, with
the power generator in the hole. The
generator, though, is blocked off by a
force field. Lusha instructs you to plant
explosive charges on the field to
destroy it. Objective arrows will lead
you to each charge location.

The donut is divided into three sec-
tions. Each section, guarded by
Imperials, has a place to put an explo-
sive charge.

The section you first enter has two
Storm Troopers. After you kill them and
plant the first explosive, the objective
arrow leads you to the next section.

Here you face two Storm Troopers and
a Trooper Sergeant, and a third Storm
Trooper perches on a ledge to your right.

The next section is guarded by a
Tech-Priest, two Storm Troopers, and a
Storm Trooper Sergeant. Annihilate
them and pick up the Tech-Priest's
Plasma Pistol. After the final charge is
set, you have 10 seconds to run up to
the ledge. If you don't make it, the
resulting explosion catches you, too.

When the force field goes down,
attack the four Tech-Priests around the
power generator.

After you kill them, Lusha tells you
that the attack on the power generator
was just a diversion. He needs you back
on the bridge. Follow the objective arrow
to the bridge access. The level ends.

You should have acquired a Shotgun by
now, and its double shot is the most effec-
tive way of killing all the Storm Troopers
guarding the power generator room.

TIPTIP

Attack the Tech-Priests one at a time. Don't
engage them at close range with the
Shotgun, even though it only takes four
shots to kill them. At close range, you are
vulnerable to their Plasma Pistols. Instead,
shoot at them from long range. From that
distance, you have time to see the Plasma
Pistol shots and dodge them before they
get to you. Conversely, you can shoot your
own Plasma Pistol at them, and they don't
get out of the way. Five shots from your
Plasma Pistol will kill one Tech-Priest.

TIPTIP
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Diversion

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Pulse Rifle
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Mission Objectives
Get on the bridge and protect 

the captain.
Find the blue key.
Activate fans to drain radiation

from the corridor.
Get to your boarding pod.
Demolish the blockage in the 

cinema.
Secure and wait for reinforcements.
Destroy all Space Marines.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Imperial Bolter
• Lasgun
• Laspistol
• Plasma Pistol
• Plasma Gun
• Shotgun
• Tau Pulse Carbine

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Space Marines
• Imperial Space Marine

Sergeant
• Imperial Storm Troopers
• Imperial Storm Trooper

Sergeants

Secret Objective
Find all three Air Caste Tau on the

bridge deck.

Make your way back to the bridge to
protect the ship's captain. You start in
the room you entered after killing the
Tech-Priests in the generator room.
Pulse Carbines lie on the floor, along
with some grenades.

Go through the air vent to your right to
a corridor. Down the corridor gas spurts
out from the walls in various places.

Don't touch the gas. As soon as you
come out of the vent, fight two Storm
Troopers.

Down near the end of the corridor
explosive debris surrounds two Storm
Troopers. Shoot the debris to make
short work of them.

Walk through the air vent opening on
the right-hand wall. It takes you to the
computer core area. The trip involves a
series of drops—don't worry, you won't
suffer falling damage—and then you
reach the vent opening.

The vent opens up high above the
computer room, so watch your step on
your way down. You don't want to fall
and die. Two Storm Troopers patrol
below. Use the grenade launcher on your
Carbine to quickly take care of them.

Find a locked blue door and a short
hallway leading to another door. Go
through that door. On the other side
two Storm Troopers fight a Tau warrior.

Kill the Troopers and look around. A
short path to your right leads to a dead
end, a corridor stretches straight ahead
of you, and there's a door to your left.

The gas deals damage, but it won't kill
you. You can run through, but you will
lose a lot of life.

NOTE

For the next six enemies, use grenades.
That will kill them quickly, minimizing your
exposure to attacks. And you will be able
to load up on grenades soon anyway.

TIPTIP
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When you approach the door on your
left, a force field blocks it off. You must
turn on the fan to clear away the radia-
tion. The control room for the fan is
behind that blue door in the computer
room, so you have to find the blue key.

Go down the corridor until you meet
a Storm Trooper. Behind him is a dead
end, and to your left are two doors.

One of them is a second blue door
that requires the blue key. The other is
also locked, but once you kill the Storm
Trooper, the computer unlocks it.

The door opens and you face two
Storm Troopers and a Storm Trooper
Sergeant inside. The Sergeant drops
the blue key when he bites it.

Go back out and open the blue door
next to you. The stash here includes
Pulse Carbines, medikits, and eight
grenades. An objective arrow points you
back to the fan control room. 

Run back to the computer core and
go through the blue door. Enter the
room and kill the Storm Trooper. Go to
the control panel and press it.

Swarms of Storm Troopers flood the
computer room. When you step out of
the fan control room, you must battle a
Storm Trooper Sergeant and four Storm
Troopers.

Go back to the door that was blocked
by radiation. It's now clear. Step
through and walk down the long pas-
sageway to another area. Along the
way, you can pick up a medikit, a pair of
grenades, and some Pulse Carbines lit-
tering the floor.

As you walk down the corridor, an Air
Caste Tau comes running toward you,
fleeing two Storm Troopers. Kill the
Troopers and make your way to the
door at the end of the passageway.

When you open the door, you find
yourself on the upper level of a two-story
area. In front of you two Storm Troopers
fight a Tau warrior. Kill them and walk to
the far left corner of the room to a ladder
down to the ground floor.

This Sergeant is difficult to beat because he
wields a Plasma Pistol. If he hits you, your
shield is gone. Take him out quickly with a
grenade. Then pick up the Plasma Pistol.

NOTE

Throw a grenade at the Sergeant to kill him
right away, then use the Plasma Pistol to
kill the Storm Troopers. One shot should be
enough to kill a Trooper. Pick up the
Sergeant's pistol so you have a one-shot kill
weapon against the Troopers on this level.

TIPTIP
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Climb down the ladder and greet the
four Storm Troopers waiting for you.
Once you take them out, go through the
twin doors. An objective arrow appears
and points you to them.

Both doors take you to the same
area—a theater. You are at the top. A Tau
warrior battles three Storm Troopers. 

Once you kill the three Troopers, Lusha
says that the way ahead is blocked; you
need to place an explosive charge. The
arrow directs you to some debris at the
bottom left corner of the room.

Once you set the charge, four more
Storm Troopers attack. They enter the
theater from where you came in.

Once the debris clears, a vent is visi-
ble behind where the rubble was. Crawl
in. At the end of the vent, go up a lad-
der to a grill. Shoot it and hop out into
the hallway.

Go right and spot two Storm Troopers
ahead. Take them out with your Plasma
Pistol if you have any ammo left. You
are in a large conference room, where
three more Storm Troopers and one
Storm Trooper Sergeant await.

This battle is difficult, because the
Sergeant is using a Plasma Pistol. Kill
him with a Carbine-tossed grenade,
pick up his pistol, and kill the troopers
with one shot each.

Once you have dispatched all the ene-
mies, the only door explodes and one
red Storm Trooper enters. Kill him with
two pistol shots and go through the way
he came. You come to a corridor.

To your left a Tau warrior rushes
toward you, and to your right an Air
Caste flees from two Storm Troopers.
Take the two Troopers out and head for
the door behind them.

This room contains three Storm
Troopers. One is directly in front of you,
and the other two are in the back.

When you are fighting these enemies make
sure that you steer clear of the explosive
charge. It is set to blow in 45 seconds, so
keep an eye on the timer while you are
fighting. Make your way to the top of the
theater before the timer reaches zero.

C AUTIONC AUTION
Remember that red Storm Troopers are
tougher and take two Plasma Pistol shots
to kill.

NOTE

In this fight, you could lose a lot of health.
Fortunately, there are two medikits here.

TIPTIP

Use night vision to see enemies in the 
dark room.

TIPTIP
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Once you take care of them, head to
the next room. There you see three
more Storm Troopers along with a Tau
soldier. One of the Troopers is right in
front of you.

The other two, and the Tau, are near
the middle of the room, where there
also happens to be some explosive
debris. Aim for the debris to kill two of
the Troopers. The Tau soldier will sur-
vive the blast.

At the far end of the room is an open-
ing to another room, flanked by two
locked doors. Go to the next room to
find some Pulse Carbines and a medikit.

Once you reach the far end of this
room, Lusha says you must kill all ene-
mies before you can pass. Then three
new Storm Troopers enter the previous
room. Go back and kill them. Once they
are dead, you're directed to a turbo ele-
vator to the right of the opening in the
previous room.

The elevator takes you to the bridge
deck. You enter a room where some Tau
and Storm Troopers are fighting each
other from behind barricades.

The Storm Troopers are on the right
side of the room behind two barricades,
and the Tau are on the left side behind
their barricades.

Run up to the Storm Trooper barri-
cades. Two hide behind each one; kill
them. The Tau warriors come out from
hiding to destroy both Storm Trooper
barricades, revealing a door.

Go through the right-hand door, kill
the two Storm Troopers in the hallway,
and start walking right. Behind the first
door to your right, a room contains
Pulse Carbines and grenades.

The next door on your right brings
you to sleeping quarters, and a Tau cow-
ers in the shower stalls. Finding three
frightened Tau is your secret objective.
Go back out; at the end of the corridor a
large door opens into another hallway.

As you walk along, you spot two
Storm Troopers and one Sergeant. They
guard a large red door on the right.
Behind this door is the bridge, but
don't go in just yet.

Continue down the hallway and
through the doors. There are two doors
on your right, and two Storm Troopers.
Kill the Troopers.

Keep an eye on the explosive debris in this
room. If a Trooper gets close to it, shoot
it, and the explosion will take him out.

TIPTIP

At this stage of the game, conserve your
grenades. You will need them soon.
Resort to other methods for killing the
Storm Troopers here.

NOTE
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The first door on your right opens
onto more sleeping quarters and anoth-
er cowering Tau. Behind the second
door, you find a third frightened Tau
and some grenades.

Backtrack to the red door. Make sure
you picked up all the grenades you
could find before entering the bridge.
You are charged with the new objective
of protecting the captain of the ship. Go
ahead and look around.

Take note of where all the medikits
are. After inspecting the area, head for
one of the doors to the left or right of
the entrance to the bridge. It doesn't
matter which door you go through. Each
door leads to two rooms with ammo,
grenades, and medikits.

Once you reach the far end of these
rooms, you hear the sounds of a new
enemy unit entering the bridge. Go back
to the bridge and protect the captain!

Four Space Marines and one Space
Marine Sergeant are on the bridge
already, attacking. Equip your Carbine and
start pumping your grenades at them. 

Once you have killed all five Marines,
Lusha tells you that you've repelled all
boarders, and it is time for a counterat-
tack. Follow the objective arrow to the
elevator and the hangar. You are about
to board a pod to infiltrate the Imperial
ship. When you hop on the boarding
pod, you're taken to the next level.

Your secret task is to find the three cower-
ing Air Caste Tau. They are all on the
bridge level.

Secret Objective!

This isn't the first time you've faced a
Space Marine, but now there are four, plus
a Sergeant! They are extremely tough to
kill and can deal lots of damage. Take them
on one at a time with grenades. It takes
two grenades to kill each Marine. Taking
out the Space Marine Sergeant requires
three or four. You must be fast, and drop
them quickly, because you cannot afford
to be surrounded by five Marines.

NOTE

When you come into the bridge after the
attack, two Marines and the Sergeant are
on the top level of the bridge and the
other two are on the bottom but making
their way up. As soon as you kill your first
Marine, take his weapon. The Imperial
Bolter or Plasma Gun will be better than
your current weapon. Use this weapon
when you run out of grenades.

TIPTIP

This is the first time you see a Plasma
Gun. It is a powerful weapon, faster and
stronger than the Plasma Pistol, and it
packs a bigger punch than even the Bolter.
Only one Marine has a Plasma Gun. If you
came in from the right-hand door, he is
the Marine closest to you. Pick up his
weapon after you kill him. It takes two
shots from the Plasma Gun to kill a Space
Marine (as opposed to four Bolter shots)
and three shots to kill the Sergeant. For
more information on the Plasma Gun, refer
to the Weapons and Items section.

NEW WEAPON
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Red Medikit
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Clear The Decks

Mission Objectives
Destroy the gun on the upper deck.
Infiltrate Deck A to destroy

artillery.
Gain access to the central area.
Infiltrate Deck B to destroy guns

and artillery.
Eliminate the reinforcements.
Locate the control room and dis-

able the deck shield.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Imperial Bolter
• Shotgun
• Tau Pulse Carbine

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Space Marines
• Imperial Servitors
• Imperial Storm Troopers
• Imperial Storm Trooper

Sergeants

Secret Objective
Shoot a barrel high on a ledge on

Deck B.

This level begins once you land on the
surface of the Imperial ship. If you look
across the stars, you can see your own
vessel.

There are other Tau warriors with
you, and four Storm Troopers attack.
One is on ground level with you, and
three are coming down the stairs to
your right.

Kill them and make your way up the
stairs. Lusha tells you that the Tau offen-
sive cannot proceed as long as the
Imperial guns are working. He tells you to
destroy the guns. An objective arrow
points you in the right direction. Follow it.

When you get to the upper level, fol-
low the arrow until you see the gun
ahead. Three Storm Troopers guard it.
The gun is firing at your ship. One
Trooper is immediately apparent. Shoot
him and approach the gun. The other
two Troopers are hiding behind the
boxes to your left. They come out as
you walk past them.

Go around to the front of the gun.
There is a hole in the floor that you can
drop down. The arrow points that way.

But there are two Storm Troopers
down there and one Sergeant. Take the
ladder and then stairs in front of you
down to the gun's base. Kill the defend-
ers and plant the explosive charge.
Then get out of there.

When you climb back out the way
you came, two Storm Troopers are wait-
ing for you. Blow them away. Now you
have to infiltrate the first deck on the
ship to destroy the artillery there.

Follow the objective arrow. Go down
the stairs and hug the wall. Follow it
forward to a blasted door on your right.
Go inside. Kill the Trooper in front of
you and keep walking down the hall-
way. As you follow the hallway down
and around, you confront four more
Storm Troopers, one at a time.

On this ground level, you can find Pulse
Carbines, grenades, and medikits. Stock up
before going upstairs.

TIPTIP

Unlike in other levels, there aren't many
weapons lying around for you to pick up.
You'll get most of your weapons from fallen
enemy soldiers. You can pick up Autoguns,
Shotguns, Bolters, and a Sniper Rifle.

NOTE
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At the end of the hallway a door
opens into a room with a large artillery
cannon, guarded by three Storm
Troopers. Eliminate them.

Go around the gun to a door on the
other side of the room. As you approach
it, first one and then a second Imperial
Servitor come out to attack.

After the Servitors have been wiped
out, go through the door. A Storm
Trooper guards another artillery can-
non. Kill the Trooper and plant an
explosive charge on the gun.

Return to the previous room. When you
get there, the charge takes out the gun.
Take care of the new Storm Trooper in
this room and plant a charge on this gun.

Set the charge and get out of there,
going back to the hallway you came
from. Now you are supposed to gain
access to the central area.

On the way up, fight two Storm
Troopers. Come back out to the surface
of the ship.

Five Storm Troopers are waiting to
attack you. Some are close and others
are far away. There could be more, so
don't stay to fight them all. Just run
straight across to the large doorway
opposite you.

When you run through the door, it
closes behind. You have now gained
entry into the central area. Lusha tells
you to infiltrate the next deck and
destroy the guns there. An objective
arrow points you in the right direction.

Other Tau warriors stand here. Follow
the arrow to another door, which is
locked. Flip the switch to the right to
open it, and go through. The switchbox
for the next door is on the left. Open it
and go through.

The door opens onto another surface
area of the ship. Avoid the numerous
Storm Troopers by running straight
across. The arrow tells you that you are
going in the right direction, but just run
straight.

You have seen Servitors before, but now,
they attack! They are weak, so it takes
only a few shots from the Autogun to kill
them. But they use Shotguns, so if they
get close, they can do a lot of damage.

NEW ENEMY

While you are planting your charge, a
Storm Trooper comes in from the right-
hand door. Stop and kill him before resum-
ing your demolitions work. Face the door
when planting the charge so you can shoot
him as soon as he enters the room.

TIPTIP

The central area is filled with statues of
Space Marines. Remember this area. You
will be back.

NOTE
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At the opposite end of the deck you will
find a door. Behind it is a set of sloping
corridors that will take you to the sec-
ond set of artillery guns. You'll have to
fight four Storm Troopers along the way
before you get to the door that leads
into the artillery room. But before you
go in this first door, walk to the left to
fulfill your secret objective.

Go through the door and engage two
Servitors. When you kill the second
one, a third Servitor and a Storm
Trooper come up from behind.

Plant a charge on the artillery cannon
here. Then go through the door to the
gun's right. A Storm Trooper patrols the
hallway.

The next room contains another gun,
along with two Storm Troopers and a
Servitor. Kill them and plant the second
explosive charge. Go back the way you
came. Another Storm Trooper is in the
hallway, and then when you get out to
the first room, there's another one.

There is a hall behind the first can-
non. The last bomb must be placed this
way. Go down the corridor, which
slopes up and then back.

At the top you will see the artillery
cannon. Beware of the Storm Troopers
guarding it.

Plant the explosive and get out of
there. Leave via the same hallway. On
the way up, you fight at least three
Storm Troopers. Leave quickly, as more
could respawn.

Lusha now tells you to eliminate the
reinforcements. He doesn't tell you that
those reinforcements are five Space
Marines.

Your secret task is to destroy a barrel in
Deck B. While on Deck B, go to the left of
the door that leads into the second
artillery room and you will find a broken
staircase. On a ledge above the stairs you
will find a barrel lying on its side. Blow it
up and your secret objective is complete.

Secret Objective!

The Storm Troopers in this area respawn.
Each time you kill one, leave a room,
destroy a gun, and return the way you came,
a new Storm Trooper is waiting for you.

NOTE
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When you emerge onto the surface,
five Marines are waiting for you. A Tau
has killed one, so pick up his Bolter.

After you have killed all five Marines,
Lusha tells you to deactivate the
shields. Go back to the central area.
Once you enter, go through the doors,
then head right.

A flight of stairs leads up. Along the
way, three Storm Troopers try to stop
you. The Bolter will kill them quickly.
The second level has nothing of inter-
est, so keep walking up.

At the top level, press the switch on
the wall. The floor beneath you is an
elevator, and it lifts you up. When you
reach the top, a door opens behind you.
Turn around; you are in the control
room for the shields.

Inside lurk two Storm Troopers and a
Storm Trooper Sergeant. Press the but-
ton that the Sergeant was standing in
front of to deactivate the shields.

Lusha congratulates you on your job
well done, and says the boarding can
proceed thanks to your efforts. On the
far end of the room, a door opens and a
Tau soldier tells you to follow him. The
level ends.

The Marines are tough to beat. Maneuver
around them. They are slow, so circle-
strafe. Use grenades or their own Bolters,
once you pick one up.

TIPTIP

All five Marines carry Bolters. Pick up
more ammo for the Bolter from their
dead bodies. The Bolter is a powerful
weapon that can kill Storm Troopers with
a single secondary firing. Don't use it at
point-blank range, though, as it does
splash damage that could hurt you. Back
up a minimal distance when using the gun.

NOTE
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Orange Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Autogun

=Shotgun

= Red Medikit
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Mission Objectives
Find the orange key.
Distract the Space Marine and

find a way around.
Find the magenta key.
Open the security door and nego-

tiate the cameras.
Disable the engines.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Imperial Bolter
• Plasma Gun
• Plasma Pistol
• Shotgun
• Tau Pulse Carbine

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Space Marines
• Imperial Servitors
• Imperial Storm Troopers
• Imperial Storm Trooper

Sergeants

Secret Objective
Do not set off sentry alarms.

As the level begins, Lusha tells you that
the Imperials are trying to escape. You
can't let that happen, so it is off to the
engine room to disable their engines.

You begin in the next room from
where you left off in Clear the Decks.
You are in a long hallway with two Tau
warriors. Follow them down the hallway.

Pass the closed gate on your left and
go through the door in front of you. A
Storm Trooper Sergeant wielding a
Plasma Pistol attacks from the right.

Two Storm Troopers back up the
Sergeant. Your Tau friends won't come
in until you've killed everybody. When
you're finished, go back to the door. 

Find a switch on the opposite wall
and flip it. Now return to the hallway
and the newly opened gate.

Descend a ramp to a large room with
three doors.

One is in front of you, one is to the
left, and one is to the right. Your fellow
Tau tell you to wait, as Imperials are on
their way.

The first Imperials are two Storm
Troopers, and they come from the left
door. While you fight them, two more
join the fray from the right. Then, yet
two more come from the door in front.
The last two sneak up from behind. Be
careful. Two of them wield Shotguns;
the others use Autoguns.

Sidestep into the room facing right so 
that you can fire at the Sergeant as soon
as you enter.

TIPTIP

Kill the enemies as quickly as they appear,
because you do not want to be surrounded
by eight Storm Troopers. Fight with quick-
kill weapons, like your Bolter or grenades.

TIPTIP
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Your Tau friends went through the
right-hand door. Follow them to a
magenta door. You need a magenta key
to open it. Go back out to the large
room and through the left-hand door.
This room holds eight grenades, a
Shotgun, and an Autogun. 

Go back out and through the door in
front to a long corridor that curves left
and ends at a door.

The door opens onto an enormous
circular library. Two Storm Troopers and
one Storm Trooper Sergeant patrol the
ground level. Three more Troopers and
two Servitors guard the second level.
They come down to attack you.

After you kill everyone, take the
magenta key off the Sergeant's body.
Go back to the magenta door. Beyond it
is a stairwell.

One Trooper stands at the top of the
stairs, and at the bottom, guarding a
door down there, are two more.

While you battle these Troopers,
another one comes out from the door.
Kill them all. At this point, your fellow
Tau say they must part company. You
are on your own.

Go through the door at the bottom of
the stairs into a hallway. Walk left. At
the end is a door on the left.

Go through the door; suddenly, two
Servitors and a Shotgun-wielding Storm
Trooper attack you. Quickly run back.

Three point-blank Shotgun blasts will
kill you. Backpedal quickly and shoot a
grenade if you have one. Start rapid-
firing with your Carbine or other 
automatic weapon from a distance, or
lay down a wall of double-shot Bolter
fire if you have that weapon.

Catch your breath after the battle,
then go through the door into a room of
incinerators. One on the right is shut
down and open. Crawl into it.

Shoot those grenades you just got, using
your Pulse Carbine. With that many enemies
around, you need to kill many in as short a
time as possible. The grenade is the way to do
it, especially when assisted by the Carbine.

TIPTIP

Keep walking forward to find a Shotgun
and medikit.

TIPTIP
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As soon as you drop, start running.
Turn toward the Servitors and kill them.
A Storm Trooper joins the battle from a
door on the upper level.

When finished, go through the door
the Storm Trooper came from to a hall-
way. Go left. Two Storm Troopers attack
you. Drop them with a Shotgun or Bolter.

Go through the door at the end of the
hallway. As soon as you enter, two
Storm Troopers to your left open fire.
They guard a door.

After killing them, go through the
door. Just behind it, two Storm Troopers
with Shotguns greet you. You are too
close to throw a grenade, but if you
have a Shotgun, that weapon would
work perfectly here.

Go up the small flight of stairs and
through the door. The corridor here
includes indestructible guns on the ceil-
ing. At the end a Space Marine guards
the door you need to get through.

As you walk up the corridor, you will
see a set of barrels on your right and an
open doorway on your left. Shoot the
barrels to cause an explosion and then
duck into the doorway, which leads to a
parallel hallway. The Marine leaves his
post by the door and will come investi-
gate. You can then walk down the paral-
lel hallway to the door and slip through
while the Marine is gone.

You enter a small room with a vent on
the left and a door in front. Leave the
vent for later and enter the door. The
next room is a straight-ahead passage-
way with two Space Marines waiting for
you. Don't alert the Marines, crawl
while they patrol.

While crawling, you suddenly fall down to
a room below without seeing it. And you
are flanked by two Servitors.

C AUTIONC AUTION

Once inside the room, run behind the boxes
in front of you and take cover. Look for
grenades there.

TIPTIP
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Look through the door into this room
and when the Marines turn left into the
corner, go inside and crawl up to the
lever on the left wall. Flip it and then
crawl back out. Make sure you get out
before the Marines come back and see
you. They are on patrol, so if you need to,
wait and watch them for a while so you
can time your entry and exit just right.

Also, don't run in and out, because
you'll alert them. And if they are alert-
ed, they'll just flip the lever back to its
original position. And if they are alert-
ed, then you will have to kill them to
keep the lever in the up position.

Follow the vent to a ladder. Go up
and continue crawling along the vent.

Follow the vent to an open area that
is actually is a huge elevator shaft. Look
down and wait for the elevator to rise.
Get on and wait for it to take you down.

When it stops crawl into the small hole
you see. Go into the cove and wait for the
elevator to rise back up. Then step down.

Walk through the door in front of you. A
Storm Trooper has his back to you. Shoot
him. Walk down the hallway and go into
the room on your right. A Storm Trooper
stands in front of a button. Kill him and
press the button. This button unlocks the
door at the end of the hallway.

Now step out of the room and continue
walking down the hallway. Don't let the
cameras in the corners of the ceiling
spot you. Sneak under and past them.

Once past the cameras and through
the door into the next room, be very care-
ful. You face four Tech-Priests. Try not to
fight them all at once. You don’t have to
kill the marines. Don't waste grenades
on them. Use your Pulse Carbine. You can
also take the Plasma Pistol off the first
one you kill to use on the others.

The Tech-Priests are in the middle
and right sections of the room. To the
left is a door. Once you finish dispatch-
ing all of the Priests, be on your toes. A
Space Marine comes through that door
to take you out. 

You flipped that switch to place this grate
here so you could crawl across the gap. If
you hadn't done that, this space would be
empty and you would fall through the gap
and hurt yourself.

NOTE

If the cameras spot you, they trigger
Sentry Guns to fire at you, and they re-
lock the door at the end of the hallway.
You then have to run back to the room and
hit the button to unlock it again.

NOTE

When trying to get past the cameras, avoid
their line of sight, which you can see as a
small red line that shoots out from the
lens. If you are crouching right below the
cameras they cannot see you. When you
rest, make sure it is under a camera.

TIPTIP

Fight the Priests one at a time, preferably at
medium range, so you have time to see and
dodge their Plasma Pistols. Because the pistol
has such a long recharge rate between shots,
feel free to run up and hit the Tech-Priest with
a Shotgun double shot, shoot a rapid-fire
weapon at him, or fire your own plasma weapon
at him. Then run away before he can fire. Use
the doorway as cover for added protection.

TIPTIP

The indestructible Sentry Guns only set
off if the Marine sees you. By distracting
the Marine and slipping through the door
unnoticed, you will fulfill your secret
objective.

Secret Objective!

They are on patrol so you can crawl over
to the lever when their backs are turned
to you and then crawl back to the vent
before they spot you.

TIPTIP
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Afterwards, go through the door and
down the hallway to a T junction. The
door to the left is locked for now. Go
right instead. Pass a door into the
observation lounge. You hear the
Imperials calling for guards to take you
down. Go back out and from the locked
door come two enemies.

Step through the door and kill the
next two. Head right down the hallway.
There are more Storm Troopers; kill
what you have to and continue. Don't
get bogged down in a protracted fight. 

Two more Storm Troopers lurk. 

At the end of the hall is an orange
door. Find the orange key to get
through.

Go right down the hallway. It veers
right after a long walk, and in front of
you is a door.

Open it and go in. You find two Tech-
Priests and a Servitor. Step out and
take cover behind the door. As the Tech-
Priests come, side-strafe them until
they die.

Go into the room. Ditch your Shotgun
for a Plasma Pistol. Walk through the
door. Enter the observation room, which
you were looking into earlier in the level.

The orange key lies on a table. Pick it
up. Also pick up the grenades and
Carbines. And make sure to get back up
to maximum health. Switch to your
Carbine and leave.

Four Shotgun-wielding Storm
Troopers wait for you in the previous
room. Shoot a grenade right away to
take out the first one. If you stay in this
room, surrounded by the Shotgun
Troopers, you will die. Duck back into
the observation room and wait for the
others to come in.

Once you go through the door, you must
fight many Storm Troopers in all. You
have grenades, so shoot them with the
Carbine to kill the Troopers quickly.

NOTE

By using the doors for cover, you can avoid
getting hit. Wait for the Tech-Priests to
shoot their pistols, let the plasma shot hit
the doorway, and then sidestep to the other
side of the door, strafing the Tech-Priest in
the doorway. Repeat until they are dead.

TIPTIP

Hide to the side of the door, pointing your
Carbine at the entrance. Pick the Troopers
off with grenades as they come in.

TIP
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Now, backtrack to the orange door.
Along the way, a few more Storm

Troopers try to stop you. Use the boxes
in the hallway for cover. Past the
orange door, you come to a huge, circu-
lar elevator shaft.

You face a Space Marine and two
Storm Troopers here. Ignore the Troopers
and kill the Marine first by shooting
grenades at him. The Carbine gives you a
better range with the grenades than your
hand. When everyone is dead, press the
button, call up the elevator, and get in.
Press the button to descend.

At the bottom, get out. Use the
medikit to your right if necessary.

Go through the door to the engine
room and up the stairs to the left. A
Storm Trooper attacks you. Kill him.

Keep walking along the pathway,
descend the stairs, and fight a Storm
Trooper Sergeant.

Kill him and head to the door. On the
other side is a large hallway. A Servitor
rushes you from the right. There is a
locked door to your left, with medikits
on either side. On the right side are
grenades and an archway.

A Space Marine is heading down. Use
your Carbine to shoot grenades at him.
Walk down the path the Marine came
from. The objective arrow points you
toward the engines. You are close to
destroying them.

While you are walking over to them, a
Servitor attacks you. Deal with him.

You must plant two explosive
charges. Plant the first explosive
charge on the engine. When you are
done, a Space Marine suddenly runs
out from the walkway.

Kill him with the Bolter you picked up
from previous Marine. When you place
the second charge, three more Space
Marines attack. Use a combination of
your Bolter and Carbine-launched
grenades to kill them.

With the charges set, your objective
arrow now points to the previously
locked door. Go through the door and
walk onto the platform in front of you.
As you do so, the engines blow up and
you ascend to the next level.

When planting the explosives, turn so that
you face right, looking back the way you
came. That way, you can see the Space
Marines as soon as they show up, rather
than having to waste precious seconds
turning around and looking for them.

TIPTIP

You don't have to kill all the Marines to
exit the level. If you are low on ammo and
health, run for the elevator to exit the
engine room. The Marines will die in the
explosion.

TIPTIP
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Distant Eyes

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Autogun

= Sniper Rifle

= Imperial Bolter

= Red Medikit
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Mission Objectives
Clear outer defense towers of

Snipers.
Clear inner defense towers of

Snipers.
Defend bridge guard and capture

the Admiral.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Imperial Bolter
• Plasma Gun
• Plasma Pistol
• Shotgun
• Sniper Rifle
• Tau Pulse Carbine

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Space Marines
• Imperial Space Marine

Sergeants
• Imperial Servitors
• Imperial Storm Troopers
• Imperial Storm Trooper

Sergeants

Secret Objective
Kill the four Snipers running on

the bridge after you've activat-
ed the first lever.

Lusha is out for blood. He wants you to
infiltrate the bridge and capture the
Imperial Admiral. When the platform
stops at the top, the level begins.

Go through the door in front of you
into a hallway. To your right three Storm
Troopers take cover behind a low barri-
cade. Kill them. One of them has a
Sniper Rifle. Take it.

Keep walking right; the hallway turns
left. Look out the windows on the right
side at the rest of the ship. 

Keep going, and the hallway turns
left again. This time, Snipers attack
from the windows. Three lurk among
the buildings to the right.

A Sniper perches here. Another is
hiding on the same spire.

Stop at the first window and look
right. The spire in front of you harbors
two Snipers. To pick them off, select the
secondary fire mode and zoom in farther.

Turn back to shoot the Sniper here.

The third Sniper is also on the right,
but behind you, so move up and turn
120 degrees to your right.

After you've killed the three Snipers,
go down the corridor. Hang a right and
go straight down. The hallway turns
right, but two Storm Troopers wait for
you on the left.

Waste them and turn right. Stop;
enter Sniper Rifle mode.

A Sniper perches on a ledge behind
the flag on the far building. Go down
the hallway and stop midway inside the
glass ceiling.

Look up and to the right to find
another Sniper ledge. Keep walking
across the bridge. Midway across, you
can jump on a ledge to your right for
health. Otherwise, keep going.

The walkway turns right; two Storm
Troopers await. Kill them, then walk
right. Up ahead is a locked door on your
left, while the path continues straight.
Above you, running left to right, is a
bridge platform. Remember this.
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Up ahead a Storm Trooper Sergeant
wields a Plasma Pistol. Take him out.
Keep walking straight, and the path
empties into a cathedral-like room that
contains three Storm Troopers.

Once you kill them, pull the switch to
the left of where you entered. That
unlocks the door that was on your left
coming over.

Look to the bridge way above you. A
Sniper sits up there, and four more
start across on their way to set up in
the other part of the level.

Kill the Sniper and go through the
door; it closes behind you. Walk for-
ward a little bit and turn to the window
on your right.

Take aim at the two Storm Troopers
there. Use your Sniper Rifle to kill them
quickly and silently.

To the left is a door. Take care of the
two Storm Troopers inside.

Snipers shoot from across 
this window.

The far wall has two windows and a
button. Stay away from the windows, out
of range of the Snipers across the way.

Go into Sniper mode, stand behind
the wall for cover, and peek out the win-
dow to look for the Snipers. Shoot them
and then press the button.

Two Space Marines run up a ramp
across the window. That ramp leads to
a courtyard adjacent to where you are.
That means they're coming for you.

Wait in the room for the Marines. If
you have grenades, launch them. Two
each will suffice. Otherwise, circle-
strafe or snipe them in the head.

Kill the four running Snipers to achieve
the secret objective. They won't shoot
back here. The challenge is in shooting
them fast and accurately enough, since
they aren't up there for very long. In
essence, you only get one shot at each.

Secret Objective!
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Once the Marine is dead, take his
Bolter and use it against the second one.
Then pick up the Sniper Rifle again. Go
the way the Space Marines came from.

A door opens into a courtyard, but
don't walk through yet. Snipers are
watching it. Open the door but don't
step through. Crouch down and zoom in.

This is the Sniper in front of you.

Four Snipers and a Storm Trooper
watch the area. One Sniper is directly in
front of you at the 12 o'clock position.
Another is a few spaces to the right,
between 12 and 1 o'clock. The other two
are at 2 o'clock and 10 o'clock. All
perch on high ledges, so aim up.

This is the Sniper on the right.

The Storm Trooper is to your left on the
high ledge. While not as deadly as the
Snipers, he can cause you trouble. Once
you've killed them, cross the courtyard.
Run across, turn left, and head down the
ramp you saw the Space Marines running
up. At the bottom is a door.

Go through the door, which locks
behind you. To the left is some ammo
and a medikit. Go right, and three 
Storm Troopers drop down on you.
Eliminate them.

The hallway veers right. Two Storm
Troopers drop down.

As you fight them, a third one from
behind them drops in. He carries a
Plasma Gun. He can kill you very quick-
ly, with an assist from the others, if you
are at less than full health. Then, from
behind you comes one more Storm
Trooper. Use grenades to kill them
quickly. Otherwise, strafe rapidly with
your Carbine or other weapon.

To your left is a door. The switch to
open it is by you, to the right. Go
through it, picking up ammo, medikits,
and grenades along the way.

Once the door is open, four Storm
Troopers attack. Two stay in the door-
way. You can kill them quite easily with
the Plasma Gun you picked up. The
other two are inside the corridor behind
the door. Go in, kill those two Troopers,
and walk down the corridor.

A fifth Storm Trooper attacks. Blow
him away. Up ahead is a door.

Crouch and turn toward the door you came
through. The Marines are coming this way.
As soon as one opens the door and comes
for you, shoot the barrels behind him.

TIPTIP

Once you kill the Storm Troopers, pick up
the Plasma Gun. It will annihilate the
Storm Troopers you face next.

TIPTIP
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Through the door is a large room with
a big pillar in the middle. Storm
Troopers flank it.

Go upstairs; watch the ceiling. Where
the ceiling ends, two Storm Troopers
are waiting to shoot you in the head as
you walk underneath them. If you have
run out of plasma ammo, use the Bolter
to kill them.

At the top, there are three Storm
Troopers. Grenades, a Bolter, or a Plasma
Gun would be very good to have here.

Keep following the path and go up
the second flight of stairs. Go through
the door at the top to the stairs leading
into the bridge. One Servitor walks
toward you. Kill him.

Run around the outer circle and kill
all the Servitors, then focus on the
Marines. The Marines don't leave the
stairs, so use the sides and backs of the
steps as cover.

Run around the side to face them,
shoot, then run back for cover beside
the stairs. Repeat until they die. Pick up
their Bolters.

Climb to the inner circle, where the
Admiral is. As soon as you ascend, the
two Space Marine Sergeants rush after
you. Unlike the Marines, they will chase
you around the bridge. Use the Bolters
you picked up from the Marines to kill
them. Launch grenades at them first, if
you have any, then switch to the Bolter
and use the double shot.

Once the Marine Sergeants are dead,
turn to the Admiral. He isn't that tough.
Shoot him several times with the Bolter.
He won't die, but he will falter from the
damage. Then Captain Ardias comes
from behind you and knocks you out.
You have been captured by the
Imperials.

On the right side, an Imperial Bolter lies
on the ground. Once you use the Plasma
Gun to kill the two Troopers beyond the
door, come back here to pick up the Bolter.

NOTE

The two Troopers fire at you as soon as the
door opens, and the one on the right tosses
grenades. Use your Plasma Gun to kill that
one quickly and then turn to the other.

C AUTIONC AUTION

When going up the stairs, walk backward
and look up with your weapon pointed at
the ceiling so you can shoot the Troopers
before they ambush you.

C AUTIONC AUTION

The bridge is a great circle. A raised stage
in the center is the inner area, and a
lower circle around it is the outer area.
Stairs lead from the outer circle to the
inner circle. Five Servitors lurk in the
outer area. Two Space Marines guard the
stairs. And two Space Marine Sergeants
defend the inner circle.

NOTE

The Space Marine Sergeants are extremely
difficult to kill. They are very fast, and
they use Plasma Pistols. One hit and your
shield is gone. They also have Chainswords.
So they can do quite a bit of damage. And
they can take a lot as well. Strike them
with eight or so direct Bolter hits to kill
them. While fleeing from them, keep dou-
ble-shooting and covering them with fire.

TIPTIP
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No Rest For The Wicked

No Rest for the

Wicked

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Red Medikit

= Burst Cannon
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Mission Objectives
Find the access to the second

part of the ship.

Weapons Available
• Tau Burst Cannon
• Chaos Bolter
• Imperial Bolter

Enemies Encountered
• Chaos Space Marines

Secret Objective
Destroy the two barrels on top of

the pipes in the sewers.

Amazingly, it appears as though the war
between the Tau and the Imperium will
come to an end. Captain Ardias is forc-
ing Governor Severus and Admiral
Constantine to enter into a truce, one
that will be cemented on the Tau side
by Ethereal Ko'vash. As a gesture of
goodwill, you are being returned to
Ko'vash. Thus, your brief tenure as a
prisoner of Captain Ardias of the Space
Marines ends.

At the beginning of the level, you
must make your way to Captain
Ardias's bridge so that you can see the
peace signing. You awaken in a room
with lots of candles. This must be the
bunk of an Ultramarine! Proceed left
and go down the ladder.

An Ultramarine awaits you at the bot-
tom. Follow him as he walks left. He
stops at a door and opens it for you. Go
inside; Captain Ardias is ordering
Severus to sign the truce.

Reluctantly, Severus agrees and
enters the negotiation room, which you
can see directly in front of you through
the glass pane. Inside, Ethereal Ko'vash
and Admiral Constantine are meeting.

But as Severus enters the room, he
reveals his treachery and betrays both
you and Captain Ardias. At his word, a
contingent of corrupt Chaos Space
Marines teleports into the negotiation
room and attacks Ethereal Ko'vash and
Admiral Constantine. The warped
essence of Chaos infects the entire
ship, and Chaos Space Marines invade.

Your weapons are through this door.

Captain Ardias tells you to save your
Ethereal while he tends to his ship. He
opens a door on the right side of the
bridge. Before the betrayal, you'll notice
it as a mesh screen door. But when
Captain Ardias opens it, you can enter.
Inside, you find six grenades and a new
weapon: the Tau Burst Cannon. Exit the
bridge the way you came in; Captain
Ardias informs you via your Tau comm
link that the Chaos Space Marines have
kidnapped Ko'vash. Find and rescue him.

Proceed straight down the walkway
out of the bridge. You'll see an
Ultramarine up ahead. As you
approach, a red ball of energy followed
by white lightning explodes behind the
Marine as he is cut down from behind
by a Chaos Space Marine. Fire your
Burst Cannon immediately; a Chaos
Space Marine charges at you. Fire up
that Burst Cannon and don't stop till
the Chaos Space Marine dies.

Chaos Space Marines are tremendously
powerful enemies, more so than even the
dreaded Astartes. It takes four or five
direct hits from a Chaos Bolter to kill one
Chaos Space Marine. They also use Chaos
Bolters against you. Just two or three
hits will destroy your shield and kill you.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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Once you kill him, pick up his Chaos
Bolter. Switch to that weapon and pro-
ceed down the stairs. Two more red-
fire-and-white-lightning explosions
burst in front of you at medium range,
signaling the arrival of two more Chaos
Space Marines.

As soon as you reach the top of the
stairs, another Chaos Space Marine
appears in front of you. Move up to the
top of the stairs and then immediately
run backwards as the Chaos Space
Marine appears. He rushes down to you,
but as he does, plug him with a few
shots of your Chaos Bolter. Once you kill
him, move up into the next room.

To the left is a dead-end hallway, but
a medikit here will replenish your
health to full. When you enter this hall-
way, another Chaos Space Marine
shows up, so only go in if you need
health.

Go through either of the two sliding
doors. The next room appears empty. To
the left is another full medikit. Jump
onto the platform to get it, but don't
move too fast or too far or you could fall
over the edge.

He's scary, but watch your back for
his partner.

Once you pass the threshold of the
arch into the next room, another Chaos
Space Marine materializes in front of
you. Don't relax once you defeat him,
because once this first Marine dies, a
second Chaos Space Marine teleports
in; this time, he appears behind you. If
you aren't ready for him, he could get
one or even two free shots at your back
before you know what hit you. Spin
around and engage him. Once you kill
him, enter the next room.

A medikit lies hidden to the left
behind some crates. To the right is a
door, but it is covered in the Taint. As you
approach it, a Chaos Space Marine
appears in front of the door. Once you
kill him, proceed through the door by
jumping over the Taint on the floor. If you
walk through to the door, you'll step
through the Taint and harm yourself.

If you need health, look for yet 
another full medikit inside this new
room, to the left. A switch on the right
calls an elevator up to you. Go inside and
flip the switch on the right to descend.

As you walk through this level, it appears
deserted at first. But as you walk past
certain points, you trigger explosions of
red fire and white lightning. Each such
explosion marks the arrival of one Chaos
Space Marine. Watch out. Sometimes, your
screen will flash red with the explosion
but you won't see the Chaos Space Marine.
That probably means he teleported behind
you. Keep alert and remember that every
time your screen explodes with red and
white, a Chaos Space Marine has appeared
somewhere near you.

C AUTIONC AUTION

As you explore the ship you see what looks
like moving red lava dripping all over the
ship, oozing off walls and pooling into
puddles on the floor. Do not touch any of
it! This is the Taint of Chaos, and touching
it will hurt you. If you stay in contact with
it for more than a few seconds, it will
drain all your health and kill you, regard-
less of your shield strength.

C AUTIONC AUTION

This room is drenched in the Taint. Avoid
touching it all at costs.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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Proceed down the hallway. Nothing
ambushes you. The end of the hallway
opens up into a large, cavernous cham-
ber. A wide chasm yawns in front of
you, but a walkway lowers to bridge the
gap once you enter this room. A medikit
lies to your left. Wait for the walkway to
descend and then proceed across. As
you cross the halfway point, though,
the walkway starts to rise again. 

Once the walkway finishes ascend-
ing, wait on the far end for a few sec-
onds. One Chaos Space Marine tele-
ports in. Kill him with your Burst
Cannon. Don't use your Chaos Bolter,
because the delay between firings is
too long, and without any room to
maneuver on the walkway, you'll be a
sitting duck while the Bolter cools
down for the next shot.

Once you defeat the Chaos Space
Marine, the walkway lowers.

At the far end of the chasm is a room
with a switch that controls the walk-
way's movement. Inside is a medikit.

Go through this hole.

Instead, go left. In front of you is a
hole in the wall. Crawl into it and pro-
ceed through. Go through a tunnel,
which empties into a large chamber, and
then go back through another tunnel.

At the end of the tunnel is a grate. As
you peer through, you'll see a circular
room. Inside, two Chaos Space Marines
are questioning a frightened Imperial.
Within seconds, a huge explosion kills
the Imperial.

Once the explosion dissipates, the
grate is gone. Crawl up to its remains
and lob two grenades at the Chaos
Space Marine. When you see him go up
in flames, jump down.

Climb down the ladder. Pick up the
medikit here if you need it. Proceed out
the door. A Marine runs down the corridor
and around a corner. As you walk down
the hallway, a Chaos Space Marine
appears in front of you at the far end. Cut
him down with your Chaos Bolter.

Once you reach the end of the hall-
way, look for a door on your left. Switch
to your Burst Cannon before you enter.

Almost as soon as you walk into the
corridor a Chaos Space Marine appears
immediately in front of you. After he
dies, another shows up. Blow him away.

When moving through hallways, have your
Tau Burst Cannon at the ready instead of
your Chaos Bolter. It fires a continuous
stream at the enemy, unlike the Chaos
Bolter, which has a slow rate of fire.
During this cooldown between shots,
you'll be vulnerable. But with the Burst
Cannon, you have no such liability, and
more importantly, while it is hitting the
enemy, the enemy cannot shoot back.

TIPTIP

You'll fall off the walkway if you move
side to side too much.

C AUTIONC AUTION

If you are having trouble moving through
the tunnel, duck. Most likely you are get-
ting caught on the low ceiling.

TIPTIP

Step back away from the grate, preferably
until you are around the corner of the
tunnel. If you're still near the grate when
the Chaos Space Marine sets off the explo-
sion, you'll be caught in the blast and
incinerated.

C AUTIONC AUTION

Grenades are better than your weapon
because you're on higher ground than the
Chaos Space Marine. To hit him with your
weapon, you'd need to crawl to the very
edge of the grate, exposing yourself to his
fire. Stay just inside the tunnel and throw
grenades at him.

TIPTIP
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The door at the end of this short cor-
ridor opens up into a large sewer below.
Two Chaos Space Marines wait for you.
Shoot them down with your Chaos
Bolter, using the doorway as cover.
When you've dispatched them, hop
down. You'll probably need the medikit
on your right. 

Turn to your left; the sewer stretches
down a fair distance. As you walk to the
end of it, the walkway you are on
slopes into the water. Remember this
spot. If you hop into the water, you can
climb back out this way.

Jump onto the platform in front of you
and continue walking. As soon as you
climb the small ladder to the upper
level of the room, Captain Ardias con-
tacts you, telling you that you need to
kill the Chaos Space Marines to pro-
ceed. Four of them teleport in. All four
rush at you from the far end of the plat-
form, which stretches and curves to the
left. One or two might run forward
ahead of the others, but eventually you
will battle all four.

A Burst Cannon will kill a single
Chaos Space Marine running up to you.
But if more come at once, back up to
regroup. If you need cover, jump off the
platform into the water behind you. The
Chaos Space Marines will run up to the
platform to shoot at you below, but you
can shoot and then back up against the
wall for cover. Repeat this step until
you've killed the other Chaos Space
Marines.

Once you've killed these four
Marines, go to the far end of the plat-
form. On your right is a doorway. Enter
it to continue to the next mission.

One or both of the Chaos Space Marines
at the end of the room might not see you
and thus won't pursue you to the edge of
the platform. If this is the case, you'll
have to crawl out of the water and back
onto the platform above to engage them.

NOTE

In the sewers here, there are two barrels
you can destroy to fulfill your secret objec-
tive. At the point where the ramp breaks
and slopes into the water, stop and look
up and to the right. On the right wall, on
top of the pipes are two barrels. Shoot
them and complete your secret objective.

Secret Objective!
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Silence the Guns

= Start Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Red Medikit

= Chaos Bolter

= Burst Cannon
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Mission Objectives
Get to the conference room.
Locate the gun.
Destroy the gun.
Escape.

Weapons Available
• Tau Burst Cannon
• Chaos Bolter
• Plasma Gun
• Sniper Rifle
• Shotgun

Enemies Encountered
• Chaos Space Marines
• Imperial Servitors
• Storm Troopers
• Chaos Sorcerer

Secret Objective
Kill the two Servitors on the

upper walls in the engine room
after the checkpoint.

Last level, you climbed the ladder to
the ship's upper level. Now you begin
in a small cove. When the grate in front
of you slides up, move out. Ardias tells
you that Ko'vash is being abducted.
Make your way to the conference room
immediately. Take a left. This large the-
ater-like room has been blasted into
ruins. Go left until you encounter an
Imperial Servitor. Three more Servitors
lurk behind him. Dispatch them quickly.
There is a medikit in this room.

Walk forward to a large hole in the
ground with pipes snaking under it to a
level below. Slide down the main pipe;
don't fall off. As you start down the
walkway at the bottom, a Chaos Space
Marine appears.

Kill him with your Burst Cannon. Then
pick up his Chaos Bolter and kill the
other Chaos Space Marine, who is
shooting at you with his Chaos Bolter.
This Marine is down the walkway as it
turns right. Kill him, then proceed down
the hallway.

At the end of the hallway is a door, but
before you can get to it, a Chaos Space
Marine comes through it gunning for you.

After killing him, proceed down the
hallway to a large chamber with a huge
flight of stairs to your left and a locked
door in front of you.

The Servitors drop Shotguns, and with
four of them, you have four clips' worth of
shots. After you kill the first Servitor,
pick up his Shotgun and switch to that so
you don't waste any Burst Cannon ammo.

TIPTIP

Hurry and step into the alcove on the right
as soon as you can. Hot, deadly gas starts
pouring into the hallway. In the alcove,
locate a lever marked I. Pull it to the down
position to turn off the gas. The alcove
also holds a medikit and a Plasma Gun.

TIPTIP
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When you step foot on the stairs, two
Chaos Space Marines teleport in at the
top. This is a tough battle, but after you
kill them, continue to the door at the
top of the stairs. Behind it is the confer-
ence room. Before you enter, take
advantage of the two full medikits here.

Through the doors, you see one more
Chaos Space Marine at the far end of
the room. Then another one teleports in.
Both start at far range but close with
you. One of the Marines may walk onto
the Taint so that you can't approach
him. If that happens, you'll have to duel
at long range. Remember the medikit in
the doorway you came through.

Be careful not to touch any of the
Taint while maneuvering around this
level. Don't touch the portal.

After the Marines die, Captain Ardias
informs you that Severus has teleported a
Chaos legion onto the ship to wreak
havoc. He is also arming the Imperial
ship's gun to fire directly at your Tau cruis-
er. If this happens, the war between the
Imperium and Tau will begin anew. Captain
Ardias thus informs you of your next objec-
tive: to get to the gun and destroy it.

This door was locked when you first
entered this room.

After destroying the two Chaos Space
Marines in the conference room, go
back downstairs into the large room.
The door that was closed is now open.
Go down this hallway and take a left.

Once you kill this Storm Trooper you
can take his Sniper Rifle.

A Storm Trooper with a Sniper Rifle
runs out at you. Kill him and take his
weapon. There is a medikit in the hall-
way. Once you exit the hallway you
come to a small elevator, with the
switch on the left. Don't flip it yet. You
can put the Sniper Rifle to good use
before you go down.

As soon as you walk onto the eleva-
tor, a Sniper fires at you. So don't go in
yet. From inside the hallway, use zoom
mode to look on the left wall at eye
level. An Imperial Servitor paces back
and forth. Zoom in close for the kill.

Another one lurks on the right wall at
eye level, hiding in the back. Kill him as
well. Killing both of these Servitors ful-
fills your secret objective. 

Next, look below and a little to the
left. Two Servitors are talking. Kill them
and proceed to your final target.

A full medikit sits in the large tube on
your right as you face the stairs. Duck
inside if you need health, but don't stay
there because your lack of maneuverability
leaves you a sitting duck.

TIPTIP

Proceed very cautiously. There are no
checkpoints between now and the end of
the level. If you die later in the level, you
restart here.

NOTE

The night vision is useful for picking up the
enemy at long range.

TIPTIP

Killing this Servitor lurking on the wall to
your far right fulfils your secret objective,
provided you've killed the Servitor on the
upper left as well.

Secret Objective!
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Kill a fifth Servitor with your final
round. Move your scope down immedi-
ately after killing the second Servitor
on the right wall. This one guards the
main door. This, coincidentally, is the
door you are trying to get to. The gun
lies behind it.

Once you've dispatched these five
Servitors, go back and get your Chaos
Bolter and then go down the elevator.

At the bottom of the elevator and to
the right is a Servitor with a Shotgun.
Kill him quickly. As you follow the path,
a Storm Trooper and, depending on 
how many you picked off from above,
several more Servitors engage you.

As you pass the crates, a second
Storm Trooper jumps out at you from
the right and behind. One shot with the
Chaos Bolter takes care of him.

Follow the arrow to the main doorway
where the gun resides. Proceed
straight, then take a right. A locked
door is to your left, and two paths on
the right meet at another door. The
arrow points this way.

Another Servitor waits for you,
unless you killed him with the Sniper
Rifle earlier. Pass through two doors to
find the gun.

Ardias prompts you to destroy it
quickly. Two ladders descend to the gun
level: one on the right and one on the
left. There is a medikit on the right.

As soon as you descend, three Chaos
Space Marines teleport in. Whether you
went down the right or left ladder, at
least one Chaos Space Marine will be
directly behind you. Rush the closest
with your Burst Cannon and duck
underneath the scaffolding for cover. A
medikit is located under the scaffolding
of the right-side ladder.

One of the Servitors has his back to you.
Kill him first with the Sniper Rifle. If you
shoot his buddy instead, this one will run
backwards out of view. But if you kill the
one with his back to you first, the other
will simply cower in place.

TIPTIP

Sometimes, the fifth Servitor hears the
gunshots and leaves his post before you
can snipe him. He will walk a few yards in
front of his normal guard position and
shoot at you. Look for the tell-tale muz-
zle flash from his gun and kill him with
your Sniper Rifle.

NOTE

Be aware of your surroundings. Don't fall
over the walkway or you'll die.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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You're not out of trouble yet. An all-
new enemy, a Chaos Sorcerer, lurks
ahead at the ruins of the second gun. It
has shields like the Imperial Tech-Priest
but can teleport around the battlefield,
so be aware of its movements.
Compared to your previous battle,
killing the Sorcerer should be easy.

Continue to the end of the gun level,
until you see the ruined gun ahead of
you. To your right is ammo for your Burst
Cannon, four grenades, and a medikit.

Set the explosive charge on the gun,
then escape. When you go back through
the two doors, though, be careful.

As you walk toward the locked door,
a Chaos Space Marine appears in front
of you. Kill him with your Burst Cannon.
Once you pass through the door, two
more Chaos Space Marines appear.
Dodge their Bolter blasts while return-
ing fire with your Burst Cannon.

As you step through the next set of
doors, two more Chaos Space Marines
appear. Kill them.

Once you kill the Marines, you'll be
in a large elevator shaft with two eleva-
tors. There are two medikits here. One
is to the left as you enter. The other
medikit is to the left of the elevator
switch, but you must climb over some
crates to get to it. Be careful not to fall
off to your death when climbing over
the crates.

When you are at full health, go to the
switch over the second elevator and
press it. Immediately, a red flash tells
you that new Chaos Space Marines have
appeared. Your elevator descends the
shaft at a 45-degree angle, and so does
elevator two to your right. On board that
elevator is a Chaos Space Marine.

He won't be able to fire at you right
away because the space between the
two elevators is blocked for the first
part of the descent. But several seconds
later, the barrier disappears, and you'll
see the second elevator descending
next to yours. The Chaos Space Marine
fires at you; return the favor.

This is a fierce battle. Two of the three
Chaos Space Marines use Plasma Guns, and
because they are so close to you, the splash
damage from their Plasma Guns can hit you
easily. A few shots is all it takes to kill you.
So dodge and weave around the pillars hold-
ing up the scaffolding. The easiest way to
kill the Chaos Space Marines is to descend
the right ladder, then immediately turn
around and kill the Chaos Space Marine
behind you. Run to his burning corpse and
duck behind the pillar to your right. This is
also where the medikit is. Once you've
regrouped behind the pillar, use it for cover
while shooting at the two remaining Chaos
Space Marines with your Chaos Bolter.
Sidestep to the medikit if you need health.

TIPTIP

This is your first encounter with a Chaos
Sorcerer. Make sure it isn't your last.
Three plasma shots, three Chaos bolts, or
a steady stream of Burst Cannon will kill
it. Beware its attacks, since they com-
pletely bypass your shield. It also tele-
ports after you hit it, so wheel around as
soon as you see it disappear. It usually
teleports behind you.

New Enemy

If you are running low on health, don't for-
get that you can run back to the elevator
(the one that led you down into this whole
mess) and go up to get the medikit there. 

TIPTIP
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Just when you think you are safe,
though, blasts from a Chaos Bolter to
your left tell you that another elevator
has drawn level with you on your left
side. Thankfully, it passes out of view
after only a few seconds next to you.

Before the elevator stops, you hear
the voices of Imperial soldiers. When
the ride terminates, step out to your
right. However, sandwiching you on the
left and right are two groups of Imperial
Storm Troopers. One is directly in front
of you, one is to your left, and two are
to your right. Quickly kill the one in
front of you and the one to the left, then
duck behind the crates for cover against
the remaining two.

Now just open the one available door
and go down the elevator. You've fin-
ished the level.

It takes good aim with your grenades to
get you through this difficult spot. Toss
your grenades at the Chaos Space Marines,
careful not to hit any beams that might
deflect the grenade back to you. If you have
no grenades, then some side-strafing with
your Chaos Bolter is recommended.

TIPTIP

There is a medikit to your left once you get
off the elevator, but it is on a crate. You
must jump onto the crate to get it.

TIPTIP
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Autogun

=Shotgun

= Red Medikit

= Chaos Bolter

= Missile Launcher

= Burst Cannon
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Mission Objectives
Jump down to the lower drop 

pod decks.
Jump down to the pod launch deck.
Destroy the Chaos Dreadnought.
Enter the drop pod.
Escape before the ship is

destroyed.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Burst Cannon
• Chaos Bolter
• Missile Launcher
• Shotgun

Enemies Encountered
• Imperial Servitors 
• Chaos Dreadnought 
• Chaos Space Marines 
• Storm Troopers

Secret Objective
Kill the three Storm Troopers

midway through the shaft to
the escape pod level.

This mission is rigged with explosives.
The first level exlpodes after five min-
utes. The second explodes after three
minutes and the lower deck explodes
after four minutes.

At the T junction a short distance in
front of you, two Storm Troopers run from
left to right. Follow them and gun them
down with your Burst Cannon. They drop
Autoguns, but don't bother picking them
up. As the corridor turns left it stops at a
door. Terrible noises emanate from the
other side, but you can only wait until the
door opens for you.

When it opens, a Storm Trooper runs
toward you, chased by a Chaos Space
Marine. Spin that Burst Cannon and
take them both down. Pick up the
Chaos Space Marine's Chaos Bolter.
Step through the door into a room that
drops to unseen depths. The bridge
across this gap has been destroyed, so
walk across the pipes to the doorway
on the right. Before you go through,
jump onto the lip of the wall to your left
and behind you if you need the two
medikits there.

As soon as you enter the room, two
Storm Troopers at the door on the right
start shooting at you. You can try to kill
them or wait for them to leave.

Climb onto the pipe to your right.
Follow it to its end and drop onto the
next pipe below. Be careful not to fall.
The end of this pipe intersects with
another pipe that runs into the lip of
the doorway. Jump onto it and run up to
the door.The mission begins once the elevator 

reaches the escape pod deck. Alarms blare
throughout the ship, signaling its imminent
destruction. Captain Ardias tells you to get
to the drop pods and evacuate. You step out
of the elevator into a hallway that contains
a medikit and a Burst Cannon.

NOTE

The broken path keeps you from running up
to them, and at this distance, your weapons
aren't very accurate. Just step back
through the door you came from and wait
for them to leave. When the timer runs
down to just over four minutes left, they
yell, "The ship is about to be cleansed!"
and retreat through their door. At that
point, run back into the room.

TIPTIP

You can't run onto this pipe from the one
you are on because of the way the pipe
slopes. Jump onto it, but be careful not to
leap too far and fall down.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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Through the door, more Storm
Troopers run left to right. Follow and
shoot all four down with your Chaos
Bolter or Burst Cannon. The corridor
turns left and ends.

There is an elevator on the left, as
well as a medikit. The door to the eleva-
tor won't open for a few seconds. When
it does, hop in and press the controls to
send the lift down.

When the door opens, you see the
burning corpse of a Storm Trooper. To
the left is a stream of the Taint, so head
right. The hallway empties into the first
escape pod room. You're out of luck,
though: all the escape pods are gone.

But two Servitors and three Storm
Troopers remain. The Servitors don't
bother you, but the Storm Troopers rush
to you in a rage. They blame you for
their ship's looming destruction.

Once you've killed the Storm
Troopers, look right. Two empty escape
pod docks flank a hallway. A medikit
sits by the foot of the archway.
Continue down this hallway.

More Storm Troopers mill about. Run
up along the right side of the hallway;
that way you can see the Servitor hid-
ing in the alcove on the left. You can't
see it if you walk up the middle or left
side of the hall.

The alcove also holds green and red
medikits. The red medikit is hidden
behind some flammable crates. Kill the
Servitor first because his Shotgun at
this range is deadlier than the Storm
Troopers' Autoguns. Then finish off the
others. Add the Servitor's ammo to your
Shotgun.

Don't worry about the Servitors. They're
running away in fear and will be gunned
down by the Storm Troopers. But pick up
their Shotguns. This powerful weapon
easily takes down Storm Troopers with
one double shot.

NOTE

You can't see the small alcove on the left
wall as you walk up. Not only can the
Servitor there ambush you at point-blank
range with his Shotgun, but if you try to
hide in there, using the crates for cover,
you're in for a rude surprise. The crates
are flammable and explode if hit by the
Storm Troopers.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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The only way to go is left, but notice
that the stairwell has been destroyed
by the explosions on the ship. Now it's
a ruined vertical shaft. You must jump
down to the lower escape pod decks.
Walk to the edge of the floor and peer
down. Notice ledges jutting out from
the left and right walls at irregular
intervals. Jump onto the left ledge first.

A Storm Trooper above you and to the
left opens fire. From a ledge below and
to the left, another attacks. Remember
that spot.

Once you've killed them both, jump
onto another ledge below you to your
right. Then hop onto the ledge where
the second Storm Trooper attacked you.
It opens into a hallway. Go down it and
greet a third Storm Trooper. Killing him
completes the secret objective.

Continue down the shaft to the bottom
of the escape pod deck. Look right; jump
onto another ledge. Turn around and
leap onto the next ledge below you. Turn
left, then walk across the debris and into
the hallway in front of you. You've
reached the lower drop pod deck.

The hallway reaches a T junction.
Three Storm Troopers run right to left.
Gun them down from behind with your
Shotgun.

At the end of this hallway, you find
another pod room but strike out yet
again. Two Storm Troopers attack you,
filing out from a hallway on the right
wall. Kill them and get back to full
health using the two medikits to the
left of the entrance. Then pick up the
Chaos Bolter on the floor.

The next room is the hardest ordeal
you've faced on this level. Proceed
down the hallway on the right.

Midway through the hall, a Missile
blast streaks across your view. In the
next pod room, instead of escape pods
you find three Chaos Space Marines
and two Storm Troopers.

Concentrate solely on the Chaos
Space Marines. They kill the Storm
Troopers anyway, and these Marines
are a much bigger threat. There are two
Marines to your right and one directly
ahead of you. Rush the two to the right.
The pillars to your right provide cover,
so the third Chaos Space Marine will
have a hard time hitting you.

There is Burst Cannon ammo and a pair of
grenades at the end of this hallway, but
they lie dangerously close to the Taint. If
you walk up to try to get them, you'll be
burned alive. Instead, hop onto the lip of
the right wall and carefully walk over to
them. You'll get the grenades and Burst
Cannon without getting hurt.

C AUTIONC AUTION
This ledge leads into a room halfway down
the broken shaft. If you kill the three Storm
Troopers defending this area, you've accom-
plished your secret task. Two Storm Troopers
are outside this room, while one is inside.

Secret Objective!

Two of the Chaos Space Marines use Chaos
Bolters, but one wields a Missile Launcher.
Watch out for this one, as one shot will
kill you, even if you are at full health.

NOTE

Position yourself in front of the first
Chaos Space Marine so that he provides
cover between you and the Marine behind
him. This is important, as that second
Marine has a Missile Launcher. One hit and
you die! But if you use the first Marine as
cover, you'll be safe from the Missile. That
second Marine will shoot at you but hit the
first Marine instead.

TIPTIP
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Use your Chaos Bolter's double shot
to lay down a burst of explosions
around the first two Chaos Space
Marines. Speed is essential here,
because the three Marines can kill you
extremely quickly. Maneuver yourself
so the Marine in the back helps you by
shooting his comrade in the back in his
zeal to hit you. Once they are down,
rush to the body of the second Marine
and grab the Missile Launcher off his
dead body.

By now, you should be in view of the
third Chaos Space Marine. Duck behind
a pillar for cover, wait until he shoots
you with his Bolter, then jump out and
hit him with the Missile Launcher. One
shot is all it takes. Proceed through the
door he was guarding.

As you walk down the hallway, you
see a Chaos Space Marine up ahead
running into an escape pod room. He
and the other Space Marines are taking
all the pods and fleeing to the planet
below. Ardias tells you to jump down to
the next pod deck below this one, as
there is an escape pod waiting for you
there. He wants you to get off the ship
and meet him on the planet.

Jump down this hole to the pod 
deck below.

As soon as you descend to this lower
level, your timer resets and you gain
another objective. This time, you have
to kill the Chaos Dreadnought before
you can get in the pod.

You land on a pile of debris, and
looking out from it you see two open-
ings: one on the left and one on the
right. In front of the right opening, an
empty escape pod waits for you across
the vast room. But first, you have to
deal with the Dreadnought.

It begins firing at you. You can see it
by looking out the right archway.
Immediately, your Tau computer begins
analyzing the mechanical monstrosity.

Take cover behind these pillars.

This is the first time you pick up a Missile
Launcher. It is the most powerful weapon
in the game, and one hit can kill a Chaos
Space Marine. But ammo is tough to come
by. One more Missile Launcher lies on the
ground behind the third Marine. Pick it up
to use on the next big enemy. For more on
how to use the Missile Launcher, refer to
chapter 3, Weapons and Items.

NEW WEAPON

This entire portion of the level, including
the room you land in, has lots of weapons
and medikits. Refer to the level map for a
detailed account of what lies where. Take
note especially of where the grenades,
medikits, Missile Launchers, and Chaos
Bolters are. They are essential to victory
against this level's end boss.

NOTE

Once your Tau computer finishes its analy-
sis, it informs you that the arms are the
vulnerable portion of the creature. Hit the
Dreadnought there for maximum effect.

TIPTIP
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If you stay in this room, the
Dreadnought will just shower you with
bullets and Missile. You're a sitting
duck, so scramble down from the pile of
debris and run through the left open-
ing. Hug the walls, avoiding the Taint.
Use the great stone columns for cover
against the Dreadnought.

Missile Launcher

Keep walking up so you are parallel
with the Dreadnought. A Missile
Launcher lies on the ground. Pick it up,
but remember where you dropped your
Chaos Bolter. You might need it later.

While using the pillar for cover, wait
for a momentary lapse in the
Dreadnought's attacks. Then jump out
and fire the Missile at one of the
Dreadnought's arm.

Pick up the grenades, which are only
a few yards away from you, and then
retrieve your Chaos Bolter. The best
weapons to take on the Chaos
Dreadnought are grenades and your
Chaos Bolter. There is another Missile
Launcher, which would be even better,
near the Dreadnought's feet, but it's
too dangerous to get it.

Run around the Dreadnought, firing
your Bolter while avoiding its Missiles.
It also hurls grenades, so step around
those. Hurling several grenades at the
Dreadnought is your best bet, as these
do more damage than your Bolter. But
when you run out of grenades, hold
your finger on the secondary fire mode
of the Chaos Bolter to shroud the
Dreadnought in Bolter explosions.

This is an extremely difficult chal-
lenge, but once you destroy the
Dreadnought, head over to the escape
pod and climb in to advance to the next
level. You'll then be treated to a CG
movie of the mass exodus from the ship
as it explodes.

Name: Dreadnought
Unit Type: Walking weapons

platform
Armament: Missile launcher,

Autocannon, grenades
Weak Spots: Arms
The end boss of level 15 is the Chaos
Dreadnought. It is a large, bipedal cyborg
with two guns for arms. It is by far the
strongest foe you've faced yet.

On its right arm a mounted Autocannon
fires a virtually nonstop string of bullets,
while the left arm is a full-fledged Missile
Launcher. As if that isn't bad enough, the
Dreadnought also has an unlimited supply
of grenades to hurl at you. With this
assortment of weapons, the Dreadnought
is a killer at any range: close, medium, or
long. A direct hit from Missile or grenade
can kill you, and the Autocannon will
shred your shield and health in a matter of
seconds if you stand still too long.

The key to defeating the Dreadnought
is timing. There is a several-second delay
between each Missile the Dreadnought
fires. Wait behind cover for the first
Missile to go off, then come out, hit the
Dreadnought with Missiles or grenades,
and duck back behind cover before the
next Missile attack. Repeat this cycle until
the creature is dead.

The weak spots of the Dreadnought are
its two arms. Destroying an arm disables
the attendant weapon. But keep in mind
that the Dreadnought's torso can swivel
independently of its legs, so even if you
think you can sneak around the thing, it
can twist around and suddenly move its
arm out of the way.

If it proves too difficult to hit the
Dreadnought's arms, use a Missile
Launcher and hit the creature's torso.
Then follow up with grenades at close-to-
medium range and the Chaos Bolter at
medium-to-long range. Don't worry about
making a direct hit with the grenade;
throw it at the Dreadnought and let it roll
to hit his legs.

BOSS WATCH!

Directly in front of the Chaos Dreadnought
is a large box. Duck under it for cover, so
the Dreadnought's Missiles hit the box
instead of you. Watch out for its grenades,
though, which can be lobbed over the box.
From this cover, you can pop up to hurl
your own grenades or shoot your Bolter in
between lulls in his Missile firing.

TIPTIP
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City in Tatters

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Imperial Bolter

= Red Medikit

= Rocket Launcher

= Rail Rifle     

= Burst Cannon
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Mission Objectives
Locate Ardias.
Locate the Titan hangar.

Weapons Available
• Chaos Bolter
• Imperial Bolter
• Plasma Pistol
• Plamsa Gun
• Missile Launcher
• Tau Burst Cannon
• Tau Pulse Carbine
• Tau Rail Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Chaos Minor Daemon 
• Chaos Space Marines 
• Chaos Obliterators 
• Chaos Raptors

Secret Objective
Kill both Obliterators at the end

of the level.

This mission begins once your escape
pod crashes onto the planet below.
Once you land, Captain Ardias contacts
you and tells you to rendezvous with
him. An arrow points to the rendezvous
area and the distance to it appears on
your screen.

All seems quiet at first, but you're
soon involved in some furious fire-
fights. Step out and follow the train
tracks left. After you've walked a fair
distance, you see some boxes on your
right. Besides three medikits, three
Missile Launchers sit propped up
against the boxes. Pick them up—they
will come in very handy soon. Continue
walking to a metal door.

When you get close, it opens and a
Chaos Space Marine walks through.
One direct shot from the Missile
Launcher wipes him out.

Three more Marines wait on the other
side of the door. Two eventually come
after you. Wait for them and greet them
with Missiles. The third will not leave
the area, so run through the door to
engage him.

In the large courtyard past the door,
another medikit sits on a flatbed to
your right. Past it is a crater where an
escape pod has crash-landed. Atop the
crater is another Chaos Space Marine.
Use your last Missile on him. Or, pick
up a Plasma Gun and down him with a
charged shot or two.

The next area is past a door behind
this Chaos Space Marine, but as you
run up to this point, you notice a Chaos
Minor Daemon hovering near his body.
It fires plasma blasts at you. It's small
and quick, and thus difficult to hit with
a single-shot weapon, so use your Burst
Cannon to spray the little pest. Behind
the escape pod is a door and a switch
to open it.

You come to a large room and immedi-
ately see an Ultramarine. Don't worry, he
won't attack you. He is being attacked
by a Chaos Raptor. Another Marine at
the opposite end of the room fights a
second Raptor. The Ultramarine helps
you a little, but the Raptors are really
gunning for you and will eviscerate you
in seconds if you aren't prepared.

It takes a direct hit from the Missile
Launcher to kill the Chaos Space Marine
with one blow. Otherwise, it takes two 
Missiles. At that point, it's a waste. If 
the Chaos Space Marine doesn't drop from
one Missile, switch to your Burst Cannon.
A few rounds will finish him off.

NOTE

If you are running low on health, come
back to the boxes in the beginning of the
level for the three medikits.

TIPTIP

C AUTIONC AUTION
Chaos Space marines sometimes "reincar-
nate". They will fall to the ground—seem-
ingly dead—only to rise and attack you.
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After this area, some metal steps
lead down into a large room. To your
left a small closet holds two medikits
and two Imperial Bolters. Stop here
before you descend the steps because
you can't come back.

Once you step down into the room, a
door at the top of the left wall opens.

A Chaos Raptor leaps down from the
door and rushes up to try to claw you to
death. Pump it with a few Chaos Bolter
Missiles before it can get to you.

At the far end of this room is an ele-
vator shaft. Within a few seconds, the
elevator descends, carrying two Chaos
Space Marines. They both use Chaos
Bolters, so keep moving to avoid get-
ting hit. Replenish your ammo with
their dropped weapons.

Once you kill them, hop on the eleva-
tor and flip the switch to ride it to the
upper level.

The elevator takes you up to a mas-
sive courtyard with a huge tread
machine in the middle. Chaos Space
Marines rain fire down on you from ram-
parts on either side of the courtyard.

This is the first time you face a Chaos
Raptor. These enemies are very fast and can
run circles around you. They also have two
weapons: they can fire a Plasma Pistol or
run up and slash you with their claws.
They are not as durable as Chaos Space
Marines and can be killed with one direct
Chaos Bolter hit, but they are far deadlier
because of their speed and close-range
attacks. Use a weapon with a fast rate of
fire to attack them, rather than a slow
weapon like a plasma weapon or Shotgun.

C AUTIONC AUTION

Once you descend the stairs, a vent blows
deadly gas across the steps. You can't go
back because the gas will kill you.

C AUTIONC AUTION

Facing the elevator, a green medikit is in
the far right corner, under the switch for
the elevator, and the red medikit is on the
right wall. Use them if you find yourself
low on health.

TIPTIP

Since you know exactly where the Marines
are coming from, set up an ambush. Go to
the right of the elevator, near the medikit
and switch. Crouch and aim your sights on
where the elevator platform will arrive.
You'll have a perfect shot at one Chaos
Space Marine, while the railing in front of
you provides cover from the second one.
As soon as they arrive, start double-
shooting that area. You'll take one out in
seconds before the other can move around
to attack you. And if you need health, take a
few steps behind you for the medikit.

TIPTIP
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An Ultramarine fights a Chaos Space
Marine. Kill the Chaos Space Marine.
Around the courtyard, a Burst Cannon
and a Missile Launcher are lying on the
ground. There is also a red medikit.

On the other side of the massive
tread machine lurk two Chaos Raptors.
But of even greater concern are the
Chaos Space Marines on the ramparts.
One rampart is accessible by stairs; the
other cannot be reached.
Coincidentally, the accessible one is
where you want to go anyway.

There are two Chaos Space Marines
up here. One employs a Plasma Gun
while the other uses a Chaos Bolter.
Use the Missile Launcher to kill one
from below and then ascend the stairs
to confront the other. Use a rapid flurry
of Chaos Bolter double shots or the
Burst Cannon to run that Marine down.

Of the two doors on your left, one
opens with a switch. Flip it and enter.

Run through a corridor, which turns
right and then opens into a two-story
garage. Ardias informs you that Severus
is heading to the hangar to take control
of a massive Imperial machine called
the Titan. He cannot be allowed to have
it. Ardias exhorts you to press forward.

Four sets of stairs lead down. In the
middle you are greeted by the sight of a
Tau warrior, the first you've seen in a
long time. He is using a Burst Cannon
and fighting a Chaos Space Marine.
Hurry and help him. Between the two of
you, the Chaos Space Marine will be
dead in no time.

Follow the Tau warrior down the
stairs to the ground floor of the tank
garage to battle two more Chaos Space
Marines. One waits at the far end of the
garage near the giant doors but will
come forward if a protracted battle
occurs. Both use Chaos Bolters.
Dispatch them quickly and walk down
to the other side of the garage.

As you are walking, on the left you
see a new weapon, the experimental
Tau Rail Rifle. Your Tau computer briefs
you on the rifle, but you don't know
why it's here. Maybe a Tau brother 
fell in battle here. But he left you a
powerful new weapon. Take it and use 
it wisely. You have only 16 rounds.

Refer to the map to find out where the
items are in this vast courtyard. You'll
find a Missile Launcher, Burst Cannons,
and several medikits.

TIPTIP

The Tau warrior can only do so much on
his own. If you wait too long, the Chaos
Space Marines on the ground floor will
kill him.

NOTE

The Rail Rifle is one of the most powerful
weapons in the game. Its sniper mode lets
you kill such powerful enemies as the
Chaos Space Marine with one shot from
far away. Because it's an experimental
weapon, you can't let it fall into enemy
hands. That means you can't drop it, even
if you run out of ammo. Turn to chapter 3,
Weapons and Items, for more information
on how to use this weapon.

NEW WEAPON
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When you exit into the great courtyard,
Captain Ardias tells you that your people
have assigned you to help him destroy
the Titan hangar. Several Tau wait up
ahead at the remains of a gunship, ready
to take you to that hangar. You're greeted
by two Tau warriors, who ask you to fol-
low them. Stop off at the the gunship to
collect any ammo you need, as well as
grenades. There is also a Tau Pulse
Carbine.

As the Tau advance, Raptors start
closing in, then two Chaos Space
Marines teleport in, one after the other.
This is a tough band of foes, but none of
them compare with the firepower and
strength of the two Obliterators on the
top of the stairs.

Run through this gauntlet of foes,
using the Burst Cannon or Chaos Bolter
to kill the Chaos Raptors and Chaos
Space Marines. Your fellow Tau help
you. You can probably make out one of
the Obliterators from the gunship.

Stay here and snipe at it with your
Rail Rifle until it dies. You won't have
enough ammo left to kill the other
Obliterator, though, so start moving up.
Pick up the Carbine so you can shoot
grenades better.

Ascending the stairs, you pass the
wreck of an escape pod. Here there are
three medikits and a Plasma Gun. Up at
the top of the stairs is an doorway with
two locked doors on either side of it.
Guarding the doorway are the second
Obliterator and two Chaos Minor
Daemons. Kill the Daemons first. They
are weak, but their blasts can distract
you while you are fighting the
Obliterator.

Use your Carbine to pump your eight
grenades at it. You might have to run
back to pick up a Burst Cannon or
Chaos Bolter to finish it off.

Once you've killed it, enter the room
it was guarding and flip the switch on
the left. That opens the locked door on
the left outside. Back out of the room
and proceed left. The door is open.
Enter and you will be taken to the Titan
hangar.

You might be tempted to snipe the Chaos
Raptors and Marines, but that would use
up too much of your precious ammo. It's
safe to use the Rail Rifle on the Chaos
Space Marines because they are slow, but
don't waste it on the Raptors. Save the
rest of the ammo for the Obliterators.

TIPTIP

The secret task for this level is to kill 
the two Obliterators. Follow the steps 
outlined in the walkthrough and you'll
accomplish that goal on your way to 
completing the level.

Secret Objective!

The temple doorway only opens to let the
Obliterators out when most of the ene-
mies are dead.

NOTE
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Titanic

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Blue Key

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Red Medikit

= Meltagun

= Chaos Bolter

= Rail Rifle     

= Plasma Pistol
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Mission Objectives
Find the Titan.
Access the upper levels.
Place a charge on the left 

knee joint.
Place a charge on the right 

knee joint.
Place a charge on the pelvic joint.
Place a charge on the head.
Destroy the Titan.

Weapons Available
• Chaos Bolter
• Plasma Gun
• Plasma Pistol
• Tau Rail Rifle
• Meltagun

Enemies Encountered
• Chaos Daemon Prince
• Chaos Space Marines
• Chaos Raptors
• Chaos Sorcerers
• Chaos Obliterator

Secret Objective
Shoot the Chaos Space Marine

on the upper balcony when you
enter the middle level of the
Titan hangar.

As this level begins you step out into a
large open arena. Ardias tells you to
place explosive charges on key areas of
the Titan to destroy it.

Below you are crates, debris, and a
broken-down Imperial tank. Too bad it
can't be used for anything. On the left
and right sides of the arena lie Rail
Rifles. Ascend to the platform on the
opposite end, where a statue of an
Imperial Space Marine looms, to find
another Rail Rifle ammo pack.

On the lower level of the arena doors
flank the statue platform. The room on
the left holds medikits. Go through the
right-hand door. You hear Chaos Space
Marines speaking inside.

The door leads to a descending tun-
nel. At the bottom, open the door pre-
pared to fight two Chaos Space Marines.
They're too close to kill with the Rail
Rifle's sniper mode, but the primary fire
mode works fine.

Go through the door directly in front
of you and eavesdrop on a Chaos Space
Marine talking to Severus. Apparently,
they planned to let Captain Ardias
through. Sneak up and shoot him in the
back with the Rail Rifle.

Once you exit this room, a Chaos
Space Marine comes out the door to your
right. Blast him and proceed through.

A tunnel full of boxes and crates
greets you. Pass through another door
to a square room with four doors—two
on the right and two on the left. Two
Chaos Space Marines emerge from the
far door on the right. If you camp for
them, you can get them with your Rail
Rifle. Watch out—a Chaos Raptor jumps
from a hole in the ceiling.

Once you pass this door, an explosion
blocks off the way behind you. So if you
need health, backtrack for medikits before
you move on.

TIPTIP
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Continue in the direction from which
the Chaos Space Marines came. You
come to a new room with a door blocked
off by a blue force field. Ardias says you
need a key to unlock the door, which
gives you access to the upper levels of
the Titan hangar. A Chaos Space Marine
comes through a door on your left. Kill
him and grab more Rail Rifle ammo.
Snag the medikit if you need it.

As you go through the door and down
the only corridor available to you, you
arrive at the hangar for the massive
Titan war machine. A Chaos Space
Marine is waiting for you.

Although the area seems large and
sprawling, there is really only one way
to go. Before you follow the path, snipe
the Chaos Sorcerer with your Rail Rifle.
Then proceed down the path of boxes.

A Chaos Space Marine is patrolling
the corridor behind the door on the
right. If you carry on around the boxes
you will encounter a Chaos Raptor.
Another Chaos Space Marine is sta-
tioned by a doorway farther past the
elevator. Go through either doorway or
take the elevator down to another stor-
age room.

A Chaos Space Marine works here.
Sneak up and snipe him in the head
with your Rail Rifle. Behind him, in a
pile of blood and flesh, lies the blue
key. Pick it up and run back to unlock
the blue door.

Inside the blue door an elevator
takes you to the upper level, where you
can set the charges on the Titan to
destroy it.

When the elevator reaches the top,
run up a series of spiraling tunnels. Be
very careful not to touch any of the
Taint that pools on the ground.

Take the first door available to you.
It empties onto the middle level of the
Titan hangar. Use your Rail Rifle's
sniper mode to shoot down the Space
Chaos Space Marines on the other
side of the door.

This battle could hurt you a lot. Medikits
are stored behind the closest door on the
right and the farthest on the left.

TIPTIP

The hangar area has two doors and one
elevator. All three lead to the same room,
so you won't miss anything if you don't
explore the rest of the area. Just go
through the first door you see to achieve
your objective.

NOTE

If you take a little while, another Raptor
or two will appear.

NOTE

If you came into this room via the first
door presented to you, then when you
enter the repair room, deadly Taint infects
the floor to your left. To get past it, jump
to your right, past the boxes. Landing here
also gives you a perfect sniping angle on
the Chaos Space Marine.

TIPTIP

When you return to the room with the blue
door, a Chaos Raptor is lurking in ambush.

C AUTIONC AUTION

The Chaos Space Marine at the upper
level is your secret objective. Kill him with
the Rail Rifle's sniper mode after you've
eliminated the other three Chaos Space
Marines. Once you destroy him, your
secret task is fulfilled.

Secret Objective!
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One Chaos Space Marine roams the
top level. Three others patrol your level.
If you don't pick them off with your Rail
Rifle sniper mode in time, they'll run
after you. Two use Chaos Bolters, and
two use Plasma Guns. Shoot the Marine
across from you first, as he is easy to
hit from behind the doorway. Then step
out and snipe the Chaos Space Marine
on the upper level. Watch out for the
Chaos Sorcerer.

To lower this platform, look for a
button a level up.

When you enter the middle level, to
your left a walkway leads to the pelvic
joint of the Titan. You'll come back
here later.

For now, go right. Pass through one
small room and into another. Each room
has a medikit. The second room has
two doors, one on the right and one on
the left. For now, go left. A Chaos
Raptor waits in ambush in the next
room. Kill it with your Chaos Bolter.
Open the door on the left side of the
room. Blow away the Chaos Space
Marine you see and enter the next
room. It contains a full medikit.

Pass through the door to your right
and you are once again in the hangar.
This time, you're on a sublevel with the
two knee joints of the Titan.

Take the walkway down and to the left
to the first knee joint. Place the explo-
sive on the joint to fulfill this objective.
Shortly after, a Chaos Space Marine tele-
ports in, appearing near the top of the
two downward ramps. Pick him off with
your Rail Rifle.

Backtrack and take the right-hand
walkway down to the other knee joint.
Plant the explosive.

At this point, your objective is to
destroy the pelvic joint. Remember that
the platform leading to this joint was by
the first doorway into the middle level
of the hangar. But don't go there yet.
The platform is raised, and you must
lower it to walk to the pelvic joint.
Unfortunately, the switch is far away.

Go back to the room with two doors.
Now, take the door on the right. It leads
outside to an area with lots of boxes. A
Chaos Space Marine lies in wait, but he
is not your toughest challenge. A Chaos
Obliterator looms at the far end of the
walkway.

Use your Rail Rifle sniper mode to
get in half a dozen good shots at it from
long distance. You should be able to kill
it without sustaining too much damage.

Follow the walkway up the ramp. Be
prepared because two Chaos Space
Marines are waiting. Two quick shots
from the Rail Rifle, or a head shot, will
kill each Chaos Space Marine. This level
provides loads of health and ammo. To
the left is a room that appears to be a
dead end. Log it for later.

Follow the path right. Pass some
weapons and medikits, then take
another right. Go inside the door on
your left into a control room for the
Titan. The Taint contaminates the
ground in pockets in this room, so
watch where you step. A Chaos Space
Marine waits to punish you if you aren't
ready with your gun.

The Chaos Obliterator is a massive, power-
ful opponent. On its one hand is an auto-
gun and on the other is a Plasma Gun. But
it is slow, so sit down, use the secondary
fire mode of the Rail Rifle, and keep shoot-
ing it until it goes down. 

TIPTIP
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The same icon appears on the pelvic
joint platform.

The control room is behind a door. Go
inside to get to the control box for the
pelvic joint platform. You'll recognize it
because it has the same symbol on it
that adorns the pelvic joint platform.
Flip the switch here and go all the way
back to the platform, which is now low-
ered. Set the third explosive.

Go back outside and up the ramp. At
this point, another Chaos Space Marine
appears to shake things up. Be prepared
and wipe him out with a well-placed
shot from your Rail Rifle. At the top of
the ramp, instead of going right, take a
left, back into the room that before was
a dead end. Another Chaos Space
Marine exits the elevator and patrols.
Kill him.

Take the elevator to the uppermost
level. When you arrive at the top a long
chasm gapes in front of you.

Turn around and spot two switches.
The one on the left controls the elevator
you were just riding. The one on the
right calls a moving platform across the
gap to you. Press it and then hop on the
platform. Press the switch on the plat-
form to send it back where it came from.

Jump down onto the boxes. You might
hurt yourself a little, but there is a
medikit below, as well as three Chaos
Bolters.

There is only one doorway to walk
through. As you approach, a Chaos por-
tal opens and a Raptor jumps out at
you. Once you kill it, a Chaos Daemon
Prince appears on top of the building.

It rains fiery death on you. Shoot it
first from far away with your Rail Rifle. 
If it starts teleporting around you, use
the quicker double-shot mode of the
Chaos Bolter.

Once the Chaos Daemon Prince is
destroyed, enter the room and face the
Chaos Sorcerer. Try to snipe at him
with the Rail Rifle. Three shots should
kill him.

Two Chaos Space Marines attend to
monitors. Kill them with one Rail Rifle
shot each to the head in sniper mode.
With the enemies out of the way, drop
into the middle hole.

This is the first time you've face a monster
as terrifying and powerful as the Chaos
Daemon Prince. It's almost like a mini boss.
The Rail Rifle will kill this creature the
quickest, requiring only five or six shots.
If you are unsure of your aim, use your
Chaos Bolter and its rapid double shot
instead. You'll go through two clips at
least before it dies.

The most annoying and powerful trait 
of the Daemon is its ability to teleport
around the battlefield, much like the Chaos
Sorcerer. The Daemon keeps moving, often
appearing behind you. After you hit it 
turn around and keep scanning so you 
can prepare for the Daemon's arrival. The
Daemon shoots a powerful plasma blast
that can erase your shield in seconds. Keep
moving, and fire as many shots as possible
when the Daemon appears.

TIPTIP
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A wire is ripped out of the hole, leav-
ing you just enough space to jump
down. You land on the roof of the Titan
head. Jump down the next hole into the
head itself.

A Chaos Space Marine stands with his
back to you. Snipe him, turn around,
and then enter the door into the Titan's
brain. Place the explosive charge and
leave.

Flip the switch to the right of the
door to open it. You're in the upper con-
trol room level again. Take a left and
walk down the path.

Go through the farthest door on the
right and take the elevator down. From
above, you hear the explosion as the
Titan is destroyed.

When the elevator arrives at the
ground floor and opens its doors,
you're in a ruined area, but at the far
end Captain Ardias waits by a speeder.
You both set off onto the next mission.

TIPTIP

No one says you have to fight it.

When you pass the door on your right that
leads outside, a Chaos portal opens up and
a Chaos Raptor will come out after you.
There is no reason to stay to fight it. Just
ignore the portal and run. You'll be into the
next area before the Raptor ever appears. If
you stay and fight the Raptor, more than
one may appear.
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= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Red Medikit

= Chaos Bolter

= Rocket Launcher

= Rail Rifle     

= Plasma Gun

= Meltagun
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Mission Objectives
Gain entry into the Pit.
Get to the base of the Pit.

Weapons Available
• Chaos Bolter
• Meltagun
• Plasma Gun
• Plasma Pistol
• Missile Launcher
• Tau Rail Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Chaos Minor Daemon
• Chaos Daemon Prince
• Chaos Space Marines
• Chaos Obliterators
• Chaos Raptors
• Chaos Sorcerers

Secret Objective
Find the Meltagun.

You and Captain Ardias have arrived via
speeder at the Pit, the base where
Severus has retreated. Severus is
expecting Ardias, so Ardias creates a
diversion while you make your way
through the front entrance.

While Ardias briefs you, a Chaos
Space Marine sets up position to attack
you. Take a look at your surroundings.
Below you spreads a war-torn battle-
field, with a trench snaking through the
terrain. Up ahead is the front wall of
Severus's fortress.

First one, then two, and finally three
Chaos Space Marines will race down the
trench to take up firing positions. But
only one will begin aiming and shoots at
you. The others just sit and wait. Follow
the path of the trench, which snakes up
like a backwards S, until you spot the
head of a Chaos Raptor barely peeking
up above the dirt.

Use your Rail Rifle sniper mode to
shoot down the first Chaos Space
Marine, who is closest to you and firing
a Plasma Gun. Then snipe at the
remaining Chaos Space Marines and
Raptor.

They should be easy pickings just
standing there. When they've been elim-
inated, drop down and walk through the
trench. As you leave the trench and
make your way to the fortress, you pass
several Rail Rifles, a medikit, and a pair
of grenades. Stock up.

The fortress has two entrances. Take
either. In the first huge room great wall-
to-wall stairs descend into a lobby, with
two archways on the left and right at
the bottom. A medikit sits by the right-
hand door.

Make your way down, but be pre-
pared. As soon as you pass the halfway
mark, Chaos portals appear over both
entrances at the top of the stairs. Run
down to get as far from the portal as
you can.

Don't wait until Captain Ardias finishes his
briefing before you shoot at the Chaos
Space Marines below. They'll wait until he
stops talking, but you don't have to. Go
into sniper mode and watch the portion of
the trench path that you can see before
you. Keep your Rail Rifle aimed there, and
when the first Chaos Space Marine runs
down, pop him in the face.

TIPTIP

The third Chaos Space Marine drops a
Missile Launcher. Pick it up.

TIPTIP
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After a few seconds, two Chaos Space
Marines pop out and shoot at you. One
uses a Plasma Gun, the other a Chaos
Bolter. Between the two, they can knock
out your shields and blast your health in
seconds. After you waste them, two Chaos
Raptors emerge and fly toward you.

You should already be hiding in the
left room and picking off enemies with
your Rail Rifle. Once they are dead,
snag the Missile Launcher. Then go
through to the right-hand room.

If you haven't yet approached it, a
Chaos portal opens up and a Chaos
Space Marine steps through. Wait in
front of the portal with your Missile
Launcher and fire as soon as he
appears. One shot will do it. If you have
already triggered the portal while fight-
ing the other Chaos Space Marines, the
Marine won't appear a second time.

Take the stairs down. On your left a
ruined room contains a medikit and
Rail Rifle ammo. Continue straight. A
Chaos portal appears over a hole in the
right wall. A Chaos Raptor is in the
room. Kill him and remember the loca-
tion of this hole.

Once the portal is gone, jump down
this hole.

You'll be coming back. For now,
though, press on. The Chaos portal
remains and you can't touch it without
dying. Walk through four more rooms.
In the second room, a Chaos Raptor
attacks you, and once you enter the
fourth room, a Chaos Space Marine
ambushes you from room three. In both
these cases, their approach won't be 
heralded by a Chaos portal.

Once you've killed both Chaos crea-
tures, return to the Chaos portal and
the hole. The Chaos portal is gone.
Descend to the next level.

To your right a stairway leads farther
down. That's where you want to go, but
as soon as you approach it, a Chaos
portal materializes in front of it and a
Chaos Space Marine with a Missile
Launcher steps out. You must take him
down before he hits you, or you'll be
killed outright by his Missile. Claim his
Missile Launcher.

When rushing down the stairs to avoid the
Chaos creatures from the portal, don't
run into the right-hand room. Don't even
come near it. If you do, a second Chaos
portal opens and another Chaos Space
Marine pops out. Not only will you have
one more enemy to deal with, but you
won't be able to hide in the other room
with this Marine so near you.

C AUTIONC AUTION

As soon as you hear the Chaos portal open,
run downstairs and duck into the left-
hand room. Camp there, using the room as
cover, and wait for the Marines to come
out. Since the Marines can't see you, they
stay at the top, motionless. Snipe them
safely with your Rail Rifle. The Chaos
Raptors also just stand guard, so pick
them off as well.

TIPTIP

Walk into room four backwards so you can
hit the Chaos Space Marine as soon as he
appears.

TIPTIP

Every time you hear and see a portal
appearing, crouch down some distance in
front of you, aim right at the middle of it,
and fire as soon as you see the silhouette
of a creature coming through.

TIPTIP
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Now head downstairs to a room at
the bottom. A Chaos Sorcerer waits
through a doorway to your right. As
soon as it sees you, it teleports behind
you and attacks with Chaos energy
bolts. Listen for the auditory signal that
tells you it has teleported, then wheel
around. Two or three Rail Rifle shots
will kill it.

Continue to the room the Sorcerer
came from. Ardias tells you to hurry. As
soon as he finishes his sentence, a
Chaos Space Marine appears through
the doorway leading to the next room.

Be aiming in that direction when
Ardias speaks, and shoot as soon as
the Marine appears. One or two rail
shots will drop it.

This room contains a Rail Rifle and
some health. Head for an opening on
the right wall. You step out into a great
cavernous shaft, with what looks like a
Taint waterfall flowing down the center
of the shaft. This is the Pit.

Run down the stone walkway to the
door on the other side of the shaft.
When you reach the midway point, a
Chaos portal opens behind you. If you
aren't ready, the Marine will shoot you in
the back with his Chaos Bolter. Turn
around and kill him, then continue down.

You touch down in a ruined room. Go
through the opening on your right to
the next room, but look out for the
Chaos Minor Daemon. It hovers in place
and shoots Pulse Blasts at you. It is
weak but maneuverable.

Go through the room the Chaos
Minor Daemon was in and down the
stairs. You come to a large room
adorned with Chaos symbols. As you
step out of the room, a Chaos portal
and a Chaos Raptor appear from the
stairs behind you. That left room is a
dead end, so head right through the
hallway. But there is a Chaos Sorcerer
that way, and as soon as you look in
that direction, it teleports next to you
and attacks. Another Raptor emerges
from the portal that spawns past the
Chaos Sorceror.

In the next room, Ardias says the
convergence is almost upon you, so you
must hurry. Speed down the spiral
staircase. As you are descend, two
Chaos Raptors show up, one after the
other. Kill them one at a time.

At the base of the stairwell, you see
that you are now farther down the Pit.

Run across the stone walkway to the
other side. You walk through a tunnel
that veers left. At the turn, switch to
your Missile Launcher. You should have
one Missile left.

When you hear the portal materializing, turn
around, crouch, and shoot with your Rail
Rifle as soon as the Marine steps into view.

TIPTIP
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The tunnel ends in a great circular
room with a spiral pathway leading up.
Swirls of Chaos energy bathe the room,
and a great pool of Taint sits at the 
bottom. It's like a giant well of evil.
Make your way up the path, which
starts on your right, and follow it out of
this room.

About halfway up the spiral, look up.
Two demonic doorways mark the top of
the room, and a Chaos Sorcerer stands
guard on a pathway between them.
Because of the angle, it can't see you.
Keep inching up until you can barely see
its head, then snipe it with your Rail Rifle.

The first door is just an alcove with
health. Go through the next door. It's a
tunnel that leads into another room
much like this one. Listen for a teleport;
across the tunnel another Chaos Space
Marine appears. Snipe him with the

Rail Rifle.
Follow the path before you, which now

spirals down to the bottom of this room.

Halfway down, another Chaos
Sorcerer appears in front of you. Shoot
him immediately; he then teleports
behind you. There isn't a lot of room to
maneuver, but try to use the walls for
cover.

Just before you reach the bottom, a
Chaos portal appears in front of the
door leading out. A Chaos Space Marine
armed with a Bolter steps out. After
killing it, go through the way it came.
Stock up on the supplies on a ledge in
front of the door: a red medikit, a Rail
Rifle, and grenades.

You pass through a tunnel and find
yourself at the Pit again, but this time
even farther down. Walk across the
stone path to the other side, then pass
through the tunnel. 

Next is a huge, two-story room with
blasted walls and a ruined floor full of
debris and dead bodies. At the far end
of this massive room glows an enor-
mous permanent Chaos portal.

There is no Chaos portal. The Chaos Space
Marine just appears once you've stepped
about halfway down the tunnel. Squeeze
that trigger as soon as you can. The tun-
nel is cramped, with not much room to
maneuver. Whoever shoots first survives.
Make sure it is you.

C AUTIONC AUTION

When sniping the Chaos Sorcerer, you
don't need to see its whole head. Just
shooting at its headdress works. You've
scored a hit if his red shield flares up
around him.

TIPTIP

Before you head right up the path,
go left along the edge of the pit.
At the end of the ledge, you will
see the Meltagun, on a lower
ledge. Picking it up fulfills your
secret objective.

Secret Objective!

Picking up the Meltagun will make the level
a lot easier for you. Chaos Sorcerers,
Marines, and even the Obliterator at the
end of the level can be easily killed with
this weapon.

TIPTIP
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Once you enter, a Chaos portal erupts
behind you and two Chaos Raptors
jump out. Because the room is dark, it
is difficult to see them. Thankfully,
there is a pause of several seconds
between their appearances so you don't
have to fight them at the same time if
you can kill the first one swiftly.

Once they're taken care of, walk for-
ward along the left wall. Another Chaos
portal appears on the second level and
at the far end of the room, but on your
wall. A Chaos Raptor steps out, but it
can't see you if you are close to the
wall. Snipe it and move forward.

A third Chaos portal opens on the
upper level, this time on the right wall
and closer to where you came from. Two
more Chaos Raptors drop out.

Obliterate these and approach the
gate. Suddenly, lightning shoots out
from it and a Chaos Daemon Prince
steps through.

With the Chaos Daemon Prince dead,
make sure you replenish your health and
ammo, using the items in the various
rooms. Then, jump through the portal
the Chaos Daemon Prince came through.

On the other side of the portal a
great circular room centers around a
Taint whirlpool. A Chaos Obliterator and
Chaos Sorcerer immediately attack.

The Chaos Sorcerer is easier to kill,
so do him first. Then take down the
Obliterator. Once they are annihilated,
you can breathe easier. Now, look at the
whirlpool of the Taint. Bodies are falling
into it from the ceiling. That's where
you're going. Jump in to continue to the
next level.

Six doorways break up the left and right
walls of the room. Inside each is a room
or passages leading to weapons and
medikits. Run in here if you need to refuel
and restock. Refer to the map for the
placement of all items. Only a few Chaos
Minor Daemon guard these rooms; they
are easy enough to deal with.

NOTE

Get in a few good shots with your Rail
Rifle as the Daemon steps through. The
Daemon teleports around the room, so you
can't count on him staying still for you
and your Rail Rifle. Move around and avoid
his energy blasts while also hitting him
with the double shot from your Chaos
Bolter or Rail Rifle blasts aimed at his
torso. He should drop after five or so
direct hits with the Rail Rifle, or a dozen
shots of the Chaos Bolter. The Plasma Gun
is too slow to use effectively against him.

TIPTIP

This is the first portal you can touch
without getting fried by Chaos energy.
Don't worry, you won't die.

NOTE

As soon as you appear in this room, drop
from the ledge, where you are a sitting
duck. Use the large slab of rock to your
left as cover and then use your Rail Rifle,
Chaos Bolter double shot, or powered-up
Plasma Gun shot to kill them.

TIPTIP

You can only jump through the hole once
you have killed the Sorcerer. You don't
have to kill the Obliterator.

NOTE

In this corner of the room, it is especially
dark, and the Chaos Raptors are hard to
see. Turn on your night vision so you have
a better view of them. But manage your
battery wisely. Only turn on night vision
just before you anticipate attacking.

TIPTIP
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Convergence

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Grenade

= Medikit

= Autogun

= Red Medikit

= Meltagun

= Chaos Bolter

= Rocket Launcher

= Rail Rifle   

= Plasma Gun
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Mission Objectives
Find the Admiral.
Find Ko'vash.
Get to the base of the Pit.
Destroy the Chaos Spawn.

Weapons Available
• Autogun
• Chaos Bolter
• Meltagun
• Plasma Gun
• Plasma Pistol
• Missile launcher
• Tau Rail Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Chaos Dreadnoughts
• Chaos Space Marines
• Chaos Obliterators
• Chaos Raptors
• Chaos Spawn
• Chaos Sorcerers

Secret Objective
Find the three dead Tau warriors.

After jumping through the Pit at the end
of last level, you land on a pile of bod-
ies. Find two medikits to your left and
look for two Rail Rifles on your right.
Begin walking; two Chaos Raptors
appear behind you. Kill them and con-
tinue. Toward the end of the path, a
Chaos portal opens, and a few seconds
later, a third Chaos Raptor materializes.

Destroy it, then peer over the ledge of
the pathway and look left. Hop over to the
ledge on your left and then look left. The
stash includes three Missile Launchers, a
medikit, and eight grenades. It will all
come in very handy later.

After you hop off the ledge, you can
turn left and continue going down the
corridor or go straight into the other
alcove. The alcove holds Rail Rifles and
a medikit, but when you leave, a Chaos
Space Marine with a Missile ambushes
you, appearing instantly in front of you
and shooting you head-on. Unless you
need the Rail Rifle ammo, don't go in.

Continue down the corridor. A ledge is
ahead of you, and the corridor turns right.

Once you approach the turn, a Chaos
portal opens on the ledge and two
Marines attack. One comes from
behind, the other from the right. The
one behind wields a Missile Launcher,
while the other carries a Chaos Bolter.
Finish off the Marine with the Missile
Launcher first.

A little later, you hear another Chaos
portal materialize, and two Chaos
Space Marines pop in behind your back.
Turn around as soon as you hear the
portal and be ready to fire.

Leave this room of bodies walking back-
wards. That way you can see the Chaos
Raptors as they Spawn in and shoot them
before they get to you.

TIPTIP

Climb the stairs to your left to get to the
ledge. As you ascend, you see another
ledge to your right, where a dead Tau and
some equipment lie. It is very difficult to
get to, but you can do it by jumping onto
the base of the pillar and hopping onto
the ledge.

NOTE
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Farther down the corridor, a Chaos
Sorcerer greets you. After you kill him,
continue walking as the corridor turns
left and then left again. On your left a
raised platform contains more Rail
Rifles, a medikits, and a third dead Tau.
Like the previous ledge, it is hard to get
to, but you can do it by making a quick
double-jump off the pillar.

Keep walking until you see a room on
your right and a doorway. As you
approach the doorway, a Chaos portal
forms and a Sorcerer instantly appears
next to it.

The Sorcerer teleports around you to
attack. Use the medikit in the room if
you need it.

After dealing with the Sorcerer, wait
for the Chaos portal to dissipate and
walk down the blue chute before you. It
deposits you in a dark room bathed in
eerie blue light. At the far end a door-
way looks like a grotesque blue face
with a rolled-out tongue.

Approach the blue-faced doorway; a
Chaos portal appears. Out walk two
Chaos Sorcerers. Three Chaos Raptors
also join the party, back at the room's
entrance. Quickly kill the Sorcerers with
your Meltagun or Rail Rifle and duck
behind a pillar. You should be on the
side of the room with the blue mouth,
opposite the three Raptors. Crouch and
snipe them with your Rail Rifle.

After you blast the last Raptor, a red
mist forms in the room's center. Quickly
find a pillar to hide behind that is as far
away from the center as possible. Then
equip your Rail Rifle. The mist evapo-
rates and a Chaos Dreadnought
appears in its place.

Once you annihilate the Dreadnought,
a Chaos Obliterator suddenly appears
and takes its place. Use your Meltagun
or Rail Rifle to finish it off.

Now you can safely go through the
blue mouth. Stock up on ammo and
health before you leave.

The next room appears to be a dead
end. But go to the medikit in the right
corner and turn around to face the blue
mouth. A Chaos portal erupts there, and
after a long wait, two Chaos Raptors
show up. Flame them with your
Meltagun.

If you can get to all three dead Tau on the
ledges, you complete the secret task for
this level.

Secret Objective!

This room has lots of weapons and medik-
its. The better weapons include a Meltagun
and Chaos Bolters. The Meltagun, in partic-
ular, is good for the upcoming enemies.

TIPTIP

This room is dark, so use your night 
vision to see the Raptors at the other end
of the room.

TIPTIP

The corners are the best places to hide,
behind a large pillar. Once you are hidden,
peek out so that all you can see is the
Dreadnought's arm. If the Dreadnought
can't see you, it stays in place. Shoot the
arms with your Rail Rifle. Several precise
shots will kill it.

TIPTIP
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The wall behind the medikit has been
engulfed in a Chaos portal. Nothing
comes out, but the wall disappears,
revealing a way out. As you exit, you
see the Pit once again, with its criss-
crossing stone pathways. You are
almost near its bottom.

Peer over the left edge and watch a
Chaos Space Marine run up the stone
pathway. Crouch, enter sniper mode
with your Rail Rifle, and shoot as soon
as you see his head.

Cross the path to the other side of the
Pit. When you come out on the other side,
look left again. Directly below you a
Chaos Space Marine stands guard. Look
up a little ways from him and spot anoth-
er Chaos Space Marine running up to con-
front you. It will take him a while to get to
you, so snipe the closest Chaos Space
Marine from above with your Rail Rifle.

The third Marine coming to greet you
carries a Missile Launcher; you cannot
afford to get hit. Be ready to snipe him.

Keep walking across the stone path-
ways. When you get to the final path,
pause and look down. At the bottom is
a great, wide door.

A medikit sits there, along with a
Chaos Space Marine, although he is
hard to make out. Enter sniper mode
with the Rail Rifle and kill him. Then
proceed to the door. It's an elevator.
Take it down and equip your Meltagun.

When the elevator arrives at the bot-
tom, two Raptors drop down from the
doorway in front of you. Kill them
quickly—the confines of the elevator do
not afford much room to maneuver.
Once you cross the threshold of the ele-
vator doorway, two more Raptors drop
from the elevator shaft and assault you.

When the Raptors are toast, look
around. It appears you are nearly at the
bottom of the Pit. This great dome-like
room centers around the column of
Chaos energy. The one door out of this
room is on the other side. Run along
the walls to it. As you get close, it gives
way to a Chaos portal. Several seconds
later, two Chaos Space Marines hop
through. 

The next four Marines use Missile
Launchers, so don't get in a gunfight with
them. Kill them first.

NOTE

Back up into the cavern a little and crouch
down, using the floor and the side of the
wall as partial cover. This gives you an
ample view of the incoming Marine and also
provides protection from his Missile if he
manages to fire it. Zoom in on the opposite
wall where the Chaos Space Marine comes
from. As soon as you see him, shoot.

TIPTIP

Your Rail Rifle is really too slow for fight-
ing these four Raptors effectively. Switch
to your Meltagun, which works perfectly in
close quarters. Keep moving to avoid the
Raptors' claws.

TIPTIP
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Hug the wall; the Marines are looking
straight ahead and won't look to the
side where you are hiding. Snipe one
with your Rail Rifle. The other turns and
starts shooting, but you can kill him
with one head shot.

At this point, a Chaos Dreadnought
appears on the far side of the room,
near the door where you entered. His
Missiles, grenades, and gun can make
short work of you. If you aren't hiding
behind a pillar, get there fast.

Now go through the doorway and
down the elevator. It drops you off far-
ther down the Pit. As you exit, walk
right. Admiral Constantine stumbles out
from a hallway.

He seems relieved to see you, but he
clutches his side in pain. He reveals
Severus's terrible plan.

Severus is trying to bind himself to a
demon to gain power and immortality.
While Constantine speaks, he begins
convulsing. Severus has planted a
Chaos seed inside him, and it is trans-
forming him into something terrible. He
begs you to kill him before he turns into
a monster, but it is too late. In seconds,
Constantine is gone, warped into a
massive Chaos Spawn.

Back away from the Admiral while he
is changing. When he becomes a Chaos
Spawn, hurl grenades at him. The
Chaos Spawn can absorb a lot of dam-
age, so after the grenades, switch to a
high-damage weapon like the Rail Rifle.
The Chaos Spawn is huge, so it is easy
to hit. Run back to the elevator shaft
and start firing the Rail Rifle.

You can position yourself so that two pil-
lars intervene between you and the
Dreadnought, giving you cover from both
of its arms while allowing you a small win-
dow through which to see and shoot it.
Once you've found this sweet spot, hit the
Dreadnought's arms with your Rail Rifle a
few times until it expires.

TIPTIP

Do not approach Constantine during the
transformation. The Chaos mist around
his body is deadly.

C AUTIONC AUTION

Name: Chaos Spawn
Unit Type: Chaos creature
Armament: Energy blasts, claws
Weak Spots: None
The end boss for this level is the Chaos
Spawn. Nothing of Admiral Constantine
remains in this creature. It is a mindless
engine of destruction, the embodiment of
destructive Chaos.

The Chaos Spawn fires tendrils of red
Chaos energy, just like the Chaos Sorcerer.
One shot from this barrage of energy 
erases all your shields. If you are at close
range, the Spawn can swipe at you with
its massive claws. One slash can take off a
third of your health, and it ignores
shields. Attack from range and take cover.
Time your attacks so you are behind cover
when it hurls Chaos energy, and attack
only during the lull.

The Chaos Spawn is huge and slow,
making it vulnerable to high-damage,
slow-reloading weapons, such as the 
Missile Launcher, Plasma Gun, and Rail
Rifle. The Chaos Spawn has enough health
to weather eight grenade blasts, so don't
rely on them exclusively.

There aren't any tricks to defeating the
Chaos Spawn. It has no real weak spots
and is just very tough. The best weapon
against it is the Rail Rifle, because it
inflicts very high damage and this level
contains enough ammo to max out your
clips. It takes 15–20 rail shots to kill it,
versus 60–70 Chaos Bolter shots.

BOSS WATCH!
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The problem, though, is that it also
summons Chaos Raptors and Sorcerers
to attack you. Three Chaos Raptors and
two Sorcerers appear soon after. The
Chaos Sorcerers are especially trouble-
some, because they can teleport into
the elevator shaft where you are hiding.

After you've killed the Chaos Spawn,
go to the hallway the Admiral was in.
Kill the final Raptor lurking there and
descend the elevator to the final level.

Because of the Chaos Spawn's ponderous
nature and its high hit points, switch
attention to the other Chaos creatures
and eliminate them first.

TIPTIP
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The Face of Chaos

= Start Location

= Finish Location

= Medikit

= Pulse Carbine

= Red Medikit

= Meltagun

= Rocket Launcher

= Rail Rifle     

= Burst Cannon

= Plasma Gun
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Mission Objectives
Plant the charges.
Survive.

Weapons Available
• Imperial Bolter
• Meltagun
• Missile launcher
• Tau Burst Cannon
• Tau Pulse Carbine
• Tau Rail Rifle

Enemies Encountered
• Chaos Raptors
• Chaos Sorcerer
• Chaos Obliterator
• Severus
• Greater Daemon of Tzeentch

Secret Objective
Destory the four candles in 

each room.

The end is almost here, Fire Warrior.
The Ethereal Ko'vash is waiting to be
rescued. The pit of Chaos yawns before
you. And Governor Severus's treachery
is about to be defeated.

The level begins as you descend the
steps into the final layer of the pit. When
you get to the bottom of the stairs, you
find yourself confronting a huge circular
room with two raised ledges along the
walls. You are on one ledge, and the
other is opposite you. Each ledge holds
two circular doors. In the very center of
the room is a great, coursing column of
Chaos fire. Lightning flashes all around
it, and howls of evil emanate from it like
the moaning of the wind.

As soon as you survey the scene,
Captain Ardias contacts you. He tells
you that you are almost at the end of
your mission. He instructs you to plant
a charge in each of the four rooms.
Immediately, an arrow with a distance
meter to your first room is displayed on
your screen. The first room you need to
get to is on the other ledge. Walk
toward it.

Once you enter through the first cir-
cular doorway, you'll see a large pillar
in the middle of the room. Move toward
it and then turn around to face the door.
As soon as it shuts, a Chaos Raptor
appears and runs toward you. 

Use a Burst Cannon or Meltagun to
kill it swiftly. This room contains a Burst
Cannon, two Rail Rifles, and a Missile
Launcher. Plant the charge and leave
the room.

The next objective takes you back to
the original ledge and the second room.
This time when you enter—before you
can reach the pillar—a Chaos Raptor
and a Chaos Sorcerer teleport into the
room. The Raptor deals minimal dam-
age to you and has to claw through
your shields to really injure you, but the
Sorcerer is much deadlier.

Kill the Sorcerer quickly with a Rail
Rifle or Burst Cannon. Then turn around
to kill the Raptor. In this room you will
find Rail Rifle ammo but little else.

Along the way to the first room, you'll
see medikits and guns lying on the ledges.
Both ledges are littered with weapons.
There are Tau Burst Cannons and Rail
Rifles, but also a few Missile Launchers,
plasma rifles, and a Meltagun on each
ledge. There is also a Tau Pulse Carbine on
the original ledge. There are no grenades.

NOTE

In all the rooms, enemies teleport in to
ambush you before you reach the spot to
plant the explosives. Before entering each
room, make sure you have the right
weapons for the job (a Meltagun for the
Raptors and a Rail Rifle for the
Obliterator and Sorcerer). Then go in.
While you're fighting, the door is locked
behind you, so you can't run out to get a
different weapon. Make sure you have what
you need before you enter.

TIPTIP

When fighting the Chaos Sorcerer, keep
moving around. That's not only to make
yourself a harder target for the Sorcerer
to hit, but also to keep you away from the
fast Raptor. If you stay still, the Raptor
will carve you up.

TIPTIP
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Now it's time to plant the third
charge. Again, as in the second room,
enemies teleport in to ambush you
before you can reach the turbine. This
time, two Chaos Raptors appear and
rush you. Use a rapid-fire weapon such
as the Burst Cannon or the Meltagun to
kill them. Then plant the charge. But
only do so once your shields are
charged to full.

As soon as you finish planting the
charge, a third Raptor appears. After
you kill him, move on to the final
charge. Incidentally, this room holds
three Burst Cannons and a Rail Rifle.

The fourth and final room is your
toughest challenge thus far. The ambush-
ers that teleport in this time are one
Chaos Raptor and a Chaos Obliterator. 

Although the Obliterator is very pow-
erful, kill the Chaos Raptor first. After
you've dealt with it, turn your attention
on the Obliterator. Concentrate on the
arms and fire your Meltagun or Burst
Cannon. The constant barrage of fire
will slow it down and cause it to stutter,
interrupting its attacks. Keep the pres-
sure on until the Obliterator falls over.

Unlike in the second room against the
Chaos Sorcerer, here you don't want to
concentrate on the big guy first. The
Obliterator is extremely difficult to kill;
you'll spend so much time shooting at
it that the Raptor will practically have
all day to slice you up. And it will. It is
far safer to kill the Raptor first, while
also moving to make it harder for the
Obliterator to target you.

As you leave the final room, you see
that both have revealed themselves to
you. Severus is standing in front of the
red Chaos pillar, and he is holding
Ko'vash still with some sort of Chaos
magic. Severus, vile and full of hate,
tells you that he wants to infect all of
the universe with Chaos. Unfortunately,
the Tau cannot be corrupted by Chaos,
so they must be destroyed. Severus
annihilates the helpless Ko'vash with
one burst of Chaos energy, and then
begins to attack you.

Use your Rail Rifle and hit Severus,
dodging his Plasma Gun attack. The
plasma attack is slow, so you have
ample time to step out of the way, while
your Rail Rifle attack is quick, so you
just have to pull the trigger as soon as
Severus steps into your sights.

Shoot Severus five or six times and
he suddenly bursts into flames. But far
from killing him, this makes Severus
stronger. In fact, he wanted you to
attack him all along so that you could
catalyze his transformation into a
demonic embodiment of Chaos itself!

In order to achieve the secret objective,
you need to shoot and destroy the four
candles in each room on this level. The
candles are above the doorway, just as
you walk in. When walking into a room,
turn around and look up over the
entrance. You'll see the candle with your
Rail Rifle.

Secret Objective!

Captain Ardias tells you that you've done
enough. The charges will destroy the pit.
Now it is time to exit, but all is not well.
You still have to find the Ethereal Ko'vash
and deal with Severus.

TIPTIP

While Severus is busy making his speech,
use that time wisely. Run around and
replenish your health to the max and pick
up a Meltagun or Missile Launcher. Then
stock up on ammo. You'll need it for the
final battle.

TIPTIP

While loading between Rail Rifle shots,
move side to side. That way, you will be
much harder to hit during your cool-down
between shots. Stay on the ledge to shoot
at Severus, since you get a better view of
him (and a better shot) while you are on
higher ground.

TIPTIP
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Laughing maniacally, Severus leaves
his burning body behind. A few pulse-
pounding seconds later, the Severus you
knew is no more. Thanks to your weapon,
Severus has shorn his flesh and become
the Greater Daemon of Tzeentch, a gar-
gantuan avian demon. He is far beyond
his human form in terms of power and
evil. There's no where to hide. The way
you came is barred by a gate, so you'll
need to fight from the ledges.

In order to defeat the Greater
Daemon of Tzeentch, you must be con-
stantly moving. If you stay in place for
too long, you'll catch two full plasma
blasts and a staff full of lightning.

Keep moving side to side when firing.
You don't need to circle strafe, and it is
hard to do considering the room's
cramped quarters. Try not to fall down
because when you are climbing the
stairs, you are in a small space for a
short while so Severus can hit you with
lots of lightning when you are in the
stairwell.

When side strafing, considering using
the Missile Launcher for your first few
hits and then transfer to a plasma gun
or Rail Rifle. Rail Rifles have a small tar-
get area but do more damage, while
Plasma Guns do less damage (although
still good) but have a much wider mar-
gin for error when shooting the daemon.
In either case, keep looking at Severus
and continue walking side to side, firing
when you have an opening.

During Serverus' transformation, move
around and gather what weapons you
want. Save the red medikits for when you
need them and note where they are.
Hopefully, prior to this, you were using the
medikits inside the four rooms instead of
the ones out here.

TIPTIP

Name: Severus
Unit Type: Greater Daemon of Tzeentch
Armament: Chaos Lightning Staff, Chaos

Plasma
Weak Spots: None
Severus, now a Greater Daemon of Tzeentch,
is a vulture-like demon with fantastic Chaos
powers. He hovers in the convergence, so
don't go to touch him. The touch of the con-
vergence is deadly to you. You'll have to
fight him from a distance.

The Greater Daemon has two forms of
attack. He hurls Chaos plasma from his right
hand, and wields a Chaos lightning staff in
his left. He alternates attacks, but can some-
times repeat an attack twice in a row.

The Greater Daemon's Chaos plasma is
like a regular plasma attack: it sucks away
all your shields. And it does some damage
to your health as well. If you are without
shields and get hit, be prepared to lose a
huge chunk of your life. You will have fair
warning that Severus is throwing plasma
because he stretches out his palm at you.
Take that as a cue to start side-stepping
away. Severus doesn't know how to lead a
target, so as long as you are one step ahead
of him, you should only suffer splash dam-
age. Severus usually shoots two Chaos
plasma bursts in quick succession.

The Greater Daemon's lightning staff
throws bolts of lightning, and it has a
much greater range than the Chaos plas-
ma. The windup for this attack is even
longer than the plasma, as Severus will lift
up his staff before swinging it down and
throwing lightning. Start side-stepping
away as soon as you see this. The Chaos
lightning will injure your health regardless
of shields.

BOSS WATCH!
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Once you've defeated Severus,
Captain Ardias appears, along with
Lusha and a rescue squad of Tau. Ardias
signals an Imperial ship to bombard the
planet with atomic fire and obliterate
this den of Chaos. Captain Ardias bids
you farewell, and you speed off in the
Tau dropship as fire rains down on the
planet. At long last, your day has
ended. You can finally relax, knowing
that the threat to the Tau people is
gone. Thanks to your skills and quick
wit, Severus has been destroyed, put-
ting an end to his plans for universal
domination. You should be proud of
yourself. Although Ko'vash is dead, a
far greater threat to the universe has
been expunged. You will be remem-
bered by the Imperium and Tau alike as
the warrior who defeated Chaos! You
are truly the greatest of Fire Warriors.
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The weapons you'll defend Tau society
with are many and powerful. But
although more than 15 weapons are at
your disposal, you can only carry two at
a time—and one must be a Tau firearm.

Tau Weapons

Tau Burst Cannon

Primary Mode: Rapid fire

Secondary Mode: Spins barrel

Range: Close to medium

Damage: Medium

Maximum Ammo: 250

Clip Size: 128 rounds

First Availability: Level 13: No Rest for
the Wicked

This is the third Tau weapon, by far the
best up to that point. It has the fastest
rate of fire, and each blast it spits out
does a significant amount of damage.
Although weapon damage is only medi-
um, the Tau Burst Cannon is more pow-
erful because of its rate of fire. It is
essentially a laser chain gun, and it's
the best gun in the game for circle-
strafing. You can keep running in circles
around your opponent, raining fire,
while avoiding attacks. The Burst
Cannon is especially ideal because
there is no time during the circle that
you aren't attacking.

Even if you aren't skilled enough to
circle-strafe, the Burst Cannon's rate of
fire is so fast that it can compensate
somewhat for poor aim, much like the
Pulse Rifle, Lasgun, and Autogun can
do, only better.

The Burst Cannon is ideal at short
and medium range. At long range,
because the weapon is a projectile firer
and the blast isn't instantaneous, it
fails to work as well.

The primary fire mode takes some
time to get up to speed, as the barrel
has to spin for a brief while before it
can shoot. After that, the stream of
pulse blasts is constant. But you still
have to wait a few precious seconds for
the barrel to warm up, which can mean
death if you get ambushed suddenly.

Weapons and Items

The Burst Cannon is also good at immobi-
lizing enemies. When some enemies are
wounded, they are momentarily unable to
act. But the pause is fleeting and they
quickly resume their attack. With the
Burst Cannon, though, because of its
incredible firing rate and nonexistent
cooldown, you are hitting your enemies
so often that they really can't respond.
Keep firing at an obliterator, for example,
and it will continue convulsing until it
keels over.

But this tactic is only effective at very
close range. At longer range, the pause
between hits is long enough that enemies
can still act normally. Even at short
range, if you have to reload or have an
accidental pause, you could be dead, as
you are now at point-blank range from
the enemy. The Burst Cannon and the
Meltagun are the best weapons for keep-
ing the enemy down in this way.

NOTE

The secondary fire mode of the Burst
Cannon spins the gun but doesn't fire any
Pulse Blasts. This is a great way to keep
the weapon hot and ready for instanta-
neous firing without wasting ammo. Just
hold the trigger down for the secondary
fire mode so you never have to wait before
shooting. Then squeeze the primary trig-
ger when it is time to fire. If your finger
gets tired, warm up the barrel a split sec-
ond before you anticipate action.

C AUTIONC AUTION
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Tau Pulse Carbine

Primary Mode: Rapid fire

Secondary Mode: Accurate single shot

Range: Medium to long

Damage: Medium

Maximum Ammo: 320

Clip Size: 32 rounds

First Availability: Level 6: Unwelcome
Guests

This is a good weapon. Like the Tau
Pulse Rifle, the Carbine has a rapid-fire
primary mode and a more accurate, sin-
gle-shot secondary mode. It also has a
32-round clip and holds 320 rounds of
ammunition. But unlike the Pulse
Rifle's shot, each Carbine shot fires two
laser pulses, so it does more damage. It
is in every way a superior weapon to
the weaker Pulse Rifle. You find it first
on Level 6: Unwelcome Guests, at
which point it should become your
default Tau weapon for the next six or
so levels.

The Carbine's secondary fire mode is
a more accurate single shot, just like
the Tau Pulse Rifle's secondary mode.
Of course, because the Carbine has a
dual barrel, the shot is automatically
more powerful.

In effect, the Tau Pulse Carbine is a
dual-shot Pulse Rifle and a grenade
launcher in one. With its very fast rate
of fire and greater damage, it is one of
the best weapons in the game. It is
excellent against all enemies.

Tau Pulse Rifle

Primary Mode: Rapid fire

Secondary Mode: Accurate single shot

Range: Medium to long

Damage: Low

Maximum Ammo: 320

Clip Size: 32 rounds

First Availability: Level 1: The Drop

This is your standard-issue Tau weapon.
It has a primary rapid-fire mode and a
single-shot secondary mode. Holding
the primary trigger lets you fire an
automatic stream of ammo. Holding
down the secondary trigger fires only
one shot, so you have to keep pressing
the secondary trigger if you want to fire
multiple times. The Pulse Rifle does
very little damage, requiring three or
four shots to take down a simple
Imperial Guard.

This weapon isn't very accurate at
long range, but because it's an auto-
matic weapon, the flurry of shots can
compensate for poor aim. However, the
secondary fire mode is much more
accurate and does more damage, so
use it to take out enemies at a distance.
This weapon is similar to the Imperial
Lasgun because of its rate of fire and
smaller clip size. But at long range, it is
better than its Imperial counterpart.

Tau Rail Rifle

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: Zoom

Range: Medium to long

Damage: Very high

Maximum Ammo: 40

Clip Size: 10 rounds

First Availability: Level 16: City in
Tatters

Once you acquire the pulse carbine, it also
launches all your previously handheld
grenades. If you have the Pulse Carbine as
your current weapon, whenever you press i
to throw a grenade, you launch it from your
Carbine instead. Grenades launched this way
have much greater accuracy and range.

TIPTIP
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This is an absolutely wonderful
weapon. It has awesome power and a
sniper mode. One head shot from the
Rail Rifle will kill a Chaos Space Marine 
instantly. One or two shots will destroy
a Dreadnought's arm, and three shots
or fewer will kill a Chaos Sorcerer. It is
among the most powerful weapons in
the game, second only to the Missile
Launcher. The Rail Rifle is immensely
accurate, especially when you zoom
into sniper mode.

One slight problem with the weapon
is its low clip size and ammo count. On
some levels, it is hard to come by
ammo. In a heated firefight, you'll have
to reload often. And against really quick
monsters, like the Chaos Raptor, the
Rail Rifle is a liability because of its
slow rate of fire. You'll miss often
unless you line up a shot, and, conse-
quently, you'll blow lots of precious
ammo. But against ponderous, slower
enemies, and especially stationary
ones, this weapon is perfect.

The Rail Rifle, unlike the Sniper Rifle,
can be very good in regular firefights
without the sniper mode. But this is the
case only if you have good aim.
Sidestep or circle around to avoid dam-
age while waiting for the cooldown, and
make sure you line up accurate shots
before firing. One shot will instantly kill
a Storm Trooper, two torso shots will
down a Chaos Space Marine, and five or
so shots can kill an Obliterator. A single
head shot, if you can manage it, will
also kill a Chaos Space Marine. This is
perfect as a one-shot killing Sniper
Rifle and also very good as a medium-
range every-use weapon.

Tau Sword

Primary Mode: Slash

Secondary Mode: Block

Range: Close

Damage: Low

First Availability: Level 1: The Drop

You have a Sword available for use any
time you run out of ammo for your
weapons. Press left on the D-Pad to
draw your Sword. It does low damage
though, so it's really only a last resort.
Its secondary fire mode is a block,
which can parry the melee attacks of
units like the Chaos Raptor or the
Marine's rifle butt. To switch back to
your firearm, press p.

Imperial

Weapons

Imperial Autogun

Primary Mode: Rapid fire

Secondary Mode: Accurate single shot

Range: Medium

Damage: Medium

Maximum Ammo: 360

Clip Size: 60 rounds

First Availability: Level 2: The Push

This weapon is a significant upgrade as
soon as you find it on Level 2: The Push.
It has a larger clip than even the Lasgun,
does more damage than the Pulse Rifle
or Lasgun, and has a secondary shot for
more accurate firing. So it basically com-
bines the speed of the Lasgun with the
power of the Laspistol and the accuracy
of the Pulse Rifle. It is very similar to the
Tau Pulse Carbine. Ditch your other two
Imperial guns as soon as this becomes
available.

The default sniper mode has a wide shot and
isn't very good, but if you zoom in farther
by pressing i, you get a perfectly accurate
shot. The targeting box becomes much
tighter to designate specifically where
your Rail shot will hit. It's practically an
automatic kill if you can score a hit.

TIPTIP

The only real drawback to this weapon is
its slow rate of fire. That means you can't
circle-strafe effectively with it, at least
not as well as you can with the Burst
Cannon. But it can be used quite well
with sidestepping against enemies at
medium range. Just make sure you line up
head shots with the Rail Rifle for maxi-
mum efficiency.

NOTE
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The secondary mode is a single shot,
but more accurate. Just two shots can
down an Imperial Guard, and you'll kill
an Imperial Guard Sergeant much faster
with this weapon. Whether fighting up
close or far away, this gun is a good
weapon.

Imperial Bolter

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: Double shot

Range: Medium to long

Damage: High

Maximum Ammo: 120

Clip Size: 16 rounds

First Availability: Level 5: Deep Level

This is a fantastic weapon. The Imperial
Bolter is like a mini Missile Launcher. It
packs a powerful punch and has long
range. One hit from this weapon can kill
lesser enemies like Troopers, and it
only takes a few hits to kill a Storm
Trooper or even a Space Marine.

For the amount of damage it does, this
weapon has a good clip size and can
carry lots of ammo. Also consider that
this weapon does splash damage, injur-
ing those next to the primary target. You
can thus fire it into a cluster of enemies
and damage all of them. Or, if an enemy
is hiding around a corner, you could
shoot the wall behind the enemy so that
the resulting explosion catches the hid-
ing enemy and causes injury. This
weapon is thus quite versatile and very
deadly. At all ranges from medium to
long, the Bolter is an excellent weapon.

The secondary fire mode of the Bolter
is awesome. It is a rapid, double shot of
two bolts. The drawback with the sec-
ondary fire mode is that it is inaccurate,
especially at long range. But at close-
to-medium range, you're getting two
full Bolter blasts for the price of one.
You do use more ammo this way, but
the rewards are worth it, especially
when you consider the rate of fire. The
secondary shot can be used almost
rapid-fire style. Just keep your finger on
the trigger and watch a blanket of fire
erupt around the target area. With the
splash damage and rapid fire, you can
afford to be a little less than precise
with your aim.

Until the Chaos Bolter becomes avail-
able, the Imperial Bolter is an excellent
choice of weapon and should be a
mainstay in your arsenal. When the
Chaos Bolter becomes available,
though, you can safely discard this
weapon in favor of that one. It is basi-
cally the same, except for a more gener-
ous clip size.

Imperial

Chainsword

Primary Mode: Slash

Range: Close

Damage: Medium

First Availability: N/A

This isn't a weapon you can ever pick up
and use, but some Imperial enemies
wield it. It's more powerful than your
own sword, and can cut into your
health. Imperial Guard Sergeants, Storm
Trooper Sergeants, and Space Marine
Sergeants wield it at close range.

Imperial Lasgun

Primary Mode: Rapid fire

Secondary Mode: None

Range: Medium to long

Damage: Low

Maximum Ammo: 400

Clip Size: 40 rounds

First Availability: Level 1: The Drop

This weapon doesn't have a very large clip
size, so you'll have to reload often, but
when you consider how many enemies you
can kill per clip, it isn't that bad. You can
down four Space Marines with one Bolter
clip, but it will take more than a full clip
from an Autogun before you can kill even
one Marine. Keep that in mind when judg-
ing weapons: it's not how many bullets
you can fire between reloads, but how
many enemies you can kill. In that regard,
the Bolter is at the top of the list, along
with the Chaos Bolter, Rail Rifle,
Meltagun, and Burst Cannon.

NOTE

Do not shoot indiscriminately when fight-
ing at very close range. The splash damage
could also injure you. Switch out to a
Burst Cannon or Meltagun at extremely
close range.

TIPTIP
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This is one of the first Imperial
weapons you will find in The Drop. The
Lasgun has no secondary fire mode. It
is an automatic rifle that fires fast
rounds of ammunition as long as you
hold down the trigger. You will quickly
burn through ammo with this weapon.
Because of the weapon's faster rate of
fire, you can spray a large area with
fire, compensating somewhat for poor
aim. However, each individual hit from
the Lasgun does very little damage.
You'll need four or five shots from the
Lasgun to take down an Imperial Guard,
so it is comparable in damage to the
Pulse Rifle, but it has a faster rate of
fire and larger clip size.

However, at long range it is ineffec-
tive. And at very close range, switch to
your higher damage weapons; it will
take you too long to kill an enemy with
this gun.

Imperial Laspistol

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: None

Range: Short

Damage: High

Maximum Ammo: 250

Clip Size: 6 rounds

First Availability: Level 1: The Drop

This weapon is tough to use. It has a
small clip and only one mode: single
shot. So you'll be blazing through ammo,
having to reload in the middle of fire-
fights all the time. The key with the
Laspistol is to conserve your ammuni-
tion. One shot will kill an Imperial Guard.

This weapon has a short range, so for
faraway targets switch to your Tau Pulse
Rifle. In terms of damage, it is far supe-
rior to either of the two other weapons
you gain early on—the Tau Pulse Rifle
and Imperial Lasgun—but its short
range, low ammo, and very small clip
size are huge drawbacks. Only use this
weapon if you are an accurate shooter. A
single head shot will take out most ene-
mies in this level. The Laspistol is a real
weapon of choice.

Imperial Shotgun

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: Double shot

Range: Close

Damage: High

Maximum Ammo: 80

Clip Size: 8 rounds

First Availability: Level 4: The Cells

This weapon is awesome in terms of
damage. If you love seeing your ene-
mies lifted off the ground and spun in
the air by a single powerful gunshot,
then this is your weapon. It fires a sin-
gle shot that hurts enemies directly in
front of you. However, because the shot
is a spread that disperses, it is fairly
inaccurate against enemies at even
medium range, and you need to line up
a direct shot for maximum effect. But
up close, it can kill a Storm Trooper in
one shot.

Even better, it has a secondary shot
that can kill a Storm Trooper Sergeant
in one hit, or take down multiple ene-
mies at once. The secondary shot is a
double shot that fires two Shotgun
shells in rapid succession, delivering
tremendous damage in one blow. It's
twice the fun and twice the carnage.
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The Shotgun won't be your everyday
weapon, though, because it has a very
small clip size, meaning you have to
reload often. To make matters worse,
when reloading you replace each round
in your clip one at a time. So in a fire-
fight, you'll usually use up one full clip,
then have to switch to another weapon,
because if you spend time reloading,
you'll be weaponless for many precious
seconds. It also has a slow rate of fire.

The Shotgun is best against single
enemies or in tight spaces.

If you are wandering down hallways
where you confront only one or two
enemies at a time, then the Shotgun is
ideal. But if you are being swarmed by
enemies all around you, such as in an
arena-type level with enemies close
and far away, switch to a different
weapon with a bigger clip and faster
rate of fire.

The Shotgun is an ideal secondary
weapon to pair with a Tau Pulse
Carbine, as it can be a heavier alterna-
tive when facing stronger single ene-
mies. This weapon first becomes avail-
able on Level 4: The Cells.

Imperial Sniper

Rifle

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: Zoom

Range: Long

Damage: Very high

Maximum Ammo: 250

Clip Size: 10 rounds

First Availability: Level 3: Watch Towers

The Sniper Rifle is the ultimate in long-
range, accurate firepower. With one shot
to the head you can kill an Imperial
Guard, an Imperial Guard Sergeant, or a
Servitor. Many of the weaker enemies
are vulnerable to a single well-placed
Sniper Rifle shot. However, its very small
clip size and its slow rate of fire prevent
you from using this weapon exclusively.
The time between shots is quite long, so
in battles with multiple enemies, this
weapon is something of a liability. Faster
weapons, like the Autogun, or weapons
with an area-effect shot, like the
Shotgun or Bolter, are better against
groups of enemies. And the small clip
size means you will be reloading often,
which makes you even more vulnerable
during close-quarters combat.

The Sniper Rifle is a poor choice in
heated firefights like this.

Even against enemies at medium
range, by the time you are ready to fire
again after your first shot, other ene-
mies will have closed in on you. So in
reality, the Sniper Rifle is best used
against long-range to very long-range
targets.

To use this weapon effectively
against such targets, employ the sec-
ondary firing mode, which is a zoom-in
function. It magnifies faraway targets,
letting you make highly accurate shots
from a great distance.

So the Sniper Rifle is a very special-
ized weapon. Don't use it in normal
combat. Only use it in sniper mode. And
only use it to take out long-range tar-
gets. This is all it is really good for, but
it is perfect and unmatched at this task,
at least until the Rail Rifle becomes
available.

The Shotgun, while powerful, is weak
against the heavily armored Space Marine.
Against this enemy, explosive weapons,
like the Bolter, are more useful than the
Shotgun.

NOTE
To zoom in even farther, press i. The
default mode might let you see an enemy
from far away, but the deeper zoom will
then let you home in on the enemy's head.
To zoom out again, press u.

TIPTIP
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Meltagun

Primary Mode: Stream of flame

Secondary Mode: None

Range: Close

Damage: High

Maximum Ammo: 300

Clip Size: 300 rounds

First Availability: Level 7: The Invaders

This is basically a flamethrower that
shoots a steady stream of fire. As long as
you hold down the trigger, a jet of flame
extends from the gun and your ammo
rapidly depletes. However, the Meltagun
heats up as you keep your finger on the
trigger, so after about 250 rounds, it
needs to cool down for a while.

You can carry a maximum of 300
rounds in the Meltagun. Unlike with the
other weapons, as you fire the weapon,
your extra rounds are taken off first and
then your core ammo is depleted.

Don't keep your finger on the trigger
button all the time, though. Only fire
when necessary, and shoot sparingly at
your enemies, who will be bathed in
flame and then explode. It's a grue-
some death.

The Meltagun has very poor range
and can only hit enemies that are very
close to you. It's thus like the Shotgun:
a high-damage alternative, but not
meant to be your main gun. However,
unlike the Shotgun, it can take down
many enemies surrounding you, as all
you have to do is spin around while
holding down the trigger button to cover
every enemy around you in flames.

During the portion of the game when
the Meltagun first becomes available,
you must choose between the Shotgun
and the Meltagun. The Shotgun is more
immediate, but the Meltagun can do a
lot more damage over a longer period
of time, since there is no cooldown
between shots and you have more
ammo for it than for the Shotgun. But
don't be deceived by the seemingly
large clip size. You'll burn through your
300-round ammo clip rapidly if you use
this weapon often.

Use it mostly for taking out heavy
enemies, such as Chaos Space Marines
and Obliterators, at close range, or for
clearing out hordes of enemies.

Plasma Gun

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: Charged shot

Range: Long

Damage: High

Maximum Ammo: 240

Clip Size: 12 rounds

First Availability: Level 10: Diversion

The Plasma Gun is like the Plasma
Pistol, except stronger, faster, and with
a secondary shot. It is a powerful
weapon available in the middle levels.
When you get it, it is among the best
weapons in terms of damage output.
However, it is also very slow, although
not as sluggish as its weaker cousin,
the plasma pistol. Use this weapon with
precise aim, because if you miss, you'll
be spending some time recharging. Line
up your shots, taking your time. Don't
rush, but don't dawdle either. It's a fine
line, but you need to be accurate with
this weapon.

Like the Tau Burst Cannon, this weapon is
great at putting enemies on their heels. It
can keep up such a steady, uninterrupted
dose of damage that enemies cannot
respond to you. When opponents are hurt,
they are stunned for a brief period. So if
you keep very tough foes, like Space
Marines, under a steady Meltagun barrage,
they will keep stuttering and will shoot
much less often at you, if at all.

TIPTIP
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The Plasma Gun can deal a lot of
damage. One shot can destroy a Storm
Trooper Sergeant, and just three shots
will kill a Chaos Space Marine. In levels
where you're facing mostly weaker ene-
mies, like Storm Troopers and Servitors,
this weapon is ideal, since it can take
down most enemies in one shot.

The Plasma Gun is best at short-to-
medium range, since the shot isn't instan-
taneous and takes time, however brief, to
travel to the target. That means against
swift enemies, like Chaos Raptors, it is a
poor choice, since they can simply dodge
the incoming plasma blast.

The Plasma Gun's secondary fire is a
charged shot. You hold down the sec-
ondary fire button and a nimbus of
energy coils around your weapon. After
a few seconds, the charge builds up to
maximum level, and it releases in a
burst of energy. If you release the trig-
ger before it is time, the charged shot
dissipates, so do not release your hold
on the secondary fire button once you
commit to a charged shot. A charged
shot will deal roughly double regular
damage. One charged shot can thus kill
a Space Marine.

Charging up the secondary shot in a
pitched battle means you can't

respond to enemy fire for a while.

Unfortunately, to use this mode 
effectively, you must have time to
power up your weapon, which means
either being unseen by any enemies 
or eluding enemy fire until the shot
goes off. Dancing around avoiding fire
does make it harder for you to aim,
especially since you have to time your
movement properly so you are aiming
at a target when the shot goes off. But
if you can duck behind cover while
charging your weapon, you can then
pop up, deliver a charged blast, and
then duck back down to charge another
one. In many cases, though, it is often
too difficult to pull off a charged shot
without getting seriously hurt.

Later on, when you find the Chaos
Bolter and Rail Rifle, the Plasma Gun
loses some of its shine. Both weapons
can deal more damage in a shorter peri-
od of time. The Chaos Bolter's double
shot, while much less accurate, has a
very fast rate of fire. In the time it takes
you to shoot two plasma blasts, you
could shoot eight blasts from the Chaos
Bolter. The Rail Rifle is also very accu-
rate, but does even more damage. But
for the middle levels, the Plasma Gun is
very good.

Plasma Pistol

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: None

Range: Close to long

Damage: High

Maximum Ammo: 120

Clip Size: 8 rounds

First Availability: Level 7: The Invaders

The Plasma Pistol does a good amount
of damage and can usually take down
Storm Troopers in one hit. Sergeants
and tougher Storm Troopers take two
hits. But a shot from the Plasma Pistol
takes time to reach its target, and there
is a long cooldown time in between
shots that makes it a bit hard to use.
You must be very accurate with this
weapon because the time between
shots is very long. Each clip can only
hold eight rounds, so it's not advisable
to use this weapon when surrounded by
enemies, especially in close quarters.
The cooldown time alone, regardless of
the clip size, is enough to discourage
use against more than one enemy at a
time. It is possibly the slowest weapon
in the game, except for the Missile
Launcher.

The Plasma Pistol is a very useful
gun when you first obtain it but far from
useful on enemies that appear later in
the game. This pistol is very similar to
the Plasma Gun; check that entry for
tips on how to use the Plasma Pistol.
Note, though, that the Plasma Gun has
a faster firing rate than the pistol.

The Plasma Gun is also ideal for taking out
shields. One hit from a plasma weapon will
eradicate your shield. You'll see this hap-
pening to you when you fight Marines using
plasma weapons. 

TIPTIP
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Missile Launcher

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: None

Range: Medium to long

Damage: Very high

Maximum Ammo: 8

Clip Size: 1 round

First Availability: Level 15: Last Chance

The Missile Launcher is an awesome
weapon. It is ponderous and deliberate,
but there is no question that where this
baby is fired, immense destruction will
follow.

The Missile Launcher does incredible
amounts of damage. It also does signifi-
cant splash damage to all creatures
within its sizable blast area. One direct
hit will destroy a Chaos Space Marine.
Three or so shots will down a
Dreadnought or Obliterator.
Unfortunately, you shouldn't be using
this weapon against anything that can't
be killed by it in one shot. That's
because this weapon can only carry one
round at a time; it has an effective clip
size of one. Furthermore, it takes a very
long time to reload. You'll be dead in
that time if you're fighting Chaos
Raptors, Daemons, or other enemies
with weapons that have a fast firing rate.
Did we forget to mention it has a long
reload time? You must be good at evad-
ing fire if you want to use this weapon
more than once in a battle. It is slow.

What the Missile Launcher is good
for is killing groups of weaker enemies
clustered together, such as Storm
Troopers and slow Marines, and for
killing enemies that can't see you. 

The Missile Launcher is also really
good as a lead-off hit, to soften up an
enemy. As soon as you score a hit,
switch to your primary weapon and fin-
ish your foe off.

Chaos

Weapons

Chaos Bolter

Primary Mode: Single shot

Secondary Mode: Double shot

Range: Medium to long

Damage: High

Maximum Ammo: 120

Clip Size: 20 rounds

First Availability: Level 13: No Rest for
the Wicked

This weapon is more powerful than the
Imperial Bolter. Chaos Space Marines
leave this behind, while Imperial Space
Marines drop regular Bolters. Like the
Imperial Bolter, this weapon has a dou-
ble-shot secondary mode. Also like the
Imperial Bolter, the Chaos Bolter packs a
powerful punch if it hits, but it tends to
be inaccurate at range.
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Secondary mode is fast and power-
ful, but inaccurate at range.

The secondary mode is especially 
inaccurate at long range, but at short to
medium range, it is deadly. The double
shot is actually faster than the primary
single shot, so you can spray an area with
a flurry of Bolter blasts in a short time.

The other comments about the
Imperial Bolter hold true here. Don't
fire it at enemies that are in your face,
because you'll suffer some splash dam-
age. It can be shot at walls or floors, so
that the splash damage harms enemies
nearby. Against far-off enemies, you 
are better using the Rail Rifle, but at
medium range and against lots of 
enemies, the Chaos Bolter is ideal.

Unlike the Imperial Bolter, the Chaos
Bolter holds more rounds in its clip: 20
to the Imperial Bolter's 16. It's a mod-
est bump, but not insignificant when
fighting in a heated battle.

Miscellaneous

Items

Grenades

Usage: Thrown explosive

Maximum Load: 8

First Availability: Level 1: The Drop

Grenades are your most powerful
weapon in the early game, one that can
clear out a group of enemies in one hit.
You can only throw it a short distance,
but if it hits a target, it explodes in a bril-
liant fireball. The blast is enough to kill
an Imperial Guard or an Imperial
Sergeant. And just two grenades can kill
a Marine. If your grenade misses its
mark, it will bounce around until it set-
tles on the ground and will detonate after
a brief duration. Grenades are most effec-
tive if you can hit your target directly.

You can only hold eight grenades at a
time, so conserve them and use them
wisely. They are very useful in the early
levels when your guns are relatively
weak. But even in later levels, when
you wield Rail Rifles and Bolters, a
well-tossed grenade can still come in
handy. Grenades are best reserved for
tough and heavy enemies, like Marines
or Obliterators.

Medikit

Usage: Health replenishment

Maximum Load: N/A

First Availability: Level 1: The Drop

Green medikit

Red medikit

There are two types of medikits; both do
the same thing. They replenish your
health. The green medikit restores 25
percent of your life, while the red
medikit restores 75 percent. They are
placed throughout all the levels and are
always useful for restoring lost health.
Remember the locations of medikits you
find. You never know when you might
need to return to use them.

The double shot is the best way to use this
weapon. It fires two shots at a faster rate
of fire than the primary mode, doing poten-
tially more damage. It is a less accurate
firing mode, but at close-to-medium range,
it is highly recommended. And you can
spray an area with Bolter blasts, throwing
a huge blanket of smothering fire over a
group of enemies.

TIPTIP
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The history of the Imperium and Tau is
being shaped by several important fig-
ures. Some are your enemies, while
others are beloved mentors. Knowing
your foes makes you better prepared to
face them, while knowing your friends
makes you appreciate what is truly at
stake in this costly war.

Commander

Lusha

Commander Lusha is a proud warrior
and a battle-hardened leader of the Fire
Caste. He has been chosen to spear-
head the operation to rescue Ko'vash.

Ethereal Ko'vash

The Ethereals are the leaders of the Tau
people, guiding them with thoughtful-
ness and intelligence. As revered mem-
bers of Tau society, they are marked for
persecution by the dreaded Imperium.
The kidnapping of Ko'vash prompts the
Tau to wage war against the Imperials.

Admiral

Constantine

The Admiral of the Imperium fleet
attacking the Tau, and the commander
of the Imperial flagship, Enduring
Blade, Admiral Constantine is a
haughty and confident man.

Governor Severus

Ambitious Interplanetary Governor
Severus has been a vocal proponent of
war against the Tau.

Captain Ardias

Captain Ardias is the respected com-
mander of the Arsenal, Third Company,
UltraMarines. Unlike Severus and
Constantine, Ardias believes that
greater dangers are arrayed against the
Imperium than the Tau, but he is a loyal
soldier whose first duty is to the Empire.

Imperium

Enemies

Imperial Guard

Faction: Imperium

Type: Light infantry

Armor: Very light

Attack: Weak

Weapons: Lasgun, Laspistol, Sniper
Rifle, Shotgun, Autogun

Vulnerable to: Laspistol, Shotgun,
Sniper Rifle

First Encountered: Level 1: The Drop

The very first enemy you face is the com-
mon Imperial Guard. These grunts are the
rank and file of the Imperial army. Almost
too numerous to count, they are little
more than gun-toting cannon fodder.

Imperial Guard

Sergeant
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Faction: Imperium

Type: Infantry commander

Armor: Light

Attack: Average

Weapons: Laspistol, Chainsword

Vulnerable to: Grenades, Laspistol,
Shotgun, Sniper Rifle

First Encountered: Level 1: The Drop

The Imperial Guard Sergeant can be
found with large groups of Imperial
Guardsmen and guarding access to
important doorways. A cut above their
common cohorts, these officers are
much tougher to kill. Like the Imperial
Guardsmen, the Guard Sergeants are
encountered in the early levels, when
the best weapon you can find is a
Shotgun or Sniper Rifle. Your best bet
for defeating them quickly is a grenade.

Servo Skull

Faction: Imperium

Type: Hovering defense

Armor: Very light

Attack: Weak

Favored Weapon: Las Blast

Vulnerable to: Autogun, Carbine,
Plasma Pistol

First Encountered: Level 8: System
Shutdown

Imperium scientists have developed a
more mobile version of the Sentry Gun.
This weapon, which looks like a floating
skull, hovers in the air and fires Pulse
Blasts at foes. When it is destroyed, the
Servo Skull bursts into flame, hurting
any nearby creatures. Back away from a
burning Servo Skull.

Sentry Gun

Faction: Imperium

Type: Automated stationary defense

Armor: Light

Attack: Average

Favored Weapon: N/A

Vulnerable to: Laspistol

First Encountered: Level 1: The Drop

The Sentry Gun is an automated gun
that Guardsmen rooms and entrances.
It packs a powerful punch and is hard to
spot since it usually blends into its
metallic surroundings. It has roughly
the same attack power as an Imperial
Laspistol.

Storm Trooper

Faction: Imperium

Type: Elite infantry

Armor: Light to medium

Attack: Average to strong

Weapons: Autogun, Lasgun, Shotgun,
Laspistol, Sniper Rifle

Vulnerable to: Plasma Pistol, Shotgun,
Plasma Gun

First Encountered: Level 6: Unwelcome
Guests

You first encounter Imperial Storm
Troopers when they board your Tau ship.
They are elite infantry, a definite step up
from the lowly Imperial Guardsmen you
have been facing. Storm Troopers adopt
much the same tactics as Imperial
Guardsmen, crouching and moving little.
They rely on sheer numbers to defeat
you, but because of their greater
endurance and better weaponry, they
are much harder to defeat.

Storm Trooper

Sergeant

Faction: Imperium

Type: Elite commander

Armor: Medium

Attack: Average

Weapons: Laspistol, Plasma Pistol,
Chainsword

Vulnerable to: Plasma pistol, Plasma
Gun, grenades

First Encountered: Level 6: Unwelcome
Guests

Storm Trooper Sergeants are to Storm
Troopers what Imperial Guard
Sergeants are to Imperial Guardsmen.
These enemies are tougher than their
followers, and much deadlier.

Storm Troopers on level 10 and higher are
tougher than their counterparts from lev-
els 6–9. They can take a little more pun-
ishment than their fellows. The same tac-
tics and information apply, but you'll prob-
ably have to shoot them one more time
than usual to kill these elite Troopers. In
essence, at level 10 and beyond, every
Ttorm Trooper is a red Trooper, even if
they don't look like it.

ELITE STORMTROOPERS
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Imperial Servitor

Faction: Imperium

Type: Light infantry

Armor: Very light

Attack: Strong

Weapons: Shotgun

Vulnerable to: Plasma Pistol, Shotgun

First Encountered: Level 8: System
Shutdown

Imperial Servitors look like slaves of
the Imperium, but don't ignore them.
Despite their fragile appearance, they
have a deceptive strength. That's
because they are all outfitted with
Shotguns. At close range, they can kill
you with one or two shots.

Space Marine

Faction: Imperium

Type: Heavy infantry

Armor: Heavy

Attack: Very strong

Weapons: Imperial Bolter, Plasma Gun

Vulnerable to: Plasma Gun, grenades,
Imperial Bolter

First Encountered: Level 5: Deep Level

The Adeptus Astartes are the elite war-
riors of the Imperium, genetically engi-
neered to be the perfect soldier. They
are strong, fast, and relentless. They
are the Imperium's greatest weapon by
far in the war against the Tau. Space
Marines are extremely tough because
of their heavy armor and genetic engi-
neering. They can withstand a full
Autogun or pulse Carbine clip. And it
takes six full Shotgun blasts to kill one
Marine. Even a single grenade isn't
enough to kill a Space Marine; it takes
two. The best weapon against an
Imperial Space Marine is a Plasma Gun.
Two shots from the Plasma Gun fry a
Space Marine.

Space Marine

Sergeant

Faction: Imperium

Type: Heavy infantry commander

Armor: Very heavy

Attack: Very strong

Weapons: Plasma Gun, Imperial Bolter,
Chainsword

Vulnerable to: Plasma gun, grenades

First Encountered: Level 9: Diversion

If Space Marines are the elite Troopers
of the Imperium, then the Space Marine
Sergeants are the unsurpassed com-
manders of the military. You can tell a
Space Marine Sergeant from his
cohorts by the fact that he wears no
helmet. Space Marine Sergeants are
more powerful and enduring than their
troops, and also faster. They combine
speed, power, and toughness in a dead-
ly package. Sergeants are obviously
tougher than regular Space Marines. It
takes three or four grenades to kill a
Space Marine Sergeant. Even with the
Plasma Gun three hits are necessary to
down a Space Marine Sergeant. Still,
the ideal weapon to face the Space
Marine Sergeant with is the Plasma
Gun or a Carbine-launched grenade. But
because of the Plasma Gun's slow rate
of fire, constantly move and dodge.

Imperial Tech-

Priest

Faction: Imperium

Type: Weapons scientist

Armor: Heavy (shielded)

Attack: Strong

Weapons: Plasma Pistol

Vulnerable to: Meltagun

First Encountered: Level 7: Invaders

The Imperial Tech-Priests are the gate-
keepers of Imperium technology. You
face them when they board your ship in
an attempt to gain control of it.
Although bookish in appearance, they
are quite adept at using Imperium
weapons technology. Tech-priests do
not wear armor, but they are shielded.
When you shoot them, a shimmering
yellow globe of energy pops up around
them and protects them from attacks.
When fighting Tech-Priests, avoid close-
range combat. The best weapon against
the Tech-Priests is the Meltagun.
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Chaos

Enemies

Daemon Prince

Faction: Chaos

Type: Demon

Armor: Super heavy

Attack: Very strong

Weapons: Claws, Chaos Energy

Vulnerable to: Missile Launcher, Plasma
Gun, Rail Rifle

First Encountered: Level 17: Titanic

Chaos Daemon Princes appear to be
great demonic creatures. They are large
and monstrous, but also surprisingly
quick. Like the Chaos Sorcerer, they can
teleport, but they are much more durable
than the magicians. Use high-damage
weapons against it, such as Plasma
Guns, Rail Rifles, and Missle Launchers.

Chaos

Dreadnought

Faction: Chaos

Type: Walking weapons platform

Armor: Super heavy

Attack: Super strong

Weapons: Missile Launcher,
Autocannon, grenades

Vulnerable to: Rail Rifle, Missile
Launcher

First Encountered: Level 15: Last Chance

The Chaos Dreadnought is first encoun-
tered as a boss creature, but you also face
it a handful of other times in later levels. It
is among the most powerful enemies in the
game and is equipped with three weapon
arrays. It has a Missile Launcher on its left
arm, an Autocannon on its right, and it also
hurls grenades. At short, medium, or long
range, this thing is a monstrous killer. The
most vulnerable parts of the Dreadnought
are its arms. Shooting its arms disables its
weapons. Dreadnoughts are very slow and
don't maneuver well. If it can't see you, a
Dreadnought will just stay in place, spin-
ning around looking for you. Use that to
your advantage and snipe it with the Rail
Rifle while hidden at long range. The best
weapon against the Dreadnought is the
Missile Launcher. Three hits will destroy it.

Chaos Space

Marine

Faction: Chaos

Type: Heavy infantry

Armor: Very heavy

Attack: Very strong to super strong

Weapons: Chaos Bolter, Missile
Launcher, Plasma Gun

Vulnerable to: Rail Rifle, Missile
Launcher, grenades, Plasma Gun

First Encountered: Level 13: No Rest for
the Wicked

Chaos Space Marines are corrupt ver-
sions of the Imperial Space Marine.
Their armor is more archaic and almost
demonic in appearance, and those
caught without their helmets look
somehow inhuman. As strong as the
Space Marines are, the Chaos Space
Marines are even stronger. The most
effective weapon against the Chaos
Space Marine is the Missile Launcher or
Rail Rifle. With the Rail Rifle, aim for the
head. If you can't get a head shot, it still
only requires two shots. A single direct
hit from a Missile Launcher will kill a
Chaos Space Marine, but this weapon
has such a slow reload time and small
ammunition count.

Obliterator

Faction: Chaos

Type: Heavy infantry

Armor: Very heavy

Attack: Very strong

Weapons: Plasma Gun or Missile
Launcher, Autocannon

Vulnerable to: Rail Rifle, Missile
Launcher

First Encountered: Level 16: City in
Tatters

Chaos Obliterators are dual-weapon-
wielding cyborgs that are larger and
even tougher than Chaos Space
Marines. They are in many ways like
lighter versions of the Dreadnought.
From their left hands they shoot plasma
or Missiles, and from their right hands
they fire an Autocannon. Ideal weapons
against the Obliterator are Missile
Launchers and Rail Rifles.

Chaos Raptor

Faction: Chaos

Type: Fast Attack

Armor: Heavy

Attack: Strong

Weapons: Plasma Pistol, claws

Vulnerable to: Plasma Gun, Meltagun,
Burst Cannon

First Encountered: Level 16: City in
Tatters
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The lightning-quick Chaos Raptors are
frightening creatures that look like
upright birds of prey made of metal and
muscle. Corrupted versions of the
Raptor Space Marines, these Chaos
creatures are the fastest enemies in the
game. They appear out of nowhere and
then run you down, closing the gap in
what seems like less than a second and
then letting loose with their sharp
claws. The Plasma Gun is good because
it shoots a big ball that can catch a
Raptor, and the Meltagun and Burst
Cannon work well because of their rapid
rate of fire and their spray attacks.

Sorcerer

Faction: Chaos

Type: Magic user

Armor: Very heavy (shielded)

Attack: Strong

Weapons: Staff

Vulnerable to: Rail Rifle, Plasma Gun

First Encountered: Level 14: Silence 
the Guns

Chaos Sorcerers look like corrupt Tech-
Priests but are much deadlier. They
employ shields like the priests, but they
can teleport around the battlefield. So if
you think you are safe because you
ducked behind a crate, think again. The
Chaos Sorcerer teleports beside or
behind you. The best weapon against
the Sorcerer is the Meltagun, which
makes short work of it, followed by the
Rail Rifle and Plasma Gun. The Rail Rifle
and Plasma Gun only need to hit the
Sorcerer two or three times to destroy it.

Chaos Minor

Daemon

Faction: Chaos

Type: Hovering Chaos creature

Armor: Light

Attack: Average

Weapons: Chaos plasma

Vulnerable to: All

First Encountered: Level 16: City in
Tatters

These hovering drones are noticeable
because of their evil red glow and loud
noise. They look like biomechanical
drones, and they fire beams of red
energy that sap your shields. They
aren't too maneuverable and can be
killed easily by your usual complement
of weapons. They appear sparingly
starting in level 16 but are never a seri-
ous threat.

Bosses

Greater Daemon

of Tzeentch

Unit Type: Vulture-like Chaos demon

Weapons: Fireball, Chaos energy

Weak Spots: None

Level Encountered: Level 20: Face 
of Chaos

Once you have destroyed the body of
Severus, he uses the convergence to
transform into his Chaos form, that of a
huge vulture demon. In this form, he is
a massive Chaos creature. In one hand
he wields a staff of power, while in the
other he juggles fireballs. Stay on the
top level, close to the medikits, and
side-strafe him with your weapon. His
two attacks are hurling fireballs from
his right hand and shooting tendrils of
Chaos energy with his staff in his left
hand. The fireball does more damage
than the Chaos energy, but the Chaos
energy bypasses shields. The ideal
weapon to attack the Greater Daemon
of Tzeentch with is the Rail Rifle. The
Missile Launcher is good as well, but
the Greater Daemon of Tzeentch will
outlast the maximum Missile Launcher
ammo count of eight. Depending on
your difficulty level, it takes 15–30 rail
shots to finally destroy him. When he
raises his hand and stretches his palm
out to you, a fireball's coming. He also
raises his staff before attacking with it,
so when he does either, run.

As soon as the Sorcerer disappears, spin
around. Usually, they teleport right behind
you, so turn around and be ready to fire as
soon as you see it again.
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Chaos Spawn

Name: Chaos Spawn

Unit Type: Chaos creature

Armament: Energy blasts, claws

Weak Spots: None

Level Encountered: Level 19:
Convergence

The Chaos Spawn is the former Admiral
Constantine given a violent Chaos form.
Severus has planted a seed of Chaos in
Constantine, which then mutates rapidly
until it transforms the Admiral into a
Chaos monster. Nothing of Admiral
Constantine remains in this creature. It
is a mindless engine of Chaos and
destruction. The Chaos Spawn has two
attacks. From long range it hurls ten-
drils of energy. At close range, the
Chaos Spawn has a claw attack that
bypasses shields and shaves off a third
of your maximum health. It takes at
least a dozen hits from a Rail Rifle to kill
it. Attack from range and use cover. Time
your attacks so you are behind cover
when its hurls Chaos energy, and attack
only during the lull. The Chaos Spawn is
very large, making it an easy target for
the Rail Rifle.

Severus

Name: Severus

Unit Type: Imperial Governor/Agent 
of Chaos

Weapons: Plasma Gun

Weak Spots: None

Level Encountered: Level 20: Face 
of Chaos

Governor Severus betrays the Imperium
and reveals his true loyalty to Chaos in
Level 13: No Rest for the Wicked, but
you don't battle with the devil until the
last level of the game. Severus has
made a pact with Chaos and is trying to
breed Chaos creatures. His ultimate
goal is to transform himself into a being
of Chaos and destroy those who stand
in his way. He wields a Plasma Gun but
isn't a particularly good shot. In fact,
Severus doesn't appear to be trying
very hard to avoid getting hit. That's
because his physical death is part of his
grand plan. He wants you to destroy his
body so that he can transform into a
great Chaos demon. You can dodge his
plasma blasts easily while returning fire
with your own Plasma Gun or Rail Rifle.

Valkyrie

Name: Valkyrie

Unit Type: Gunship

Weapons: Missile Launchers,
Autocannons

Weak Spots: Engines

Level Encountered: Level 2: The Push

The Valkyrie is an impressive Imperial
war machine. It is a hovering gunship
armed with twin Missile Launchers and
twin cannons. Its Missiles can strike
targets at medium to long range,
although they have a hard time hitting
targets adjacent to the gunship. The
ship's Autocannons aren't as potent as
the Missile, but they fire so quickly that
they deplete your shield and health in a
matter of seconds. To destroy this air-
craft you must hit the engines with your
grenades and firearms.
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Warhammer 40,000: Fire Warrior has a
great single-player game, but it also
offers fun multiplayer action. You can
play a multiplayer game by going to the
multiplayer menu in the main menu.
The available connection types are split
screen or online.

Split Screen

The split screen maps are all smaller
versions of their online counterparts, so
review the tips from the appropriate
online map.

Multiplayer Tips

Multiplayer gaming is fast, intense, and
full of excitement. If you thought the
campaign was great, wait till you play
with other human opponents. 

Weapons in

Multiplayer

In multiplayer, your default weapon isn't
a Tau weapon, but the Imperial Autogun.

Instantaneous Weapons

Are Better than

Projectiles

Instantaneous weapons, like the shot-
gun and Rail Rifle, are better in multi-
player games. When you squeeze the
trigger, the enemy player is hit right
away. There is no delay between the
trigger being squeezed and the bullet
hitting the target.

But Splash 

Damage Rules

It is a given that human players are
constantly on the move and thus very
difficult to hit. You must lead the target,
be a master marksman, or use a
weapon with a large splash radius.
Splash damage weapons are also excel-
lent to take into large battles. If you see
two or more players duking it out in
deathmatch, shoot a Missile into the
midst of them. You could end up killing
all of them with just one Missile.

Master the Rail Rifle

This weapon is the ultimate firearm. The
Rail Rifle is perfect for sniping, since it
kills anyone with one shot to the head.
But it also can gib players at shorter
ranges, provided you hit them. It does
the second-most damage of any
weapon, behind only the Missile
Launcher, and still does enough to kill a
player in one shot. But unlike the
Missile Launcher, it has a 10-round clip
(fresh rail rifles have 5 rounds in the
clip) so you can kill 10 times before
reloading. One caveat is to not get too
close to other players wielding
Shotguns. During the cooldown
between your shots, if you are at close
range, either weapon can kill you before
you can get off another shot.

Items

Control the Heavy

Weapons

Know where the Rail Rifle, Missile
Launcher, and Bolters are located. These
are the heavy hitting weapons in the
game, and inasmuch as you can take
them for yourself and deny others the
opportunity to use them, you will be
halfway to winning the game. Make sure
you are the one camping over the Rail
Rifle and Missile Launcher respawn sites. 

Control Medikits

Control the medikits and grenades.
Memorize where the medikits are.
These are life-savers and could turn the
tide of a battle.

Notes on Grenades

Don't toss grenades. Shoot them. You
can launch a grenade much farther than
you can throw it when you use the Tau
Pulse Carbine.

Learn to Run

Backward

Learn how to run backwards so that you
can retreat from battle and still take
down anyone following you.
Oftentimes, other players chasing you
will just run straight after you, making
them surprisingly easy to hit.

Aim for the Head

Always target the head. As you get bet-
ter, this will always be the place you aim
first. It might present a smaller profile
than the torso, but you'll do more dam-
age with a head shot than a body shot.

Work with Your

Teammates

Work with your team and coordinate
your strategies. If you go running off
without your teammates, you could end
up getting jumped by the other team
and have no backup. Or you might leave
your teammates in a lurch. Work
together.

Watch and Learn

Don't be afraid to get your butt kicked
by more experienced players. You only
learn by playing better players. Watch
others, ask for tips, keep playing, and
take on better players. Always practice.
Follow those rules, and eventually, new
players will be asking for your advice.

Multiplayer

It is more important than ever in multiplay-
er games to keep moving around, side-
strafe, and circle-strafe. When moving in
any situation, consider jumping, so you are
harder to hit. It could mean the difference
between getting shot in the head and shot
in the arm.

TIPTIP
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Direct from the

Developers

To play online, you need a PS2 online
adapter and a broadband connection.
Once you select the online option, the
game configures your adapter and 
gets online. You can then create a game
and have others join, or you can join
another game.

The maps available in online are dif-
ferent than those offered in split-screen
mode. There are 12 maps to choose
from online. The game types allowed
are deathmatch, team deathmatch, and
capture the flag.

Weapons in

Multiplayer

The following weapons act differently in
multiplayer than they do in the single-
player game.

• Imperial Autogun: The standard
weapon that you will always spawn
with. High rate of fire but relatively
low damage. 

• Imperial Lasgun: The weakest weapon,
however it's a great backup and it's
good for humiliating your enemy.

• Tau Pulse Carbine: A rapid-fire
weapon, which has the added bonus
of being a devastatingly-accurate
grenade launcher.

• Imperial Shotgun: Despite being inac-
curate at long ranges, close up, this
weapon is unmatched in its stopping
power.

• Imperial Bolter: Highly inaccurate but
can dispatch enemies with ease.

• Imperial Missile Launcher: An
extremely destructive weapon with
the ability to take out multiple ene-
mies with a single shot.

• Imperial Sniper Rifle: Great for covert
attacks, the scope mode allows accu-
rate targeting and maintains the
secrecy of your position.

• Tau Rail Rifle: A one-shot kill weapon
with scope mode. Although more
powerful than the Sniper Rifle, its
trail will reveal your location.

• Grenades: Useful backup weapon for
when you are running low on ammo
or are surrounded by numerous
opponents. Excellent when launched
using the Tau Pulse Carbine.

Online Map Tips

Kuju has provided tips specific to each
of the levels in the multiplayer game.

Divided (Deathmatch)

• The crossed walkways section in the
center of the map is home to the
most powerful weapons, but this area
leaves you open to attack.

• When starting in the trench sections,
stock up on any grenades that may
be lying around.

• Sniping from the outer walkways is an
excellent way of increasing your kill
count, but will leave you exposed and
vulnerable.

Assault (Deathmatch)

• Missile Launchers are abundant in
this map and they are a great way of
racking up a great kill count. Firing
across the map is both satisfying and
looks awesome.

• Raised sections of the map are useful
for sniping across the map and onto
the deck below.

• If confronted on an upper walkway by
an opponent with a powerful weapon,
don't be afraid to jump down to the
deck below. You will sustain some
damage from falling but at least you
will escape.

Intervention (Deathmatch)

• You can find the Rail Rifle hidden
under the stairs in the library.

• Be careful when jumping on the series
of hovering platforms. It is easy to mis-
calculate and plummet to your death.

• Going to either end of the upper bal-
cony of the library provides you with
a relatively secure position from
which to target enemies.
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• When you swap a weapon do not remain
on the spot as your old weapon will
quickly detonate and you can be killed in
the explosion.

• Never forget that the Missile Launcher
and the Imperial Bolter cause large
amounts of splash damage, therefore
aiming for the ground near your oppo-
nent can be very effective.

• Always keep an eye on your weapon's
ammo and reload whenever it is safe to
do so.

• Avoid staying in one part of the map for
too long. Respawned enemies will
remember where you last were.

• When using the Sniper or Rail Rifle try to
find somewhere inconspicuous because
you will be vulnerable to enemies whilst
in scope mode.

• Using explosive weapons at close quar-
ters may kill you as well as your enemy
negating any point you may score.

• Don't forget to taunt your enemy in
online games. Taunting may enrage your
foe causing them to make rash decisions
and silly mistakes. Additionally, the
taunt menu can be used to issue simple
commands to your team.

• In Capture the Flag matches, if you
return to base with the enemy team's
flag and your own flag is missing, try to
hide somewhere while your teammates
attempt to retrieve your flag.

• In Capture the Flag matches, attacking is
not always the best option. Splitting
your team between attacking and
defending can increase your chances of
scoring highly.

• When creating the game, remember to
use an appropriate score and time limit.

Tips from kuju
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Redemption

(Deathmatch)

• Always stay on the move, as delaying
for even a second can cause your
demise.

• The pipes located near one of the two
upper walkway ramps can be reached
with a well-timed jump. This is an
excellent sniping spot.

• Due to the compacted nature of the
map, you often find groups of fight-
ing enemies together. A well placed
missile or grenade will see you on
the road to victory.

Prisoners (Capture the

Flag/Team Deathmatch)

• The windows overlooking the court-
yard are an excellent place to defend
your base from your enemies.

• The small tunnel opposite the flag
location is a great place to hide and
defend your flag.

• You can jump from each window 
to escape your enemy's base. This
will cause massive damage, but with
full health prior to jumping, you can
survive.

Oppression (Capture

the Flag/Team

Deathmatch)

• When you capture the enemy's flag,
to escape quickly, jump over the bal-
cony to the floor below.

• At the start of the game, run for the
missile launcher in the center of the
map—it is the only one in the level
and in expert hands can mean a mini-
mum of two guaranteed kills!

• Multiple ways out from your base also
means multiple ways in, so don't for-
get to watch all entrances.

Deception (Capture

the Flag/Team

Deathmatch)

• There are some excellent sniping
positions on the Titan war machine in
the center of the map. Good spots
include either of his arms or his
lower back.

• It is all too easy to fall off of the walk-
ways under the Titan. Try to avoid
engaging too many opponents in
these areas unless you are steady on
your feet.

• Make the most of the fact that the
bases are easy to protect by position-
ing yourself so that you can cover
both entryways at once.

Ballistic (Capture the

Flag/Team

Deathmatch)

• The little nooks and crannies around
the edges of the map are excellent
places from which to snipe.

• Although the map is quite confined,
there is a lot of cover—make sure to
make use of it when you are crossing
the map.

• As the bases are very close together,
there can be a lot of captures in a
small space of time. To minimize the
loss of your flag, ensure there is a
strong defense.




